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FRER BURKE° Asiatics are portrayed in d fairly recent yeugraphy book as
"indolent, effeminate and servile." The obvious lesson to be drawn, apparently, is
that Americans are industrious, manly, andfree. Another textbobk from the same
period says about the people of New England, they are frank, bold and enterprising."
An i,o,teresting thing about these books is not only evidence of racial and ethnic preju-
dice but implied sexual prejudice, as well e.g. "seryile and effeminate." We are in
large part what we are taught to be, and as We are discovering it's very difficultto mend our ways.

.

.(

..J-,...... Asiatics, Europeans, and South Americans, though treated generally with disdain
in our chauvinistic educational materials,

are nonetheless always regarded as member'S
of "the family" albeit somewhat degenerate cousins. As for Africans, however, an
early textbook teaches that "human nature is nowhere eXhibited in a more rude and dis-gusting attire:" "Negroes are not as destitute of education as they are of intelli-gence."

is

.
.Now what I have tried to do in these opening remarks s to emphasize the

relationship of international ignorance to racial, ethnic, and cultural prejudice,
because I believe firmly that we often overlook--or at least we don't effectively
emphasize, the impact of intercultural knowledge and understanding on domestic harmony.
A major problem faced by those of us who try to integrate international and intercul-
tural materials and concepts into our curriculum has been our inability to precisely
demonstrate where and why it fits into the scheme of things. Few of us would argue
that intercultural motives are not important or do not contribute to an understanding
of the nature of man, humanity, and civilization,

but we don't know well how to inte -.

grate, how to relate, how to put it all in place.A lack of purpose, or at least our
inability to define purpose with greater precisioh,

,-

has enabled our adversaries to
quite easily shunt us aside as fuzzy headed liberals, esoteric idealists or, worse
still, sometimes T potential subversives of the American way. I'm not going to. talk
at length abou ,the many overlapping_ purposes of InternationM Education. I'm sure we
will hear a,q eat deal on that subject later. You are familTa.r..with international
'education as concentration on'ithe study of this nation state and the interaction withother nation-states . Then there's the more chauvinistic idea Of essentially learning
about American foreign policy. There's alsb the more staghatlt,,itpproach of jandsdpes,
resources, and statistics. How long is the river? What are the *Ames of the capital
cities, etc., followed by the sterility of peoples, datseran t 1?.51;. More recently,

,we have seen approacheS which seek to convey an ethic and urposg And
most recently there has been a growing awareness of th .siggi. f nc'd,%of the concept
"spaceship-earth," and about tht finite nature of our r sot 2s, 'h of the delicate,t.
balance-between nature and man. All these have tontribueed o,th emielopment of wire,
and essentially better, materials emphasizIng internatipiS1 Vends W-nCulti-cultural
concepts.

. -
, ,,, ,,,-:- ipii4.,,,, ..f.,, , .

7( ,

Those of you who arose arly enough this mornina-to,look at the4localspaper will
have noted that the leading a ticle of the Charlott tiaper;deplt with the.serious water 4shortage most of the nation wi,1 confront over tie, qt 20 or 30 year-.6,,4lilenima
probably as serious as that of energy. Serious is t4Uestions of eneciiInd water
quality, shortage and distribution cannot be view do a soleT .nattonaLbasis for khey
'are innately trans-national concepts. Given the- bvious: iif or death'Uterdepehaency
it seems curious to me that we would even have 66d,tio'capvi ce our assotiAtes ci- the'
need to integrate global educatipo into our t aching : Goo teaching and good materials:
about contemporary life would do that almost automatically; but the-don't,`add for °some reasons I sought to touch upon to ..'. -

.

OUr elementary and-secondary system
x....,

ofledaatioh are peculiarly panochial.. Most
of-us would agree that in the laSt analiysiT the ultimate purpose of education is self=
discovery, the evolution of a sense of elf - worth -and dignity. We say this
and I think most of us truly so believe. But haw we expect 'to accomplish the goal of
self - discovery and human dignity without a constant and integrated effort to learn
about -and-teach about our own origins, about our interdependence, about our varied be-
lief systems, about the commonality that

encompasses distinctiveness, without inter-
jection :r

and.involvement of materials and ideas about other peoples and cultures, I
,, ,,

do not comprehend. Most of, us have had the oppoiqunity to witness the recent TV
performance of ROOTS, possibly the single most powerful educational experience to have
occurred in the past halfcentury. -It's all there: What is the lesson? You can't
be somebody unless you proudly come from somebody and can identify with some place-.
"Who are you?" Thatques,tion can't be answered satisfactorily anymore without refer-
ence to ethnicity. You simply can't ask that question "Who are you?" without reference
explained or implied to where one or one's ancestors came from.

-1-



For me the ultimate purpose of education is not the basics of reading, writing,
and arithmetic, which many who fear the real power of education would seek to reduce

it to. To me, education is essentially the acquisition of dignity! I once wrote an

essay entitled "Imperative for Dignity" and concluded that man might exist but he

couldn't be without dignity. I further maintained that the possession of dignity is

as criticaTto "being" as is love, food, sex, or shelter is critical to, existing.

People without a knowledge of their past, without respect for their origins, without

a pride of ancestry are devoid of dignity. Dignity conveys to a person that he or she

is one possessed of a positive self-image. A being demonstrates a pride of self,

serenity based on self-assurance, a sense of occupying a special unique place in the

universe. To me, that's what education in the final analysis is all about. Our

polyglot American people affected by our tumultuous history, compounded by the macho
of our infant national mythology, generated romantic ideas of "manifest destiny" to

be won in part through the melting pot integration of all of our diverse peoples.

This ethic has rendered the acquisition of human dignity in our country and in our
.time most problematic, and oft times associated the process with conflict and violence.

Every generation in our history has experienced a period of violence as it sought

to deal with this question of human dignity. The range of difficulty in effectidg the
acquisition of that dignity has run the gamut from an assumption of the gospel pre-emi-

nence of anglo-saxon origin, to the more difficult incorporation of the ethnically and

linguistically different, still essentially similar Europeans, to the still more un-

easy acceptance of racially different, bUt historically accepted indigenous Americans

and Asiatics, The most problematic aspect of the mythical melting pot involves the

integration of one of our oldest ethnics--the Afro-American. Except for the Afro-

American, every ingredient in this spicy American stew traces its cultural origin to
another historic time, and to another universally recognized civilization. For the

"Dago" there was always the grandeur of Rome to sustain the battered dignity. ,For
the "Polack" there was the superiority of Tchaikovsky; for the Chinatown "Chink" there

was always the wisdom of Confucius, even the "Redskin" has the glory of the Incas.

'But.for the Afro-American, at least until recently, there persisted'a powerful denial
of dignified human origin. Afro-Americans were deliberately prohibited a knowledge

of their heritage and thus were denied human dignity. And it was this denial that
inevitably elicited a struggle on the part of the American black to win dignity even,
if violence was to be the ultimate price. An understanding of this powerful strain in

our history as it relates differentially to Africa and to Europe is critical to an

education, that will ultimately confer a sense of self-dignity on and for all Americans.
Judaic-Christian slave traders, those buyers and sellers and shippers of men, women,
and children, those owners and dealers in human chattel, if all of these were not to
deny the most basic precepts of their religions of necessity had to deny the Afro-
Americans the dignity of a common humanity. All that was required to square the
circle of a 'universally humanistic religion with the buying and selling of a people

was to deny that the Afro-American people ever possessed or were capable of possessing

an indigenous history. All that was required was to repeatedly deny that the Afro-
American had a culture; to deny that he had or ever had a civilization and that,
therefore, he was, in reality, less than not completely human, and could therefore

be treated inhumanely but with justice. 'All this could then be achieved and with great

profit and little fear that an angry Christian God would work his vengeance on those
who otherwise would be guilty of violating a basic commandment if the irony of human

dignity is that it is indivisible. If we teach selfrespect,'self-reliance, and self-
worth, then it must follow that we also have to teach respect for the rights of our

fellow man. Thust the quest 'for,roots is not simply a search for Afro-American origins
and thereby for human dignity for black Americans, but rather a common quest for the

identity of a neglected people composing the mosaic that is America.
Many purposes contribute to the design' our teaching about Global. Perspectives.,

But if public education persists as a strategy to maintain the integrity and preserva-
tion of American society, then it behooves us to employ that process to ensure that
human dignity of all peoples is and continues to be respected. I am suggesting that we

not overlook the manifold purposes of Global Perspectives in Education, but rather
that we understand the basic significance of the underlying concepts and values for

what they are, a Vital element in the. ordinary everyday functioning of our educational

system.
We are in the,process today of de-homogenizing American society and American

education. We are catight up in a powerful, and, I think, a very positive phenomenon -

of historic proportions that challenges the very idea of the melting,pot. Rather than

homogenizing ouh diffdrences, we now are attempting to recognize, seek out, and to .

-2-



incorporate these diffe\ka ices into a more complete and more honest society. Whether
future historians review the transformation of the American melting pot into the
American salad bowl is but one more illustration of the American genius, as opposed to
a heralding of the demise of our society, depends on how the emerging generations of
Americans--those kids now in our schools--come to perceive of their commonality and
their differences. Unless we here today are able to lead so as to insure that this
new separatist journey to the acquisition of liuman dignity of the revived concerns
with our roots, also convey a sense of common manifest destiny and the unified dignity
of an American people, well surely encounter the dangerous shoals of neo-chauvinism,
neo-racism and neo-ethnicity. There are some evidemes of that already occurring.
Whether we take the voyage together safely to a ricliTr and more tolerant and dignified
land, oP`whether we drift selfishly and antagonistically in a twrbulent sea of con-
flict, depends in large part on what we educators do over the next two decades.

Maybe more important is what we don't do. What we do or don't 00 in this area
will be significantly affected by what we learn, what we teach each other, what we come
to understand and to value here in Pinehurst during the next two or three days. I
can't think of a more important and

timely gathering than the one occurring here this
week. I have focused on but one aspect of this phenomenon--the relationship of Global

-,..perspectives to the vitality and future of a troubled domestic society.
We haye outgrown the myth of the melting pot; we no longer preach or practice

At. We now talk about the American salad bowl as eveeyone looks anew or again for
their roots. Instead of trying to'downplay ethnicity, we now raise it to an important
role, and we teach about it in our schools. I think that this trend has potential for
enormous good, that is if we are sufficiently sophisticated and sufficiently learned.
-If we are not, it has within it a possibility for enormous danger and for substankisal
damage to our society.

iWhat I'm suggesting-to you, therefore, is that what occurs in our schools over
the next decade or doesn't occur depends in large part on the leaderShip that we edu-
cators provide. The purpose of this meeting it to bring us togetheripeople who have
labored long and hard in the vineyard and who know where the ideas and materials
necessary to teaching and to helping can be found. I know I can, learn a great deal
here at Pinehurst, and, hopefully, I will be inspired. because of what Ihear today and
tomorrow to find ways to include more of these ideas and concepts and values into the
curriculum of the schools of New Jersey.

I

FRED BURKE: We are extremely fortunate'that Bob Gilmore, who is the Presi-
dent of Global Perspectives in Educationloulil be with us. Bob and I had a chance
to sit next to each other at dinner last ight. 'I know he is an extraordinary in-
dividual and has a great mind. He is kind,.compassionate and handsome because we
discovered we had so much in common. He is the President of The New York Friends
Group and President ofjpe Mertz-Gilmore Foundation. He is also in the publishing
business. He was educdred at Miami University of Ohio and went to Yale. He is'
one of those people who has labored long in the vineyard and can help us find our
way. Bob,. would you come up here please? I now give you Bob Gilmore.



BOB GILMORE: I feel slightly betrayed by this group in that I was going to

listen all week while the problems were cleared away and til t issues became crystal

clear and sparkling. Then I was going to rise and speak to them and tell you exactly

what to do. Now through betrayal of John Richardson and others in concert, I get

moved to the first so I have to deal with the problems, although you, Fred,. helped
clear up many of them.

I should tell you a little background both of myself and of our organization,
because its kind of a strange one. I have wandered around as an academic tramp for
a while, managed to get a PhD in neurophy%iology, which I prbmptly never touahed

again and came out of the war as a pacifist, which is one of the reasons I didn't

touch it again. I also joined the Societyrof Friends. The N.Y. Friends group was
set up out of the concern to have some kind of a research and development organiza-
tion that worked with non-profit organizations and worked primarily in international
civil rights concerns. Its about seven years old. Our program was actually founded
in 1956, bit we didn't do a great deal with it for a while. Since then, we have been

working-on research and development. The last thing we did before we got in this
vale of tears in the schools, which probably will be the last in many ways because it
is so terribly complicated, was-to establish the National Committee oh US-China Rela-
tions. Some of you have profited already by trips to China and some will do so in
the future, We spend a little under a million cellars a year. We have a profes-

sional staff of around ten with some consultants occasionally. We are fin need by

various foundations and from our own foundation (the Mertz-Gilmore Foundat-on) and
we have been living very productively but not terribly well on a NEH gran for the

last fifteen months and hoping it will be renewed. This grant has been a very gener-
bus grant which enabled us to start pioneering in trying to find out what we meant
by Global Perspectives. .

The things that really got us into this were a group of beliefs and values that
there could be a worldwithout war with human and civil rights for all the people,
based on the democratic process and distinctly non-totalitarian. This is a keystone

to our whole sition. We believed that it was possible to have a well-informed
citizenry that d give us strength to cope with the problems. The.problems, of

course, are getting increasingly more difficult, more interlocked, more complex and
much more dangerous which kind of puts me off when I hear people talking about how
the global world is 'joing to be a desirable thing. Asglobal world is going to'be an

absolute disaster for the next ten to twenty years. We will have more conflict and
problems rather than less. It happens everytime you put more people together in a
.confined space. I don't think anybody at least if they don't want to lose all their
following - should go around talking about the happy days of the future as the world
is more and more globalized. It does mean that we must develop a more sophisticated,
more informed decision-making apparatus and unfortunately now, our foreign policy
options are limited many times by policy makers, not because'they don't have other
things to do, but because they are afraid public opinion will not support their poli-
cies. They are right in many cases. Therefore the public is really a brake on the

process.
All of us are interested in citizenship education in all forms, whether for

adults or in the schools. My center has concentrated on the pre-collegiate arena.
We are working solely in primary and secondary education from K-12, although we see
options and opportunities in Community Colleges. We picked the schools for many of

the reasons for which they historically were set up. One of their major reasons for
coming into being, in addition to vocational, was to guarantee an informed citizenry
that world equal the ways of the ancient Greeks and in a sense_it has worked 'well.
Its been.popular recently to put down schools but I think, given all the problems
they have been forced to take on that real y weren't their business, they have done
extraordinarily well. I think I really go to be interested in the schools by a
birthday party we had for,Norman Thomas on his 80th birthday to which he invited many
people. Some of the people he asked were rank Brown, Roger Baldwin and people of

this nature. They talked about everythingbut the thing that really enthused them
was when they mentioned public education. To them, education for citizenship in

American schools was the absolutely essential component,of democracy. These men be-

came excited about this which was a moving thing to me. We have decided that K-12

is where we would like to see work done. We don't have much of a policy. We are not

pushing.area studies or world law or world government or .peace studies or anything of
that nature, although we think all bfjhese have their places. But what we are try-



wing to do is actually create
a framework of interest, resources and political sup-

port so that things can be done in schools by the people who want to do them. The
only thing we could possibly do is create a climate of support around them.' We got
into a little trouble by beingiplainl ""political ". We were pplitical in the sense
of trying to find the climate of opinion. We found that was all right for a while,
because there really wasn'tmuch going on and we could go out and work for citizens'
groups, foundations and various others. We soon found that we didn't know what wewere talking about. We were limited by our content. .Therefore we st*rted thinking
about what made sense that would fit the situation, not just academically and intel-lectually, but also politically. The conclusion was that you weren't going to in-
troduce anything into the schools very easily. You have probably all heard Frank
Keppel's comment about the schools being tbe great sucker markets of the world where

. everyone is trying to break in to sell things. The schools have developed protec-
tion against this by just letting them come in and spend their money and when the
money runs out, you just close over them all like quicksand. Another way you handlethem is a similar tactic. You find one of your teachers who is most interested.She gets a few elite students and they go upstairs and meet for a year until the mon-ey runs out. That's the end of that operation. We saw these things, so we tried to
get something that really gould go K -12. I don't know whether we have it and its
not terribly important in a sense, because its the idea that is important. 'Global
Perspectives uses concepts, which means you can Use them as a lens. So we are pio-neering. Some of you have seen an "Intercom" which has some of the results of our
NEN work on this topic. -Again, we are not developing a curriculum. We are trying to
find what we are talking about in

the school system situation regarding Global Per:spectives. We are also trying to face some'pecial problems. What is basic compe-tehcy? Why.i's the idea of,world citizenship going over like a lead balloon? We
make it very clear in most schools that ,What we are interested in is the development
of American citizens who are competent to deal with the problemS they are being con-
fronted with by an increasingly complex and globalized world. So'we are interested
iii-developing American citizens, not world citizens. Perhaps theonly way to develop
a world citizen is to develop an American citizen first. We are also quite clear
about bur democratic base and our anti-totalitarian stands on all issues.

We go out to get people like John Richardson and other Republicans, some of whom
are more conservative than John Richardson. We also have someDemocrats more pon-
servative than both on our Board and on our National Council. I tell you this be-
cause it is a strange organization.

.Probably the strangpst thing about it is that
we are trying to create a situation where We can go out of business as soon as pos-sible. We are interested in creating a field that begins to move. So we divided
our operations into two parts. One part is developing the educational field. We
don't mean to do it ourselves, because although we have good technical people, we
don't have that many. What we want to do is enable others to do it. We want the
various curriculum developers to begin to move in this field. We want to see if wecan find resources. There is no point creating resources if thy already exist. We'want to go out and raise some money for deserving folk who will do.these things and
do them with their own staff and organizations. We are really not trying to develop
a whole new wave within our organization

- curriculum, teachers, trainers, etc. We
can help in colleges and teacher organizations, but only within their structures.
We've just begun. We think from this year on we are probably going to be of much more
help. We are going to build up our board so that it has a range of very well known
public figures stretching across political and geographical spectrums. They will
primarily be engaged in creating a public acceptance and public interest in enabling
you people to go forward, if you choose to. We are working with foundations - com-
munity, public, private, carbrate - to try to get them to put money, in the field,
although we all recognize the ultimate support must come from the public schools.
There is no other source other than federal government. It is a risky source as you
know. I think we could come back later, hopefully in a year and report that we have
done the job. I hope that this year, if we can help in any way, that you will let us
know. We.are now busily preparing magazines like INTERCOM and Others are mapping the
field so people will know what actually exists.

I don't think we have retreated, exactly. It is partly a tactical thing, but
it's partly a value thing. There have been many attacks that world federalist and
other poeple have tried to work with the schools to counter (e.g. the old UN attack
when the Russians didn't pay for their share of Congo expefffes). There is no really



widespread attack at this time like there was in the fifties, but it still there

and is taking the form of back to the basics and competency. It is important for

people to be good citizens and one of the ways they can be gooetitizens is to en- '

courage their policy makers to function in ways in which they exercise good citizen-
ship. If they do that on foreign policy issues, they are certainly going to move
towards an understanding of world problems world situations not just the facts of
them, but the actual dynamics of them. I Fecall the attl'ck on the UN. The UN

really wasn't very able in their counterattacks because somehow support for the UN
was a glowing support. They felt emotionally stirred by this and they,spent all
their time.being very pro-UN. When the attack caine, they really didn't have any
answers to give because they hadn't dealt with the tough problem of one nation, one
vote. They never worked that through because they were dealing with the concept of
world citizOnship without getting into the real political nitty gritty. We are not

putting down world citizenship. We are just saying ydu had better be a good Ameri-
can citizen first and get these values and use them to formulate your own foreign
policy. It seems to me that maybe the most difficult place to bring about any kind
of stretchingof allegiance is through the public school system.. Essentially one of
the purposes of the public schools is to maintain the existing system. It has been
fascinating to watch how public education is used in developing countries. It is

used in a sense of propaganda., to wean people away from tribal differences, for
example, and to inculcate a sense of nationality where there wasn't one before,
through inventing very powerful myths and'philosophies. In a developed country, edu-
cation i,s used to develop patriotism and love of country. Unfortunately we sometimes

do. that by drawing attentiorito theenemy. Our good President has some wise words .

and observations.

JOHN PORTER: Have you thought about the fact that even though many of us have
,state guideline.s on Global Perspectives, and you are pushing.that with your mater-
ials, that unless we come up with some linkage between international exchange pro-
grams and national program assistance,.training prqrams and funding to retrain .,
staffs, all of the materials we prepare will be for naught? I see very little con-
centration of the fact, that its not the youngsters that need it, its the teachers,
principals and the support staff. I don't find y concentration on upgrading and
changing the attitude of those who run the schools so they in turn can be in a etter
position to do the teaching. Could you speak that?

- BOB GILMORE: This is a big problem. The thing is so massive. WP are just
learning what we are doing at the moment. This is what I mean by a political opera-
tion. You really need a cultural and a community context out of which to operate,
'even if you are a chief. You certainly need it when you come down'to the superin-
tendent of the local school level. Until you give that kind of community support,
the principal or superintendent is going to have a great deal of difficulty in giv-
ing the educational surrounding that a teacher can operate in. The teachers still
might not want to do it, but at least you have to have this to build a climate in
your school and then you obviously have to do something about teacher training. We
have been just dabbling in this. For example, at the University of Denver there .16
a program for which we are one of the three sponsors called Center for Teaching In-
ternational Relations (CTIR). It is in the Graduate School of International Rela,
tions and also at the School of Education there. We have been trying to do-basic-
ally teacher training. We are not telling them how to train their teachers -
their problem. We aren't telling the graduate school what to put in. We are try-
ing to keep them going and its working quite well. A Cognate Program in Inters-...
national Relations is what the Education School calls the program. I'm very embar,,'.

'rassed to talk with you people about the politics of schools, but I think you are
the key factor. We hope to see some of you converted to the true faith. We can
start working because we would like to go around in your states and see if we can
generate public interest. We have a lot of public connections through various polit-
ical parties, etc. This is going to get very political because you are not going to
change society through the schools alone. I guarantee you that. You are going to
have to change it through the community around the schools. At least, that is my
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DOinion. Yo/' re not going th change it, if,theScools don't want to change, but I

think that people, even teachers, live in -a political context. That's the only,an-
swer I can give, because I don'elknow if it is going to,work or not.

If some of the AFT and NEA peOlepre correct, that with declining enrollments ;
and with the accelerating posts,'W:S,not likely that people being trained in Col-
leges of-educafion are going to haii,e.very much-42pact upon'the-systems, it is one of
the ironies of trying to deal with'Olobaj. Perspectives. In our country,'unfortunate-
ly, we assume thlt staffs will seek retraining on their own inWative and that ,is.a
false assumption. They are. also doing good things out in DenVeein their in-service
'training, which, they fyid very successful_ bedause people want that. They ha'velleen

. ',able to fund it so :far"thrbughowarious grants. They. have Ahdrew.Smith who,goes
par:Ounsi and.gets money. Schoblt are' very.impressed. I dOn't know-how far Ws' can
,go.,-7We're-giving.him hi's held nowflappfoletting himoperate out-irf-Denv-er. I supp.

ASi.good orejarilzer Can alwiis do something. I-thinWthe schools are a lost cause.
What's the dom1ion4beliefin New lork" were all this stuff ,that the scftOols are dead.

47-originates. Ws really alow pSCCOn1he totem pole today"- You see we piCk the
two melt unpop9larissuei .y1 America to'day. One is International Affairs end the
gther isthe school's.. Youcap run polls on these things:: International Affairs gets
,..support a little under the humanesociety legislation - your know, like dogs and cats.

one of the reasons we took this job on is that we are priv,ately endowed and have
enough money to do 'a modest exploratory job to See if it.makes any sense or not. If
it does, then maybe somebody havmore muscle and knowledge and can pick it up. I .

wanted to challenge this belief that you cannot work through the schools. I think we
have had.some success.

,FRED BURKE: You are in good company because anyone in-the ,school business
knows that-if you are going to make any changes at all (100 thousand teachers in
my case) you have to have faith that it can be done in the schools. I agree with
you that ti Schools are not going to change society, but I dort think there is
going to A'Srchange in society, unless there is a change in the schools.

-4
ROBERT GILMORE: I agree. completely. 'OurAtarget is a little more reasonable

than it sounds. Our basic target js to set up some kind of continuing institutional,
structure so that everybody knows that at least somewhere in the United States thereis a group of people who have.some

resources,.fUnds, concern, experience and knowl-edge who are mono-maniacs on this concept. What we have done to this point is setOurselves up as a public charity and start operating..
When we talk about the kinds of competencies that kids need to 'develop -in K-12,

we are talking about the things we are.trying to develop under a grant funded by theNational Endowment for the Humanities. 41e are testing these out in some eight
schools across the country in CaliforniftColorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa,
North Carolina and several others. One of the things we are trying to do, partic-ularly in California, is to build on that very kind of thing. The problem is that
we don't know how to expand. I are thinking about an elementary school classroom in
the Mission ,District of San Francisco, which has a heavy Chicano population where we
really have the most success in trying to introduce some of these kinds of ideas.
Some of these things are related to their communities. They build on the richness
of the cultural diversity there so that these kidS can begin to look at themselves
and the rest of the world.

FRED BURKE: I think Bob's point is an important one. In-a sense, in ourpublic schools we are backing into this area without really knowing what we are do-ing. In my state, we have a law that says we will teach bilingual and bicultural
education. It is required in our schools that if there are more than ten youngstersspeaking a language other than English,

we must provide not only instruction in thatlanguage but that we teach them about their culture. So, in a sense we have a law
which almost requires Global Perspectives, but we are not approaching it that way.
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We are approaching it completely is a kind of domestic problem. I sus ect that we
will be mandating in our schools environmental studies. In,a sense, environmental
or energy studies are also by their very nature global, and 'it is conceivable that
we should put some thought to this. Perhaps the International Education Committee
ought to do some of this work. We are involving elements within our public educa-
tion which are almost within themselves a packet. What this reminds me of i5 a re-
guest that we would like to make somewhere down the line that somehow or other we
have access to some of the Chiefs because it is silly for.us to sit around and tell
about the politicstof the schools when the people of the schools knew what the poli-
tics are all about. It would be helpful to have some ptople and to have some guid-
ance.

' : .

BOB GILMORE: These things have Co be done. There just haven't been lieo-

ple.around to do them. We are really trying to set some kind of a mechanism
that will facilitate people's ideas that the media peo le can work with. Many of

the professional organizations have cdncern i interna areasvbut very few
of them are staffed to carry them out. We have n °mai' group in,Wahington
that many of the Washington people sit in on and it is accomplishing things be=
cause we have a staff person who does what Owen Kiernan and-others want to have
done in terms of some of their concerns. There is someone who is there trying to
follow it up. It may be a good idea or a bad idea, but at least there is,some.
future for it and that is what we haven't had. We've had no one who has exploited
the mass media to discuss this in the kind of way you are talking about.

Ik

FRED BURKE: I think what Bob and I are trying t6 get at is thatvmaybe,for the
first time in American Educatibm there iseyolving a kind'of political support bass
because of the demands of ethnics for instruction and for recognition. I think
science fiction is certainly ons.of the most effeskilye ways of, dramatizing or stim-
ulating this area. I want to take the last minutes here to tell you about an ex-
periehce I had that has generated my concern abomt intercultural or international
education. I think a lot of us assume that some,of the basic values we have about
education are inherent in the very nature of man. We feel that most of 'us feel the
same way about life, death, beauty, love,. etc. Many years ago in a remote section
of Uganda, I was with a primitive person and we Were walking along a path. We
heard a human voice in distress and went over. Another native had been speared.
My reaction, I assume, was the same as anyone's - you feel faint, you feel physi --
cally ill,you run away, tremble, etc. I assumed everyone reacts like me. There-
fore I judge everyone's behavior like mine and if they don't behave that way, they
are deviant or deviousor both. What amazed me was that'at first, this fellow I

over but when he identified that this man \was with reacted like I did. He rushed
was not a member of his clan, he wasn't concerned with him at all. I thought it
rather humorous. On another occasion .I saw one of these natives carry another one N,

to the dispensary for medical attention, almost dying himself from exhaus ion.

1!
Those kinds of ideas led me to try an experiment when I was a professor Buffalo. ,

-5o I conducted a course which ran across two or three colleges. It was lled Dis-
cover America and I deliberately staggered the enrollment:. about forty-five kids
were in it. Fifteen were from Third World countries (Africa, Asia, etc.). Fif-
teen_ were from inner-city America (Hispanic or Black). Fifteen were from upper
middle class. I told them that we were going to look at some fundamental ideas
and see' whatthey thought about them and then they were going to tell each other
what they thought about them. I made a list about beauty, death, humor, love, sex -
a long list. I arranged for them to go to funerals and then come back and discuss
them. I gave them cameras and sent them out to hotograph beautiful things and then
come back and describe them. The amazing thing. hat they learned from each other
was that ideas that they had which they thought were universal to man were cultural.
That's fairly important because we are educating in our schools a generation of peo-
ple who are going to be functioning in critical decision making positions in the
years 2040 and 2050 and these people are going to have to be of necessity, trans-
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national. You don't have to be much bf a futurist to project. not only the inter-
dependency-but the communications capability,. Chances are they. are going to prac-
tice their vocations across national tionndari*. They will enter that kind of life
believing that beauty is not in the eyqs of the beholder but beduty is'scmothing
which is universal. What I am going to do now is thank Bob very much. Now we will
have a coffee break and reconvene in fifteen minutes.
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FRO BURKE: Now we are going to have the opportunity to view Globe) Perspec-

tives in Education from another vantagrpoini: he gentleman who is here with us iS

the Chairman of the Foreign Policy Assiciation. Some of you who have read the journal

and are familiar with the F%reign Policy Association know that the association has

had a rather checkered history in a sense. It has been blamed for foreign policy dtrec-

mtions and has been praised and,condemned alike--apparently it has been influential; ,

otherwise it wouldn't be controversial. The Foreign Policy Association and a gentleman

who .can speak aboutit will give us another insight into a very important area. Carter

Burgessc=I asked him what I should say about him and he .said, "Just say I am from

Virginia," somehow assuming that that in itself was sufficient. He said that if you

want to be more precise.that I should say he came from Roanoke and that's all anyone

needed to know. He's had a very illustriou's military career and he is a graduate of

VMI. He was the Secretary of the International Secretariat that founded the UN

Conference in San Francisco. He has spent a fair amount of time with the Department

of State and was an Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower. He was once U.S.

Ambassador to Argentina. He has been involved in business and manufacturing in the
dvianon field and is a director of Ford Motor Company, Smith-Kline and J.P. Morgan*
He is a trustee of a number of colleges and research foundations and is a recent Wood-

row Wilson Fellow. He obviouly has a career and experience which is relevant to our

gathering here today. I would like to introduce to you Carter Burgess:

CARTER BURGESS: I want to thank my good neighbor from New Jersey, for that

introduction. Sometimes I don't get an introduction. In that case I say my name is

Carter Burgess and I'm running for FPA. One nice thing about getting back South is

that I get to visit with Craig Phillips and a lot.of other people and pretty soon'you

can trace your relationships and determine that you are husbands-in-law.

I. went back to my high school reunion last year and someone asked me to sum up

what had occurred ih those intervening forty years. I said, "Forty years, forty

pounds, one wife, three wars, six children and four dogs." So that's been the period

of my lifetime.
Ladies and gentlemen, I am delighted to be here this morning because the Foreign

Policy Association -- checkered career and all--got its start in 1918. The group of

citizens who banded together in those years immediately after World War I-determined

in their_ minds that the United States should undertake to become a sincere and good

brother in the League of Nations. That effort didn't succeed as we all know and they

lost that cause but this grdup of men end women decided to stay together and see if on

an impartial basis, on a balanced basis, if they could encourage America to step away

from the philosophy of isolationism that had been the country's way prior to World War

I. Some people think that they succeeded partially in that effort prior to World War II

and the FPA emerged again after that conflict and has been at work since in that effort.

I would say that the only cause, the only position, the FPA takes today is that America

should take its rightful place as a leader in the world. "The American people should

have as one of their uppermost items on their agenda an awareness, an interest, proper

education, if you please an informed edition of voice to public opinion and an effort

to exercise with their elected leaders an expression of the leader's points of view on

this broad subject of Foreign Policy.
You night ask why a person of my particular background might become interested

in this type of thing. I really didn't know FPA until the late 60's. I knew about

the Council on Foreign Relations and the good work it performs but the Council in its

higher levels of research and output deals with a pretty restricted audience in our

country, Its meetings and many of its deliberations are closed only to its meMbers,

while FPA on the other hand tries to go at the job of creating an early interest at

that point of life that you ladies and gentlemen are most interested in. One of my

problems in 1939 and on into 1945 was that'I emerged from my education of pre-World

War II days in pretty good shape on how to assemble a Springfield 1903 rifle. I think

I understood what Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt was trying to seek in this country but in my

days in high school and college there was neither in the.classroom or extra-curricular

efforts of our education, a lively discussion on tfie contemporary meanderings of the

world at large at that time. Colonel Townes did a good job of teaching me Roman His-

tory; Major Montague did a good job of giving me basics in early American History, but

I can't recall a discussion of what was going on in Europe in the later pants of the

'30's and I really don't recall any discussions about the movements or objectives of

world communism. I think in this day and age, we have moved somewhat away from iso-

lationism, although if you read the latest Potomac Study you will see that there are

upward trends in the isolationism line in our country. I think some of that is
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Iattributable to a larger 'population, but we haven' t, overcome some of our mistakesin some 'of our adventures in our foreign policy of recent years. *,Perhaps there is aturn toward the isolation line, but there is still a very strong core of internationalminded citizens in our country today. FPA is trying/to serve the proper area of edu-cation and interest in this field. As I said, I think the substitute word for isola-tionism is interdependence and we work very strongly with organizations such as The
41Center for Global Perspectives. We have high regard for their publication INTERCOM:

In fact; j think FPA haccsome 'early contributions to that particular effort today.But if we are going to carry forth in the world we are living in today, isolationism,
although it may have had some purposes in earlier times is outdated. I think thespeed of communications.and the fact that we are no longer really independent in this
technological world has placed a new emphasis on interdependence and the participationour country should take in it.

Now the FPA enjoys its best market in this country in high schools. Our GREATDECISIONS book is printed annually. We try to cover the eight issues--be they fun6-
tional, geographical or political. It is the largest distributed contemporary document
on the foreign policy issues today that i knOw of and, although we suffered some set-backs in the high school marketplace two years ago, our trend is moving gently baokup. When we talk about this book, we talk about 80,000 copies. When we talk about theservice to high schools, we talk about 25,000 copies. My problem is that I don't thinkthat this is the leading contemporary document at a somewhat popular reading level non-partisan in its approach. We try to go to great ends fb preserve both of those criteria.I just don't.think-we are doiig a very splendid job at that volume. Now,we are sus-tained in this life by the nominal prices that we try to charge for our materials, butit takes a very giant effort' on our part to-raise money from such foundations that areleft that will assist these types of things, from generous corporations and thoughtful .citizens in our country. This is the way we can keep this particular.contributlon goingto the field of international interest and interdependent replity. We have another bookthat also has a high cireulatiOn the public school market and that is our "HeadlineSeries." This we issue five times a year. It is a product of'a group of authoritiesand has a circulation of 20,000 copies. We figure about five thousand move into the'public school marketplace. One of the fascinating things about this book is that itis often the first opportunity for an oncoming expert to deliver his points of viewand his research throughout the country. Fascinating in that we get quite a few ordersfrom overseas for this "Headline Series." The other day we had an.oSrder for three

thousand books from Australia on the food issues. Interestingly aln our GREATDECISIONS field, we are beginning to get the program into U.S. high iEhools overseasand into U.S. communities overseas. One of my experiences in life tells me that anAmerican citizen or an American family living outside the orbit of this country is
often pretty much alone in knowing the trends of thought and action, particularly inthe foreign policy field, even though he is .overseas.

4 Quite apart from what we are trying to do in the education marketplace is that
we are having larger usages in the community programs that pare being carried out ty aVariety of volunteers across the country. Friday night I was in Charlotte at TheUNC-Charlotte. Two young professors there have taken the GREAT DECISIONS Program andhi've organized discussion groups in fifteen, counties in the western part of}he state.It is probably one of the highest coverage of tlk GREAT DECISIONS we have in thecountry. They had their banquet at the end of their February-March rundown of thesetopics where the people' had acquired the books, studied them and come together once aweek to go over the Avarious topics in this year's issue, ranging from the spread ofdeadly weapons to South Africa, to food and population, Panama and Cuba. We figurethat in western North Carolina there are about 2500 participants in the program whowere -brought together by the University up there. What we like to do at the end of aneffort like this is to have an Issue Conference with a national leader--either anational leader from that community or a national leader from someplace else in the -country. Friday night at UNC-Charlotte you would have been very pleased to be a memberof the audience and watch Senator Frank Church at work. He gave a good talk about the
spread, of deadly weapons and a timely review of Secretary Vance's return to the country.I think you would have been particularly impressed with the quality of questions thatfollowed that particular event. I was pleased to'be there and see it firsthand.

We brought in fifty thousand ballots from around the U.S. last year and put themup in a deliverable form to both the Congress and the State Department. You would be
, pleased to note how many people have written in to see when the next count is comingout. Senator Clark wrote to us the other day that some of thiBr findings inlast year's

ballot had helped, him immensely, particularly the comments on the ballots. This year,



to remove it'a little b't from the FPA doorway, we have arranged with Dr. Phil Davidson
and the School of Public 'Opinion, at Columbia University not only to take over helping
us be sure that the questions are properly arrived at, butt he is receiving the ballots

there. The graduate students are not only performing the manual count, bu are pro-
viding the analysis on these counts. We are sending out each week an an.alysis that is

coming out of Columbia prior to the major report issued in May., One of the things we
find with this is.that people, once they, can get into this business of study and dis-
cussion either with fellow students or fellow persons in the community, like to feel

that their thinking is going 'somewhere. We believe the ballot situation and counting
mechanisms that we are undertaking tpday are giving it a much better meaning back home
where these counts are taken. Also 'Cite have gotten GREAT DECISIONS on riatjonal public.

radio and they are offering ballots.. They are amazecl,at the write-ins they have had

from listeners across the country.
,

To sum up the FPA effort--I said FPA was founded in 1918. Along about 1922,

something was said that all of ul should keep in mind, and that is that the control
of foreign relations by modern democracies creates a new and pressing demarid for , -,

proper education in international affairs. I think all of us who have tried toipro-
vi,de a public servicethrou54,khe non-profit citizen efforts in this country can be.of
great assistance to the DepatitMent of State, Congress,, HEW, and other valjd meclhanisms
of our government. I think if President Carter has midea pledge of openiess of foreign
policy to this country, and I suggest it doesn't mean very much if there is not some
basic study and some basic interest in which to close the gap between the President's
openness and the individual's openness in this country, I think it places a very
special challengeft our organization and to the many volunteers and teachers who serve
i.t,to recognize that openness is great. However, it won't mean very muci if the public

itsn't open. An openness to me means interest, education, and discussion. So for that

rason We have got to re-ignite ourselves to see theTffort is taken best care of,
We occasionally run in senator or congressman who credits FPA and theGREAT DECI-

SIONS Program as well rograms of others. More specifically, I heat the stories

about FPA. One promin ,it senator.told me that in his race of some twelve years ago he
thought.that his early prticipation in GREAT DECISIONS had given himLan edge of aware-
ness and clarity of expression so that whenit came to the international topics of the
campaign he felt that this scored him over his opponent'. We like to hear that. I

hope that I am not letting anyone down, but I ran into Cyrus Vance about this time
last year. Mr. Vance said, "Carter, I had to be called down to Plains, Georgia the.

other day and then I had to go to Atlanta and participate in a discussion with Dean
Rusk." He said, "I had to prepare myself and I had the opportunity to-go through GREAT

DECISIONS. I felt it gave me one of the best briefings for those two days of activi-
ties that I could have gotten my hands on." The other night the National Endowment
for the Humanities was kind enough to invite me to Washington to.listeh to Saul Bellow.

I had as a dinner partner one of the wives of a )lustice of the Supreme Court,whom I
had neger met and she asked me what I did. I said that I am with FPA and she said,

You know, that is interesting. I was in a GREAT DECISIONS course ten years ago." '

So, I know we have that kind of franchise. i guess the challenge is that if you buy

the point of view that the U.S. must take a place of leadership in the world and must be
a rightful world leader, and if you buy the fact that the U.S. is in a new day_of tech-

'

nology and new communication, that it is no longer the sole possessor of all its re-

sources and needs to keep the country running, then I say tha I would feel much more

comfortable about my remaining time on earth if the generation that you are preparing
today and the generation that will be preparing tomorrow enter the lifestream of this
country more aware and interested and more tempted into comprehending the "role of the

life ahead internationally.
We have tried to mesh in at FPA with the other organizations that serve the

field and we are at your service. I would hope that if this Conference encourages
some attention and interest to this situation, I think that foundation money ould

' find a greater step back to America's doorway. I find that in my efforts many

times foundations are much more encouraged to provide the funds that--do some of-the

essential jobs in the field outside of the country rather than inside the country. FPA

has. had that problem and I think some of the other organizations have found foundations

that have somewhat moved away from the American doorstep. It is now more difficult to

continue to provide these services. But for whatever it is worth to you, we are going
to continue to fight the battle of trying to put the best materials in this-field before
you and we can only ask for your interest and assistance in seeing that we do a bigger

job because in doing a bigger job, we will do a better job.
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FRED BURKE: Thank'yoU very much. My reference to the checkered career was
positive thing. It didn't come across that way, but it was meant to be very positive.
I am glad you raised the point of the Carter foreign policy. If there is any criti
cism of 4t, it is because it is open and there is a great'fear and implication that
the American citizenry is hot capable Or well educated enough to handle t evel of
openness. It would be fascinating to Ire if theretwere any control grow on the
ballots which people who have participated in GREAT DECISIONS have su itted.' I'd
be interested to know whether or not opinions on certain issues are not only enlight-
ened as a consequence of participation but whether they change. I would like to ask.
that as the first question, if I could. -

CARTER .BURGESS: That's a very important point and that's one of the things that
we want Davidson at Columbia to try to measure. As you know we are friends with the
Department ofState. but the Department of State neither picks our issues, nor do they
Curb our editorial situation. We 16 codrdinate with the Department of State to be '""i}"

sure that the questions we pose a e answered in a way'so that they get the proper feel
there and we are also cooperati with several persons on the Hill in this. For.the
first time this year we areirec ding the opinions on the ballots. By the strategy of
the questions -and content of He q tions in the public opinion mode, Phil Davidson
after one more year will able O`-give you that comment. I.w' I be pleased to leave
with you this Morning t ,of the interim reports we have gotten ack on ndtlear spread
and also the South Africa question. I think the response represents mainstream America
and'they don't give the show away.

.FRED TAKE: Thank you; Carter. You know another kind of strategy that has
emerged from the presentation.. Most of us have responsibility for adult continuing
eddcation, cion'A we? C tainly this is an area where we can influence what occurs
through our influence over adult continuing education in our respective states. We
certainly picked up something here that could be pertinent and useful.

.

QUESTION FR6M THE FLOOR: Foreign policy is really controlled, by a vry few. Why
bother tO educate a large group of people about forei n policy issues if there is, no
relationship between that education and real dacisiO Making that takes place?

CARTER BURGESS: I would hope that our voting i this country is deeper than
that. If ybu are never going to challenge.(that is th point I was making about. Frank
Church--he didn't get all questions tWat were appealing to his ears) and if you are
going to let a tong sman come back to town unchallenged or a senator come back to an
area in this count' ;you can't pose your own rationale about human rights or about
trade or detente. uare going to continue to have the old boy technique, if it is
still existing. Let me tell you this one thing about FPA. We put ontour own speakers
and invite a large body of students to these groups4and also senior citizehs. Ques-
tions are asked after the meeting. The students are the ones who gather around and-
ask questions. They don't always. get the an wars they want to hear and thaNs good
for them in my book. Many times they do geethe answers they want to hear, I think
youmake more thoughtful civil servants through a quettioning.public than you do if you
don't have that questioning. The questioning is better if it is informed and interest-
ing. When I was in the Defense Department dealing with a thing called the National
Reserve Plan as to whether you want into:Program X, Y or Zi I really got worked over by
the public, particularly the National Guard. On the other hand, I would be willing to
bet that that same group of people who worked me over didn't haye anappreciatign as
to what is going on in the world. Yet they are all front line people who have to go'

-out and do the first service. I don't know whether that is going to stop anything in
this country, but I think if you want to have a thoughtless leader in Congress, send
him up there without any questions. If he then wants to be a product of the old boy
school, I don't think we will make much progress in the country.

QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR: Does most of your funding come from foundations?

CARTER BURGESS: I would like to say to the,gentleman from Georgia that I think
the foundation world (FPA,is a non-endowed institution and we exist on what we raise- -
we are cash and carry) as far as I-cah identify it has walked away from general funding.
Whencyou don't have a general funding base of adequate size, it is pretty tough to go
and put in elaborate proposals when nine of ten submitted will be turned down. ' My
point to you all is that we wanted to come out with a GREAT DECISIONS book that was at
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a much mote popular legel than one we qfnConstruct. It would address itsg41-irt;e
better students in your school system as well as.to colleges and universities and then
on out into community groups. One of the reasons that we couldn't get this, more popu-
lar size book out was because some of your systems were undergoing serious budget
strain at the time ágd the publishers were uneasy about risking it at that.tim. On

the other hand, I think if this organization articulates a need or desire, that speaks
worlds'to foundations. Kistinger three years ago wrote a letter to the National Coun-
cil on Philanthropy and pretty much urged that American industry revive its sights on
support in 'the general international education field. It had a very beneficial effect.
foo,us. I would,rather have you urge it though even more than havingf.Kissinger,.
because -you .represent. the basic point tit .the Ieration strengtk that'we.are goihg to
have in this. country in'the future.' I think t interdependent side of that thing
requires a-neW'real.ism aAd i1 you give us a demand for it and identify demand, I

think the foundations will-increase. giving in'response to it.

FRED BURKE: ould like
Gilmore. Craig has a ew ema

CRAIG PHILLIPS: Thank
stick with if this afternoon.
in Global Perspectives and In
things with us this afternoon.

to express my appreciation to Carter Burgess and Bob
ks.

u. Tcio.or three 'announcements'. Let me urge you to
We.have.around this moth the greatest array of talent
rnation'aI)E,duC4tion and they are slated to, shaTe some
First Rose Hayden and then Ed Meador.



CRAIG PHILLIPS: would now like to introduce to you the diitinguished past
President-of the Chief State School Officers, the Commissioner of Outation from
Minnesota, Dr. Howard Casmey.

_

' -

HOWARDrCASMEY: Thank you, Craig.° We got dff,,,to a good start this morning. We
are going to try to'get an understanding of where we've been and then we are going to

.

ha`ve a charmer tell us whera we go from here. You know,r've beeh a Chief Statetchoal
Officer for eight years and if International Education is as important'as we are
to believe, we gad better start talkin#,to each other and we had better find ways to
initiate programs. As Wendell tilkie, proponent ofone world, said--we're so interdel
pendent on each other that it i becoming critical that the generations of the future
have an undersi6nding of what this total community is. We have Ed Meador this after-
noon who has been in this as long as any one individual. He'S had 20 years in
International EduCition, starting with teaching at Florida State Uniyersity. He was
then Cultural Affairs Officer in Taiwa . Later he was Director of a.Training Institute

, in TaiWag and an employee of the Rep .of China. He spent five years with:AID as
4echnicaT assistant to its programs ad and two years with private business providing
cross cultOral 'training for governmental agencies. But more important, he has spent
the last two years with USOE in International Education as Director of the International
Education Division.' Itis my pleasure to introduce Ed Meador.

. .

ED MEADOR: It is a'pleagUre to be here today. The subject of this conference
se three days is one that has been an educational concern for a number'of years.

International Education as a part of the American educational landscape and the
Office .of'Educatlon goes back long way. Indeed, it was first specifically mentioned
in )896 whetthe Office was directed to collect information about foreign educational
systems. The first "International Education" meeting was held in this country in 1912.
The U.S. began as a paoticipant-in the International Bureau of Education in Geneva in
1934 and in 1938, education was first alluded to as an official instrument of foreign

-policy, in the Buenos Aires Convention. In 1939, the Office of Education undertook the
first educational exchanges with Chile. In 1941, at the beginning of World War II, the
first massive national effort began.in foreign language teaching and systematic learning
about -AOT5i6-ple learn foreign languages and acquire knowledge and skill about foreign
areas.. The U.S. joined the United Nations in 1946 and at that time became a participant
in UNESCO affairi. The "FUllbright evhange" activities also started about the same time.By the early 1950's international concerns were nevertheless in the doldrums. The
inauguration of the Foreign Assistance Act gave impetus to some international educational
interests and at-that time this country began use of the U.S.-owned excess foreign
currencies for educational. undertakings. Many would say that the major driving force
that first put international educational concerns in the forefront came in 1958 with the
launcHing of Sputnik. All of you are familiar with what this did to education in this
land. What it.did to international studies per se was to give a form and focus to
programs that continue to this day in the Office of Education. "Languagegnd area studies"
and "Title VI of The National Defense Education.Act (NDEA)" became commoeterms to
International Education.

In"1962 there was establighed in the Office of Education a Bureau of International
Education which-for the first time put together international activities in a single
entity. In 1966, the "language and area focus was modified somewhat by the International
Education Act. This piece of Great New Society legislation was conceived with a hundred
Million dollar potential to broaden opportunities for international studies to subjects
other than "language and areas." While launched with much fanfare, it lacked any money
save for $35,000 provided for d, study of "needs" in international education.'

It is my view that during the period from 1966 until the present, international/
intercultural studies can be characterized as having drifted. Changes that have occurred
have for the most part been evolutionary rather than revolutionary and at times movement
in the field was sideWays or backward. In recentyears "survival" became a commonplace
term added to'the NDEA Title VI "language and area studies" terminology. In the late
sixties, Bob Leestma, then Director of the Institute of International Studies, the
International unit of OE reached out to organizations other than those at the post-
secondary levels. One organization that first chose to work with us was the Council of
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Chief State School Officers. As the "last and least" among DE's educational concerns,
the international program seemed doomed, for oblivion. The Department announced that we
had "achieved our purposes in International Studies" and thus could "move on to more
pressing domestic needs." Dur first project with the Chief State School Officers and
represehtatives from the National Association of State Boards of Education, took a group
overseas to -look at domestic educational concerns-commonly shared with other countries.

This project had in mind two purposes. One was to ad4ress familiar educational issues
inja differdbt cultural context. A secondconsideration was the belief that international
educatidn was of interest and needed the support of the Council of Chief Stale School
Officers. In short, the project sought your attention, your support and your under-
standing of the issues we consider here today. In listening to conversations this

<morning, and throughout the meetings today, I have concluded that these issues remain
pretty'mluch the same today. Some people have described these last eight. years as sort
of a "Perirs of Pauline" drama. At the last instant, Pauline has been Saved from
disaster, but the Office of Education continues to regard international programs as
"last.and least."

The Council of Chief, State School Officers' interest in this subject, I believe,

represents a turning point in international studies far this nation. I think the
"Perils of Pauline" drama of desperate survival for one more year in order to do what
we did Vhe previous year is winding down. We have before us, I believe,a major
opportnity to look anew at this complex field, and begin to determine:where we as a
nation should be heading.

Several years ago, thanks to some help received from a private foundation, the '
continuing problem of funding levels for international studies received fresh attention..
I am referring to the International Education Project of the American Council on
Education. While there are difficulties that attach to the funding question, lye must
as a-nation look,at these priority questions fairly and forthrightly. There may be
problems in the way the programs have been perceived or articulated in the past. But

its obvious that whether we call it "focusing on global perspectives" or the problem
of an individual's relationships to the rest of the world, I think it needs to be
honestly looked at and confronted. The American Council on Education through its
International Education Program (IEP) successfully sought a modification of Title VI
of NDEA that helped introduce a new provision for "citizen education." The new section
being very broad providet authority to undertake a wide variety of new global or
International Educationc,programs. My colleagues today are going to talk later about
the specifics of "Citizen Education" Section 603 of NDEA VI) and how it may relate to
the future 2f international studies.

We ifi OE are presently in the process of reorganization. At some point the
reorganization will address the issue of what priority international studies will have
in the-Office of Education. That we are at Pinehurst at this time is, I think, rather
auspicious since it was at Pinehurst that career education was launched several years
ago. It was a conference similar to this that the Council elected to work with the
Office of Education to make education for careers an important concern for students,
teachers and parents in this land. It is my hope that the same prospect will be
possible with international education. Thank you.



HOWARD CASMEY:. Thank you, Ed. We will have questions' after our next speaker,
but I think Ed has filled us in on where we've been. As I talked with him, I asked
him whom he worked with in the State of Minnesota and I did not recognize one name. I

think the Council is fortunate to have people ,like Fred Burke who came to our Council
from higher education and who had an opportunity to work at places like Buffalo Univer-
sity. He brought them the needs of the Council and I want to say Fred, were pleased
with your leadership in this ea. I know that both we and our next presenter want to
work closely with the Counfl of Chief State School Officers in developing programs
in Interriational Education. It is a pleasure for me tc introduce Rose Lee Hayden,
Director of the international Education Project, American Council of Education. She'sa gal in the gilded cage. You talk about a grind in getting your PhD; she did it as a
piano player in a WidaY Inn in Lansing, Michigan.. She is a very accomplished pian-
ist. She has her BA degree from Cornell University in Political Science and Latin
American Studies and her MA from Columbia University in the same fields. Her PhD is
from Michigan State University in Comparative and International Education. She has
done extensive travel in Latin America, taught both Spanish and Portuguese at Michigan
State University, and has many publications related to statewide programs in inter-
national education. Rose Lee is going to tell us where we.go from here in international
educationE

ROSE LEE HAYDEN: I would like to begin with a warning. Remember you have to J
always be suspicious when you.hear any one Of these three claims: (1) the check is.in the mail;" (2.) of course I'll respect you just as much tomorrow morning;" and (3)
"Hello-there, I'm from Washington and let me try to be helpful to you."

Looking at future funding options, one must admit that whether we ,like it or not,
,

the world in which we live is highly inter-connected.. Indeed, as one observer said, a
short circuit could fry us all. One other observation, and I, quote: ."Where else but
in America, can you watch a Bicentennial Minute sponsored by a Dutch Oil Company, on
a Japanese television set?" That gives you some idea of the kind of rhetoric one usesbefore the Flock! Subcommittee'on Appropriations!

In this brief presentation, what I would like to underscore are some of the
arguments that are currently employed by the educational community I work with in
Congressional and Federal hearings to support funding for international studies. Some
of these arguments and facts may be useful with your own state legislatures. I would
like to cite a few disquieting factors about the record to date, and then really con-
centrate on the new Section 603, the so-called Citizen Education Amendment to Title VI
of the National Defense Educational Act (NDEA)..

Truly, these are the times that try your administrators' souls, test the poli-
ticians' resolves and burden the educators' consciences. So little is expected to
produce so much in U.S. public education. The spiraling demands placed on Our schools
exceed the resources of the local community and its capacity to meet staggering costs.
Nowadays, Goldilocks is lucky to get any porridge at all, especially if the three bears
are into highway construction, public works or any .other competing, necessary,service.
So you ask, "Why International Education?" What can you say to the people you have to
convince--the politicians and the public? My response is simply this--an education
that does not prepare children to live 'n a highly interdependent world is no educa-
tion at all Children who lack other lture knowledge and experience are effectively
stunted, condemned to frustration and political alienation because ignorance deprives
them of influence over People and events. Pupils need to; know about the world, or they
will be at its mercy. Furthermore, these school childreri'have to police their own
government's behavior in the world because, as we heard thiseworning, foreign policy
must not be considered a matter solely for diplomats, trade experts and other special-
ists. Indeed, it never should have been.. More wars have been inflicted on peoples by
governments than peoples have ever caused their governments to declare, and war in a
large part is caused by ignorance.

Let me share a few examples of parochialisms: Rumor ha ,it that a small-town
reporter for a local newspaper from Michigan was given the assignment of covering the
monthly meeting of the school board. This particular session, however, was more than
routine since the local school district had, after much correspondence, secured a
speaker all the way from the "State Capital. "' The distinguished guest began his
speech, As you know I have been around a good bit. I've made speeches up in Marquette
and down in Livonia. I've been to Grand Rapidi and up in Claire. Ilive been to meetings
in Lansing and Detroit, too, of course and one thing I have learqed-7people are much
the same the WORLD over!" Lest I be criticized for singling out:the educators, here is
another interesting example. The Parker Pen Company once blitzed Latin America with an
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ad campaign that inadvertently maintained that anew ink would help prevent unwanted
pregnancies. Thus, to return to the basic focus of today's presentation, we really
have a problem. A non-earthling would certainly marvel at our preference for small
town and tribal allegiances in the faceof global interdependencies. Kuwait, in many
respects, is closet= to the neighborhood gas station than is your school building.

Let me now share what I feel are five obvious reasons that we plan.to use in
testimony to argue for future federal funding. The first reason Americans must
globalize education is elemental--survival. We must sustain informed connections in
order to survive in 0 competitive and nuclear globalsystem, if not to prosper and
maintain our way of.life.

The second reason is humanitarian. If the "haves" of this world do morcare and
share, we are going to have little claim to self-decency. Without Malthusian checks a
century hence, there will be 40 billion people in the developing nations of this world
and 1.7 billion in the developed countries. If we are riders on the earth together,
it is clear that not everyone will get a seat on this fragile space ship. For example,
Algeria would grow.from 15 million today to 285 million four generations hence. Ex-

perts already,predict 150 million famine deaths by 1980. It would be as if three out
of every four Americans alive, today would perish before Guy Lombardo's orchestra
ushered in 1978. Small wonder that in the so-called postwar period, there have been
forty major conflicts to date. The world is now very dependent on basic food and
current crops. There is no margin to cover even a one-time crop failure in the pro-
ducing areas. You know if you have in your hands the living or dying of a half million
children and you are'the only world power capable of really beginning the building of
these grain reserves, it is quite a challenge, unequaled in our hittory. If it is not
met, it"is with foreboding that America's friends will recall the,words of .Thomas Jeffer-
son who-said,""Indeed, I tremble,for my country when I reflect that God is just.

A third reason for attempting, through education, to relate to all peoples and
cultures is inherently selfish as opposed to altruistic--the need for shared brain-
-power. Historically, this country has been the product of "braios". imported from
abroad--people who came here to escape tyrannies, pogroms, and famines. We need the
bet-of-all-worlds. Only these minds working together can solve the problems of our
species.

If you do nat want to accept security, compassion or human survival as supporting
irgumehts, other culture learning would be prescribed as the insulin to counteract what
one observer termed the excess sugar of a diabetic culture." While Americaps are
physically overfed and overweight, we are esthetically starved. Thrills and violence,
not beauty abound. We are fretful and anxious. One wag to avoid a national nervous
breakdown is to educate children to be aware of a dazzling diversity of cultural expcas-
sion. This can help in the appreciation Of such things as. music, drama, dance, sport
gardening and religious rites. It is essential in a post-industrial society to assured
mental health. Drawing from my boss, Stephen Bailey's "Purposes of Education " "how-0
ever brief the candle of life may seem, when viewed in the eye of eternity, a life-span;
now of 75 to 80 years involves 650,000 to 700,000 hours of being." This is a lot of
existence, but not necessarily a lot of being. Even if you subtract sleep, something
close to a half-million waking hours will be expe'rienced. Of these, fewer an 90,000
hours - -less than 1/5th of the total--will be spent on the job (with all due refRect
to career. education). That is a lot of reruns of Kojak.

Finafly,no democratic leadership, however motivated to build a peaceful world
order, can long risk outrunning the capacity of its own people to interpret and respond

,intelligently to global challenges and opportunities. This is the educated citizenry-
that we are seeking.

Let me now share with you some surprising facts. The USA is the fourth largest
Spanish-speaking country in the world. One-third of our population growth today, our
new population growth, is a result of immigration. .This figure does not take into 4'
account the eight to ten million illegal aliens already living in this country. One

out of (fifty Americans is foreign born.
Fact: there are approximately 150 countries in the world; 135 or so belong to

the UN. It is a polycentric world, and it is a world where no one seems to be in
charge. The bulk of our,so-called bilateral diplomacy is, in actuality, multi-lateral
in its'Zontent. Last year alone, the U.S. government was officially represented at 740
international meetings and conferences. In addition, several thousand private inter-
national meetings took place.

The external challenges are many. Approximately $250 billion dollars was spent
. last year by the nations ofthis globe preparing for war. Conventional arms sales have
greatly increased--and the,U.S. accounts for fully one-half of the sale of arms around
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the World. Nuclear brinksmanship is the latest international version of Russiahroulette. Since 1954vone country per year' has gone nuclear, on the, average. By-1the13801Mthere wil be close to 400 installed ipclear power-reactors in 28 countries.
Man-made !'llskes" in the hands- of self-appointed terrorists are a very real possibitity.

Other facts: Close to two million Americans owe their employment to foreigntrade. The mathematics of foreign aid in this country reveals that the percentage of
our Gross National Product for foreign assistance has declined from 0.50-to 0.25 overthe past fifteen years. Half of all foreign aid today is earmarkeetp four nations ofthe 150 or so nations in this

world--Jordan, Egypt, Israel and Syria.
Now, given these realities', and I have deliberately short-circuited some of the'facts on business, t'rade,

etc. in the-interest of time, it is clear that the response
of American educators and other systems, (the'media, for example) to the task of pre-paring citizens for coping in this,inter-connected world is woefully inadequate.
Unless some major adjustments are made to compensate-for these educational...anachronisms,
the U.S. may well lack,the basic

human resources to steer its ship of state through the
,unchartedrtInterdependert currents of the next one hundred years. Consider these facts:Y) Less than 1% of the college-age group IA ,the United States is enrolled

in any course which specifically
features international issues or

matters;
2) Foteign language enrollments at all levels have dropped. Of this'year's

high school graduates, fewer than 2% have foreign language competence.
College enrollments are off fully 30% in the last seven years;

'.3) Fewer than 5% of the teachers trained today have any exposure whatsoever
in their training for" certification to international or comparative
areas, or to intercultural course work;

4) Multinational businesses account for 1/7th of the world's GNP or 1/2
trillion dollars worth of business. Barely 3% of all the people who
are.trained in international education are ever directly employed by .businesses;' -

5) The current average newspaper
coverage of international events which is

regularly read by Americans is less. than one-half a column of newsprint
per day. Only between.one and two percent of the average television
week on commercial networks features international items. This is the
lowest average of 100 nations surveyed by UNESCO.. The two other nations
in a class with the United States are the Peoples Republic of China and
the USSR. In 1975, only 400 or so.American staff correspondents were
working for U.S. news organizations overseas. That is the lowest number
since World War II when there were 2500;

6) On the receiving end, a recent survey of civic education reports that
fourteen-year-olds in the United States rank near the top among students
in eight countries in their knowledge about local, state and'national
affairs. We do that local part pretty well, but we were next to the
last in knowledge about world affairs;

7) Finally, a 1974 survey of a national sample of 4th, 8th and 12th
graders reports that 50% of the 12th graders tested could not choose
correctly.the Arab country from among these four choices: Egypt,.
Israel, India and Mexico. And fully 40% of the 12th graders felt that
Golda Meir, rather than Anwar el-Sadat was the President of Egypt.

How can this be? As Winston Churchill once said, The further'back you look, the
further forward you can see." Unfortunately, Americ,), educators took very much to
heart the isolationist dictates of the founding fathers. Schools were tools that we
consciously and relentlessly employed to Americanize immigrants. For our schools totry to internationalize a

now parochial population flies in the face of over two cen-
turies of educational thinking and practice. But fly we must.

You are the gatekeepers to public education, thus I would like to finish my i
presentation by talking about what has to be one of the live possibilities on an other-wise barren landscape. This is the promising new initiative which is the Citizen
Education Amendment to ,Title VI of the National Defense Education Act. Some of you
already know what Title VI is. Breifly, Title VI supports foreign language and area
studies, fellowships, research, some intensive language programs in undergraduate and-graduate programs, and tlinovative and outreach areas in international education.
Fulbright-Hays 102(b)(6) supports teacher exchange, and curriculum development. I will
not go into these programs in the interest of time. Ed Meador is a much better person
to ask about them anyway-



Let. me tall you that the path'to the Citizen Education Amendment made sailing'
through the Straits of Magellan look simplq,, On May 12, 1976, the House of Represen-
tatives passed a bill to extend the authorffy fotrktele VI of the National Defense
Education Act. Title VI is.now extended at an a orization level of $75 million

dollars a year. However its actual funding has never even approximated that total.
After a lively and quite hostile debate, a new Section 603, the sd-cal led, "Citizen
Education Amendment" was included in the bill. I )4o,not think that I am telling tales

out of school if I turn to my good buddy Byron Hansford and say that Byron helped us
obtain the name of a former Chief State School Officer who once traveled internationally
and who could get to a certain congressman from Arizona who was making a motion to
strike this bill and 011 it. I.dalled this gentleman in the middle off the night and
askeehim if he would possibly call his congressman.. Thl's act, in part, saved the day,
and.lwe are grateful that the Chiefs haie been on our side for some tine.

Some members of Congress, while Section 603 was biting debated, simply could not
accept the notion "that education for global interdependence was not, and I quote now:

"a hideous betrayal of American independence." To quote again, "If Congress, is going

to require taxpayers to spend any additional money, it should be for American History
and our own American Heritage, nct some potpourri of intetnation ism and world.inter-

4ependence." The bill.was attacked as a Communist-inspired att pt to brainwtsh

American school children. 'All One can 'say is remember the par of the ostrich which is

mbst exposed when its head buried in the sand.
Now the harder arguments.to counter on this, and the ones you have to live with

more. painfully, are clearly jn the funding area. Certainly one of the problems en- .

countered in the area of public perception'is that of the Three R's." The public

believes that the schools are producing-a law.quality,education which'would somehow be
undercut by tacking on- yet something else: Let.me just read to you ,a little bit more
of the language in the amendment. Then we can terminate this chatty piesentelion. r

also have with the a list of 'the arguments for support of global education that we are
circulating in a memo to interested person. The arguments that we are using in
support of the Citizen Education Amendment are these bulleted, targeted items and
arguments. I would be delighted to send them to you.- I am begging you to help us

because if we do no* get this funding, we are going to have another International
Education Act on our hands - -a beautiful piece of legislation that has never been
furided...in sum, a very dead horse.

To conclude, then, I will read from Section 603: "The Congress finds that: 1)

The well-being of the U.S. and its citizens is affected by policies adopted in actions
taken by or with respect to other nations and areas; and 2) The U.S. must afford its
citizens adequate access to the information which will enable them to make-informed
judgments with respect to the international policies and actions of the U.S." That is

the intent of the legislation. To continue: "(a) It is therefore the purpose of this
Section to support educational programs which will increase the availability of infor-
mation to students in the U.S. (b) The Commissioner (Commissioner of Educati6n) is
authorized by grant or contract to stimulate locally designed educational programs to
increase the understanding of students in the U.S. about the cultures and actions of
other nations in order to better evaluate the international and domestic impact of
major international policy. (c) Grants or Contracts under this Section: (1) May be

madQ to any public or private agency or organization including but not limited to insti-
tutions of higher education, state and local education agencies, professional associa-
tions, educational consortia and organizations of teachers. (2) May include assistance

for inservice training of teachers and other educational personnel, the compilation of
existing.information and resources about other nations in forms useful to various types
of educational programs and the dissemination of information and resources to educators
and education officials upon their request. (3) May be made for projects and programs
at all levels of education and may include projects and programs carried on as part of
community, adul.t and continuing education programs."

As we stand-now on April 6, the Senate will -be hearing public testimony on behalf
of Title VI. On April 26 the House will be hearing testimony. Congressmen will be in

recess off and on during this time, and will be home in your districts where you can
talk with them. At this point, the fiscal year 1977 appropriations stand in the House
at $13.3 million--which would not trigger the. Citizen Education Section of the report.
Let me explain what I mean by trigger. The trigger figure is $15 million in order to
protect the existing sections of the legislation froni being carved up or destroyed.
Now the Senate has given us $16 million. We have worked hard to get the House to agree

to the Senate figure in conference so that there is conceivably a million dollars right
now for experimental work in the Citizen Education area. Secondly, next year, the
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Higher Education community and those people I have been fortunate to work with, are
supporting a $28 million dollar figure, $24 million for Title VI and $4 million for
Fulbright-Hays.

Let me finish by drawing your attention to this newsletter I left with you.
'This outlines some other federal budget proposals--other federal line-items that sup-
port International Education. It is something you,can take with you, and if you have
questions about it, you can bring those questions up later.

In sum, the rea.problem is twofold. One, it is a political problem. It is a
matter of leadership and political will. There are a variety of forces'at work now
that make us a little more confident at the federal level that with local support this
program can become a reality. There are a series of congressionally sponsored studies
and reorganization initiatives that would split out the gargantuan student aid part
of USOE, 4nd leave certain other programs under a new rubric. This means that inter-
national concerns will inevitably grow in visibility and access to the Commissioner.
Such initiatives should receive higher pribrity within USOE. The second most promising
thing is a certain feeling that there may be some reorganization in the State Depart-
ment's Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. Numerous calls come into our office,
numerous signs that the Congress is asking us what you want. We cannot tell them. I
am not a public educator. I am not a school teacher. I am not a superintendent. We
really need to have your help. We are willing to prepare any information, testimonies,
newsletters or whatever, but only you can take this as a lieadership item and deal with
the Congress. It is up to you to see that the way,;th-TInw are in public education is
not the way things will always be. A 1953 survey/of fifty State Boards of Education
yielded 54 items considered to. be priorities in'Oducation and'not one of these related
to international or global education. Not one is ever going to relate to this area
unless the policy-makers and educators can unite to lead their school districts into
the world and admit the world into their school districts. Remember, today's pupils
must live well into the twenty-first century, so let us all help them.

There are a couple of complicating factors ifi-the Citizenship Education funding
picture this year, not the least of which is that the Senate did not act until so late
that we are well into hearings on Fiscal Year 1978. At this point, the Senate did mark
$16 million. We must work to hold the sixteen million figure in conference. That is
our hope. Next year the figure that is.being'put forth before the Congress fon "Citizen
Ed" start -up initiatives is $5 million dollars. We really need help now--letters,
visits and some feeling generated,especially targeted to the La '..r -HEW Subcommittees
on approrprlations. These subcommittees are hearing testimony, .11 be marking-up
the 1978 figure within the next month or month and a half. That coul.' make a difference.
There could be five million dollars for this activity. Ed Meador has thoughts on how
this may be brokered out programmatically so I turn now to him. It is our fond hope
that a good chunk of this funding would be brokeed to those states showing an interest
in that area and who want and need this money. Remember, the ceiling is $75 million,
and with your assistance, current figures can be vastly improved in the future.
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ED MEADOR: My office has prepared draft criteria for funding for citizen...,
education. We've held a number of workshops around the country and issued papdrs on
what some of the broad-based Citizen Ed Program considerations might be. If there is
an appropriation, we will publish a final guideline and plan for projects. Everyone
will be invited to comment on the draft regulations to help us prepare the final regu-
lations so that State Education departments, schools, etc. might have an opportunity .

to say, "Here's the way Citizen Ed should be formulated for 1977 and beyond." Thi/x
proposed change represents a watershed because International Education efforts in e

'past have emphasized such things as "neglected" languages, less commonly taught areas,
and the training of career specialists. The future direction--emphasizing what we
want our citizens to know--although a small piece of legislation, is a program with
tremendous potential. I'd like the Council to consider getting involved in an early
stage to. help us with it. .

ROSE HAYDEN: May I ask a question of the Chiefs now, principally because I would
Him...to benefit from their thinking. I would like to know what you have run into at .

the state levels. I fully agree with the comment that most of the money comes from the
local levels anyway, even under Title VI. In the existing program, one dollar of Title
VI money usually generates eight or nine dollars of local money. But what have yotr.
done as Chiefs to get into this area or not get into this area? What have been your
own political and substantive experiences with it? ,Secondly, do you ever deal with
your national congressional delegations in a deliberate or personal way just to tell
them what it is that is bothering, say the people of Iowa? Thirkly, and this '0 sort
of selfish, could I leave this conference on Wednesday with any sense of who would be
willing to work with us to try to deliver some of these messages a little more system-
atically for those persons here committed enough to want to move it from a lot of talk
to a little bit of action?

HOWARD CASMEY: All right, Ed would like(to react.

ED MEADOR: I understand what you are saying. It is commonplace to hear from
colleagues at the federal level who say, "Look, Wit's all that important, why don't
the states do it?" Why can't Utah, for'instance, assign International Education a
priority--as indeed they have--and let's get the federal agency entirely out of the

., business. I think anyone familiar with the international field will follow that to its
logical conclusion and see a further weakening of admittedly limited resources. You
might,,find the West Coast gravitating more to Japan and China, the South toward Latin
American and so on. Indeed some states would provide the attention that is necessary,
but I don't think it would be comnrehensive and I certainly do not think it would address
,the national interest issue as efficiently as having some federal presence and leader-0
ship to orchestrate and suggest ways in which elements can be combined and strengthened.
Having watched international concerns as the least priority and "last concern to be
listed" in USOE, I often remark that International Ed is the portioli that comes after
the final and and "comma" in a series. In the final analysis, what we are talking
about is attitude more than it is money. We need to resolve to do more in this field
so that some of the major issues can be confronted. Otherwise, 1.Jim afraid we are

doomed to repeat the mistakes of the past. We can substitute a Burma for a Cambodia,
or India for a Vietnam or other horrors, but in the long run, neglect is going to cost
the nation far more than adding yet another educational "priority," distasteful as this
may be.

ROSE HAYDEN: Just one comment on that. I 'can fully appreciate that and would
like to addthat there must be an overview, looking at the whole purpose of education,
backing off and considering some of the complementary elements as well. If'one says

ee
that education is to be high quality, and if education i to be reasserted as a national
'value, one dimension of education would be to include some way or another this
global dimension. We should not list it somehow on t e fringes as a special competing
priority, or one that knocks out,of the race another more down-home kind of program. -

ED MEADOR: The pattern of the recent past is that the administration has 'requested
less than the Congress is willing to appropriate. I think the Congress is ahead con-
ceptually of thdOffice on the importance of the international programs. We might draw
up a budget, spedtifying six to eight to ten million dollars for all world areas and all
educational levels and all concerns. the Congress, in My view, would have been willing
to listen to a justification that would doubled or tripled that in the Tast few
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years. The AdministratioA was notiOilling to concede it and my own agency has notbeen all that enamored of International Education since it is asmall discretionarygrant program that'. labor intensive and internationally focused--while the agency isdomestically preoccupied. It doesn't have a need fdrmula built into it and it'sdifferent. Because it is different and because it is nobody's priority, it has lan-guished. This has come at a time when new developments in the world and interest inthe U.S. in interdependence have impacted ,our lives. The political fact is there is
more potential to be gained out of this th'n

has'been egploited to this moment.

ROSE HAYDEN: I can say that in my talks with some congressional aides as recentlyas last week, they kept saying that
we unders( and this program and we think that it isgood. Congress has shown its intent by authorizing $75 million dollars. The Adminis-tration has not given it a priority. Of course, we are still dealing with the Fordbudget. We do not really have a Carter budget yet. Nonetheless, Congress keepssaying we have got to hear it "from the folks back home." We have got to know fromour

own'educators that if we put this kind of money into the hopper, some of them wouldfeel that it is important and that it would not be offending anyone in my district ifI stood up and said I voted such and Auch amount. So the feeling is that Congress hasbeen in favor of the program, has bOkarguing for this kind of popularization of theprogram in the best sense of the word, and would respond. Also, you are quite right.
Staffers do not like to read more than two pages, If I may, I will put together thatkind of brief memo immediately and will see that anyone who Ants to receive a copywill get it,

ED MEADOR: I earlier said I thought basically the prograys have driftecrifor adecade. The prospect of a "cheap" way to achieving
a major new-purpose in education,I feel, needs a political approach. It also needs some basic attitude changing that Ithink you her can be helpful with. The Chiefs have been instrumental in protectingwhat international priority we have so far. We wouldn't have a Section 603, in myopinion, were it not for the Council's intervention at the key moment in the debate onlegitlation. The problem isWlike an onion. You peel a layer and come to another layerand you keep, going and pretty soon you come out on the other side and_;you wonder whatyou have done with your onion. Jack (Nix), I wanted to mention one other thing. Theproject that you had inGeorgia several years ago to take a group of superintendents

to Africa to look at African
thoughpand- culture, to my mind, is the kind of activity

that we might look to do in Section 03 Overseas Activities. I don't know if the groupis familiar/with tHat project or not, but we worked with the State of Georgia to takea number of superintendents abroad, to look at "roots," if you will. We wanted to
relateth& world and.issues in Africa to education issues in Georgia. From reports Ihave had, ft was a great experience,

although relatively high cost and brought an incre-'mental change for a number of education administrators.

ROSE HAYDEN: On the question of the Administration and trying to make good Mr.
Carter's claim to,have a dialogue in this area, there have been some efforts. A good
many political appointees are only nowNbeing confirmed. A lot of the deputies and

eother officials are not yet in place. several attempts have been and will continue tobe made. However, I am.reminded of a story going around Washington now that President
Carter is so naive about Washington that he thought that Rock Creek Park was a SouthKorean lob4Ost. So, I think it is going to take a little time. One last comment.
Yes, one ddes not really want to accept this kind of gift. As I said, we are fromWashington. We want to help you. You are going to be a little nervous.about that.The only point I would like to make is that if this fits the needs of the social studies
in one state, but in another state would better fit in another area given humanisticand artistic and other dimensions that were brought out by Fred Burke, I would hate to
see this cut out locally because somehow it does not fit immediately in a social
studies program. This is not to slight our best allies in Washington who so far have
been people like Brian Larkin of the National Council fo the Social Studies, who have
worked very hard with us and who clearly see the potentia) for programming in the
;Social Studies.

During the passage of the Citizen Education Amendment, the initial language con-tained the-words, "curriculum development." The amendment was attacked, reflecting
the fallout of bitterness over the MACOS Project. Do you people remember what that
was--"Man a Course of Study" that the.National Science Foundation put out. I guess itwas the good folks of West Virginia who did not

like their kids being told that Eskimoshave more than one wife or something like that. So there was a real political explosion
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over that. Thus, in order to get the bill passed, "curriculum development" as a
national (federal) as opposed to a locally initiated initiative had to be taken out of

the bill. However, the bill, from what I read to you, allows for the development of

local materials, locally designed. If this meets your priority in West Virginia, then

you can seek a developmental grant to work in curriculum development. You would be

eligible. I was impressed last Week when I was out in Salt Lake City at Dr. Rigby's
and Dr. Talbot's conference that about 500 people came out ih a blizzard to hear about
these developments in International Education. There were,operational people--the

people who were actually doing it. In addition to the policy-level intervention by
state leaders in educatiOn to try to bring about a greater change, one can think of
thts funding as topping-off money to underpitn the energies and activities that already

exist. Maybe it is less frightening to view matters this way, and it will have a

better chance for success.

ED MEADOR: I have just one comment. If we receive an appropriation the draft

rules that we have ready for publication will be sent out na ionwide through .the

e(

Federal Register. We plan a period of public comment in which all are invited to
respond and react to what we have drafted, and to propose r visions as they'see fit.
We will then issue a final draft that reflectsthe input fro the country. This also

gets back to the questign of whether we really are in an era where we want citizens

to participate in issues such as this.. I think in the case of Section 603 we have
gone a long way.towarli insuring active cttizen involvement in Citizen Education and I

would hopec,to see that continue. .

HOWARD CASMEY: Thank you. We are going to have a short coffee break, but first'

I want to thank lose Lee and Ed for a very good prelartion.

C
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AVARD RIGBY: Ladies and gentlemen, I'm Avard Rigby, Assistant to the State
Superintendent in Utah and it is my privilege at this time to chair the presentation
that has been announced in yoik program. As you know, this is the first of four tech-
nical assistance sessions scheduled for this conference. We have three distinguished
presenters for is session--Stephen Rhinesmith, Audrey Gray and Irving Becker. Each
of them will di cuss a facet of international exchange programs ch which he or she has
special interest.' At the conclusion of the formal presentations, we will Invite your
comments and questions. I think were we to permit questions at the conclusion of each,
it might tend to preempt some of. the information which will be presented at a later
time. So let me introduce Dr. Stephen Rhinesmith who is President of the American
Field Service International Scholarships program (AFS). Dr. Rhinesmith assumed the
presidency of AFS in 1972 and currently heads an organization sponsoring more than
5,000 students who are exchanged annually between the U.S. and 60 countries in Asia,
Europe, Latin America and Africa. Prior to joining AFS, Dr. Rhinesmith was a manage-
ment consultant for the U.S. State Department, United Nations and other organizations
with international staffs. He,is a specialist on the influence of culture on manage-
ment practices. Dr. Rhinesmith will articulate some of the purposes and objectives-of
selected agencies and organizations which are currently providing leadership, motiva-
tion and technical knowledge for international exchange programs.

O
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STEPHEN RHINESMITH: I'm very pleased to be here today to represent not jus't

the American Field Services but the international .education movement in the United

States. International exchange has been in existence on a large scale since- the

second World Wa when the idea began to build with momentum.

My comae s will be reflective of some of the ways in which international ex-

change in this country can support public education. They will reflect experiences
of the American Field Service, Youth for Understanding, the Experiment in Inter-
national Living, Rotary International, Partners of the Americas and the other pro-
grams that are involved not only in the exchange of students but also teachers and

administrators between this country and others around the world.

I have been asked to speak about the "why" of international exchange. Why do

.we do it? I'd like to speak about the general purpose and some specific objectives.
If you look at what has happened in the international arena over the last ten or
fifteen years, you will find that there have been many educators who have been work-
ing on curriculum design in an attempt to introduce global and international per-
spectives into the school systems. But those of us operating in the exchange field

have not come together with the curriculum reformers and other kinds of educational
groups.

You have heard a great deal today about the problems and goals of Global Per-
spectives in Education. I think that the international exchange movement can be a
positive force in creating an atmosphere in the local community which is more recep-
tive to allowing global perspectives in education in the school' system.

The purpose of AFS and other organizations in the field of international educa-
tion has undergone a series of evolutionary changes over the last twenty or thirty
years. We have primarily been identified bver the years with the concept of peace.
Somehow international exchange programs are supposed to lead to peace. I'd like to

tell you that I wouldn't want to havethe success of anything we've done be judged
by the peace we have had in the world, because while we may be generally working
toward the accumulation of some sort of understanding between peoples, I think it is

-very naive to assume that will lead to a.peaceful world. We have also been charac-
terized in this movement of international exchange as people who are working toward

international understanding. But international understanding has been a %Try fuzzy

40 very difficult thing to get your, hands on.
One of the difficulties we have is a lack of specific research which demon-

strates what has happened in the,last thirty years of international exchange exper-
iences. I am speaking now primarily about the secondary level. As Ed Meador men-

tioned, it is easier to demonstrate the relationship of international exchange to
national priorities, economic development, transfer of skills and technological re-
sources at a higher education or post-graduate level because you can talk about a
national development plan. In fact, on a secondary level, we find that many Minis-
tries of Education will enter into programs with the United States based upon'English

language benefits. They justify the exchange as an English program. We see it as a

program in Gross-cultural education. The fact that they allow the students to some
to this country is the important issues, not complete agreement on the objectives.

The problem we have with all of this is that we are identified as concerned
with either peace and international understanding or with language and area studies.
We tend to be put in slots and the slots affect us in terms of our ability to help
you and in terms of funding and authorization to oRerate. What I'd like to do is

broaden the way an international education exchange can be seen today. I do not nec-

essarily want to expand the,number of people being exchanged, because that is neces-.
sarily limited by the expense of this kind of a methodology. To do that, we need to

redefine some of our purposes. Let me suggest two areas.
The first is, in terms of the development of specific competencies. I've men-

tioned that students and teachers who have been involved in international exchange
up to this point have tended, to see their experience as one of a broadening of cul-
tural aw4relei3 and the attainment of language competency. But international ex-
change can go beyond this to the kind of thing Fred Burke talked about this morning -
the development of a sense of dignity and self-confidence.

One of the results of an international exchange experience is that when you go
abroad and are confronted by some of the differences that exist in other countries,
you learn a lot more about yourself. Many times you learn more than you do about the

country you are in. We have found with many students that their sense of security,
self-worth and competency is elevated. `they go through the experience of moving to
another culture, adjusting to that culture and finding out more about who they are by
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being reflected off that culture. Now that in itself is .a developmental educa-
tional expdrience that a student experiences. This is something that can have a
tremendous effect on hiss pr her sense of self-worth and dignity.

A second.OUeStion we face in this field is how to take an isolated internation-
al experience fthr one student and make it relevant fora larger system. - That's the
problem that AChave in becoming involved in international exchange, efforts, be-
cause nobody can expect you on a state'level to put a lot of money into a program
that is going to support only two orthree hundred students going abroad and two or
three hundred' students coming in.

The challenge_for those ofsus in international exchange is to find wa o in-
crease the impact of international exchange efforts, be it at student or t cherlevel. While the impacts on the teacher and administrator level tends to more
readily observable, we need to see how we can multiply the benefits for. thers on
a student level also. That will be discussed by Audrey Gray.

Many-.of us.in the field are working to develop methods to assist schools and
communities which are involved in international exchange experiences which work with
local organizatiOns to better facilitate their awareness of the results of this
experience. For example every student involved in AFS is required to give speeches
to local community groupS, to participate in local media and to tell the story of
what they are experiencing currently or have:experienced in the past. We have stu-
dents in 2300 secondary schools in the United States. With 2300 foreign students
using the media and local civic organizations to help people understand life in
their community as-seen by ,foreigners, we have a powerful way for Americans to be-
come acquainted with different ways of viewing their life. This is an effort which
can be of assistance in introducing support for global perspectives in the school
system.

Beyond that, we are encodraging students to becoMe more involved in the schools
themselves. The first thing that we can do is to work more with you to try to cre-
ate a climate in the community which is aware of an international dimension or glob-
al perspective on local community issues. The students Who are with us in our high
schools and the students and teachers who have gone abroad are excellent resources.

We also need to incorporate wijhin what has been a cross-cultural living pro-
gram, some conceptual framework against which people can begin to take their exper-'
ience in living in /a community in the United States and underStand its relevance to
common global problems. In other words, they should extend whathas been a bilater-
al experience of a student or teacher going abroad to another country to examine`
other global implications of what they are seeing in another country and what they
have seen on their way hOme4

This gets us into all ithd touchy political questions that you are facing with
your own constituency when you look at global perspectives. AFS held a World Con-
gress last fall with people from sixty countries. We discussed and debated from a
policy perspective whether or not we as an organization were going to get into the
-global perspectives business. To even.!raise the question of human rights in Chile
is a problem -'a political act. You don't have to say that all people have to be
treated equally, but just raise the subject. To raise global issues in various com-
munities in the U.S. - whether you take a' normative position or not, is a political
act. These are real problems we all face.,

We are trying to move ahead with an approach which may be helpful for you. We
are attempting to conceptualize the question of global perspectives in a way which
raises a consciousness that goes beyond national and local concerns. For instance,
we can examine the international and globallinplications of what a student is study-
ing now, be it social studies, foreign language, art or whatever. We can look at
the global 'dimensions of the subject and study the ways other societies view it. As
Fred Burke said this morning, there is not only the concept of beauty, but there are
many different perspectives of beauty dUe to different thinking patterns.

If we do nothing more than to help the student and the public to understand
that there is more than one legititBate solution to the problems of.society and the.
problems of the world, we have made a large step. The touchiness of the situation.
for all of us is that people feel compelled to go beyond the acknowledgement of dif-
fering perspectives,to prescribe normative solutions to the difficulties we face -
birth control must be instituted or nuclear proliferation must be stopped or all
people have to'be ouarantee4 a certain minimum standard of 1ping.

,
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We must\,separate the prescribed solution from raising the consciousness. We
must focus people toward asking-the question and seeing that there is another per-
spective. That' s what we are trying to do. I don' t know whether it is going to
be possible or not, but it seems to me there is a way in which one can move toward

, raising issues and not necessarily suggesting answers. I think' that this is really
the keystone to political survival - introducing global perspectives into our pub-
lic school system in the U.S.

We in the international exchange field need to work more cooperatively with
you. We'need to find ways in which we can multiply the efforts of students and
teachers. We need to help these people tell what they are seeing and feeling to
others and we need to assist them by providing a framework which allows them to put
what they are experiencing in a context that goes beyond a bilateral relationship:
It is important that they understand that their experiences have some ultimath im-
plications for the ability of-people from all countries to work together over the

. next twenty -five years.
All I can say on behalf of the field of international education is that we.

would like to do all we can to assist you in this. One of the things about the ex-
change field is that we are a group of people who are already in operation., We-are
already a positive force for global perspectives in many of the schools around the
country. We would like to join forces with ,you and work with you in a more cooper-
ative way and not be just an appendage that is available to a few people in selected
school systems around the United States.

Thank you.
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HOWARD CASMEY: Dr. Audrey'Gray, is director of education programs for Sister
',Cities International.. Her extensiveprofessional experience in the field of interne-.

tional education includes six years of overseasservice; three years in Thailand with
Ahe Ford Foundation; two years in Beitut, where she developed programs for women; and ,,,ek

one year as a teacher of psychology aarmy bases in Germany. Dr. Gray will discuss
International Education to relation t' the school curriculum and what programs, projects
'and activities merit the consideration.of state education agencies in the public schools
which they administer. .4

,q
.., AUDREY GRAY:, I'm very pleased to-be with you, and I feel that many of us on

these panels are actively involved in ovanizations whose purposeS are to develop and
implement international and intercultural programs. We believe that a global dimension
is crucial as the young people in our schools move into the 21st century. We are all
working on various components which illustrate what actually is being done to promote
a global perspective. We are aware of what's out there in the field thOt some of you
mightiNkt be aware of, and of all the different things that are going on.

1rwant to highlight for you a few very specific examples of international ex-
changes' how they have multiplied,and how they have had an impact. I hope to illus-
trate h an international exchange program involving the exchange of students,
teacher , administrators and citizens in communities in many states can actually impact
upon the4chool and the curriculum and become a curriculum enrichment adventure. There

; are man +organizations facilitating international exchange. None of us want you to
71 feel that we three are the only ones in this field. I shall cite a few examples of
r exchang programs of different organizations of my colleagues and naturally a few from
''.'Siste ies,International.

an example of'a Sister City exchange program. In York, Pennsylvania, more
students from all the city and county junior and senior high schools partici-

ate Sister City Committee. They hold regular meetings to learn about, the life,
culture,aA language of their Sister City of Arles, F,rance. This great interest in

,France a d the French language and culture grew from what was originally a very,small
'ex-change' ogram between York and Arles. Partly as a result of early exchange programs,
,FrenchFrench i ,being taught to many hundreds of students in the eleMentary schools in York.

Ma 't l,'fhould mention what a Sister City is, since that is a confusing concept.
Sister ies are formed when a relationship between a U.S. conimunity and a tommuni,4x
An anot r nation is formdlly agreed upon between the mayors of the two cities. Coop7
erativelk pllyned programs are developed so that the citizens in each city can learn

!

t,
about"each other and 7mrticinatein friendly exchanges. These exchanges can involve-

people, ideas, or objects and a wide variety of educational, youth, cultural, profes-
sional and-technical projects. There are presently 620 U.S. cities linked with over

'800 fpreigNcities in 76 different countries abroad:
i Iovant to concentrate on educational and youth'exchanges, to see how they relate
to our.t lc here today. In a sample survey done a few years ago, out of only 14;Y, of
the 600. S ter Cities, they counted 4,000 young people who had been abroad to visit
their Si' -Asties in one year. This is a significant program of international rela-
tions a arming about another culture for those young people. All of these youngsters

,lived ocal families, and many attended classes where they developed new friend-
ships, kind of exchange program in which the Sister Cities participate can vary in
length from one week to one year, as most exchange programS do. Quite often its a
semester - -the average is at least 30 days.

been i
When we think of all these students who have been abroad and lived in other
s, I think it is important that wa regard them'as 'a rich resource for our schools

communities. Quite ofterir young people return frdm abroad and no one even asks them
it their experience. One aspect of the Sister City program which needs strengthening

is the effort to encourage those. students who have been abroad to talk to community
groups, schools and churches. They can assist elementary teachers who might be teaching
about that culture, and can also assist with language programs. In the same way, the
th6Usands of foreign students, who are here on exchange programs, can be considered a
rich educational resource.

. Now, teacher exchanges are also a very importarit part of many of the exchange
programs we are talking about. I have an interesting example of a teacher exchange
whith was facilitated by the Experiment in International Living. This exchange happens
to be between Baltimore, Maryland and Gbarnga, Liberia--two Sister Cities we work with.
There are close connections between Baltimore and Liberia anyway, because Liberia was
founded originally by Black Americans from Baltimore.
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When these cities started the, ster City relationship, they wanted to emphasize
educational exchanges. The people Gbarnga started by sending their Superintendent
of Schools-for nine months to Baltimore to learn about U.S. schools, and then they
instituted.the Teacher Ambassador Program. From that point onward, people went back
and forth, bringing artifacts from Liberia to set up a children's museum to help in
teaching.about Liberia, and carrying things to Liberia so they could teach about the
U.S. The Teacher Ambassador Program was a one-year exchange program whereby a teacher
from Baltimore went to Liberia, taught in the schools there and served as a resource
person'for them. In return, a teacher from Liberia came, lived in Baltimore and taught
in the public schools.

I met this young Liberian, Paul Mhulbah Richards. He is a fascinating person.
He spent one day a week in one school, acting as a resource person and working with
various teachers--not only with those in the field of social studies, but also art and
music teachers. The other four days a week, he traveled through the district and

,visited classrooms on invitation. Once I said to him, "Paul, how many young people
did you talk to last yedr?" He answered that he had worked with as many as 7,000
students during that one year in Baltimore public schools. Baltimore and Gbarnga are
carrying on exchanges and using the Liberian museum as a resource for teaching much
more about Liberia and African culture.

The AFS program, which Steve (Rhisesmith) mentioned, makes a definite effort to
have its exchange students serve as resources. The advisor on each campus, has a hand-
book to help him use the foreign students in the community to give lectures and assist
in language tutoring. My other colleague, Irving Becker, who is representing the
Council on International Educational Lxchange, has a program in cooperation with the
secondary school principals called the Schools Exchange Services. We hope to do some
overlapping with the Sister Cities program and that program in the future. In that

program a U.S. school is linked with a foreign one, and there are student and teacher
-exchatges at the high school level with spch countries as Germany, Japan, England and
France. They are going to begin exchanges with VenezUela next year. They send between
ten and fifteen students per school a Oat', who spend three and one fialf weeks in the
other country, living with host famiTies and attending school. Its a program that
continues, so that after a few years, large numbers of students have participated in the
exchange. Some of the spin-offs are the interest of other teachers in going to a school
with such a program and considerable interest among students in learning the foreign
language.

Now at Sister Cities we are involved in a similar effort to that which Steve
was telling you about. We want to have more impact on curriculum and to work more
closely with other people that are working on curriculum programs. I'd like to tall

you about the program in Oakland around which we are modeling a national program. -

The School Affiliation Program in Oakland, California links sixty-eight public
schools in Oakland with sixty-eight schOols in Japan. Now this program was started by
a public school teacher who visited Japan, met with the school people there and dis-
covered that they wanted to start a school-to-school program. They gave her a list of

public schools with which they could establish links. She went back to Oakland with
this idea, and they ended up asking her if she would direct the program the first year.

She did it on a voluntary basis. She gathered together considerable material.
about Japan and its culture, and she ended Op with about three or four boxes of curric-'
ula materials that circulate through the school system. She helped the teachers devel-

op units on Japan t and went around and talked with teacher groups herself. She helped

these schools link up with schools in Japan.
Now what does this mean? They ,continue to have exchanges of students both ways.

There are about fifteen or twenty a year. When a school administrator from Japan comes
to the area, he always makes a point to visit the school affiliated. The youngsters
study a unit on Japan in every classroom that is linked with a Japanese school. There

are two exchanges per year of objects--mostly pictures, examples of school work, slides,
etc. Each classroom in the Oakland schools sends two mailings a year to a Japanese
classroom, and each room receives two back.

I had an opportunity to visit a classroom in Oakland, and I sat and listened to

some of those teachers. I talked with the youngsters, and it was exciting to see these
students in the inner-city schools in Oakland, primarily Black and Asian-American, be-
come excited and interested about their Japanese friends in their Sister City. It was

remarkable to see them so well.'-informed about that culture!
This is a wonderful starting place for international understanding. It is not

the .only way, but it is one vehicle for encouraging understanding of other cultures. I

should think we could develop international curriculum to provide a global perspective.
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The Oakland program serves as a model for a program which we at Sister Cities are now
working on nationally. We have a grant from' the Exxon Foundation to support the
development of School Affiliation Programs within the Sister City framework 'in Sister
Cities throughout the U.S. This is the project I'm involved in now, and I wanted those
of you who already have active Siste.tL.City relationships to know that there is much
interest in this program. r

At present, the state which has the most affiliations is California (200 of our
600 affiliations are located there). Linking exchange programs to.Sister City programs
which have already been establiShed adds much strength from the start, since active
Sister City committees constantly travel back and forth from their own cities to their
affiliated ones abroad. They are able to supply materials, and they can program people
through the schools, so that it adds strength and continuity to the program. We think,
this is an example of a wAy of taking what used to be an exchange program and developing
it into a curriculum program and spreading it out in schools, both elementary and second-
ary.

Last week, I had a call from Gigi Leworth. Maybe some of you know her. She runs
a Swedish exchange program, and we're working on a plan whereby we can take some of her
Swedish exchange students and put them into Wilmington, Delaware, which is a Sister
City of Kalmar, Sweden. Eventually, we would like to set up an exchange between the
high schools. rthink it has lots of possibilities, and it is one more example of a
step taken by an organization which is trying to become more involved with school
people and with international curricula. We'd love to help you with whatever you are
doing in this field.



HOWARD CASMEY: Our final presenter is Irving H. Becker who is Assistant
Executive Director for the Council on International Educational Exchange. Mr. Becker
has had long experience. He has served as advisor to numerous American colleges,
universities and secondary schools in the organization of study abroad programs. His

assignment with the Council on International Educational Exchange include the develop-
ment of University programs in the Soviet Union and the development of curriculum
enrichment opportunities for high school students and faculty through his organization.
They excpange students between American and foreign schools. He's also had extensive
experience in India and other international assignments. Mr. Becker' will identify
selected organizations, personnel and resources which can facilitate the development
of international education programs and describe some of the processes through which
these program objectives can be achieved.

IRVING BECKER: As to my own organization, the Council on International Educa-
tional Exchange is a grouping of American universities, colleges and educational organiza-
tions such as American Field Services International Scholarships. Ourwork over these
last .thirty years has been twofold. One, to provide direct supportive services to those
members in carrying out their own exchange activities and second, to target, to experi-
ment, to develop, to try and introduce new types of educational exchange opportunities
for American undergraduate students and high school students. Part and parcel of that
effort has been not only sending students abroad, but also facilitating the arrival in
the U.S'. of students from other countries. What I'm supposed to do this afternoon is
to share with you some of the "How." I will try to enumerate a number of the things
that I feel you ought to be aware of. In attempting to catalogue the various components
of international educational exchange, one is almosttempted to use a shopping list
approach; however, to do so would, I believe, be in error since the only constant in
the terms "International .Educational Exchange" are that more than one country or inter-
national boundary is involved, that the sharing or experience of another culture through
personal participation is contemplated and that the medium to be used is the program
or experience that the student will be directly participating

While the resources of foreign countries can be rich, the key to them can often
be elusive. It is most important that your aims and objectives not only make sense at
home, but that they are realizable abroad. Above all, identify realistic resources and
the means to unlock them in your target country or countries. Try to maximize your use
of local resources, facilities and people. Be prepared for pre-program visits, exten-
sive planning meetings and most important, a candid analysis of whether or not the
original goals can still be met or will have to be modified or possibly even scrapped.

- Remember also that programming abroad for a group of students can be vastly different
from your own travels abroad, either along or with family members or in those days with
the military. Not only are there differences in arrangements, that is, transportation,
lodging, food, etc., but costs will be different--sometimes higher--though some group-
type savings are invariably possible.

Fortunately there are a number of.well experienced educational organizations
whose primary concern is the validity of experience and the quality of the program to
be planned. Some of these have already been identified for you. They can either help
you organize your own program or enable your school to participate in a program already
administered regionally or nationally. There are advantages and disadvantages to both.
Eath organization has its own particular mission and approach. Yod should check these
out and satisfy yourself that their particular approach to education exchange comple-
ments those goals you'have set for yourself, both as a school system and as an eduoa-
tional community. Be confident that the person or organizations that you are working
with here and abroad has a good track record. HOwever, this'is probably the most >

difficult area to assess and probably the best way to do this is to speak to"someone who
has utilized the services of the individual group.

To determine how realistic are the goals you have set, also determine if your
major emphasis will be school centered or travel oriented or a combination of both.
Take into consideration those of your'stildents who will probably be in the majority,
namely those who will not., be able to participate in the broad aspect of the program.
Question yourself as to whether the program can be so designed as to encompass a broader
spectrum of potential participants (i.e. those who of necessity's sake will remain at
home). Can the program be so conceptbalized as to also provide them with benefits?
Another objective should be the involvement of the community in the program, not only
for the potential funding reasons, but also as part of your own outreach activity.
Nothing seems to create greater community leaders' interest than does participation in
an exchange project, except possibly concern about school finances.
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I Thus plan your thrust recognizing an international exchange provides an excite-
ment shared by students, teachers and parents alike. To avoid being considered a
travel exercise, tour or excursion, conceptualize the program as an adjunct to curric-
ulum. Nothing seems to enrich as much as a bi-cultural experience, particularly when
the school population, or at least a part of it, has an opportunity to go abroad. They
can also often serve as a host to an identifiable group of foreign students and faculty
here in the U.S. on a regular basis. In planning an overseas program or in establish-
ing guidelines for a cooperating organization, be certain that the following are borne
in mind: Avoid the so-called "today must be Brussels syndrome" of extremely short
visits. Be certain that the proposed itinerary is so planned as to enable participants
to develop some understanding of the country or countries to be visited. Also bear
in mind that while our.constituents may be young, their energy will be sorely taxed by
the 'changes in time, shifts in accommodations and adjustments to new locales. Because
the secondary school student oftentimes is more oriented to people char places, high
priority should be placed on developing personal contacts within the program and
within a host community. Where possible, see to it that the program includes oppor-
tunities for direct contact with local persons. This is best accomplished, we find, by
living with a local family. However, if this is not possible, then visits to schools,
homes and youth centers, socials and travel with local students are all important
factors to be considered.

In planning the programs for each country, include information as part of pre-
departure orientation which should then be periodically reinforced after arrival abroad.
Try to incorporate into 'the presentation of the new country a balanced view, including
economy, politics and culture. Whenever possible, use local people to provide the
insights. Your accompanying faculty member can be successfully used as a bridge between
the presentation by the visitors and the goals established by the U.S. sponsors. Need-
less to say, programs for this age group--and by this we are referring to secondary
school students--require close attention to the stability of the student, the recepta-
bility of the host family and the school to be attended.

If yours is to be a school centered program, please note that it is most impor-
tant that clear channels of communication should be maintained between the main program
office,. the school and the family. There must be aiprogram administrator or leader in
the local community for ready contact.

A major area of concern is also that of firiance and administration. All too
often, the success of a program depends on how sound its base is. Finances need to be

.considered not only on a local level, but also in relation to other organizations,
particulaly those undertaking work for you or as related to the specific arrangements
you will be making directly with transportation agencies, foreign vendors and staff. '

The budget Should be carefully awn so as to reflect expenditures necessary in the
U.S., both pre and post progra , as well as those necessary for the actual overseas
experience. Also because stu nt participation may well depend on finances, the con-
cept of a scholarship fund is most important and given the curriculum role to be played
by the overseas experience, possibly this provides an additional justification for
scholarship funding.

We have found in school exchange activity that the presence of a teacher from the
participating school is most important, not only for the stability that it lends to the
student group, but also from the standpoint of the teacher's own professional develop-
ment. Crucial here is the fact that the teacher's involvement is based on an assignment,
not on the fact that she or he has successfully recruited "x" in order to get a trip
costing "y." This is a very important distinction. It is a matter of ethics and also
a matter of motivation. It is also a matter of whether the teacher who goes is properly
suited to do that job, recognizing that not all teachers meet thgse qualifications.

Before concluding, permit me to add one further suggestion' relating to role and
responsibility of the school, not from,the perspective of curriculum'or any of the
above areas I have already spoken to. A concern of all of us is the question of legal
ramifications of program participation and the degree to which your school systems can
be held accountable. Over the years there has been a tendency to disassociate schools
from legal responsibility with the refusal to formally endorse or actually sponsor a
program whereby your students go abroad. Individual initiatives by teachers, whether
alone or in concert with outside commercial organizations, have created the feeling
that what is done privately is of no legal concern to the school. I would raise the
question as to the probable validity of this assumption and wonder how well such a
contention would stand up in a court of law, particularly when a student or students are
being recruited by teachers who hold appointments in your school systems, when programs
are announced or advertised during the school day, when meetings and reports of students
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and faculty take place during the school day, and when the channel of information
about the program and the eventual participation of students come through the schools
and their resources.

I would urge that all programs that your schools are involved in be examined for
legal protection and by this, I am referring not only to health and accident insurance
but also liability insurance. A number of program organizations do provide these types
of coverage. I would strongly urge that you do so as well. Just as a point of infor-
mation, for the programs that our own organization sponsors, we carry a four million
dollar liability insurance program that provides protection for all participating U.S.
institutions and organizations, their staffs and also the corresponding institutions
and staff; abroad. It may well be that proper levels of insurance can he provided by
a relatively simple and inexpensive extension to your existing policies. However, be
certain that these policies will also be in effect for claims entered abroad or as a
result of accidents or events that occur outside the continental U.S.

As to program' resources, quite a number of these have already been indicated to
you by previous speakers. I'd like to just make a few additional remarks. Remember
tha,t some of the organizations are those to whom you can send your own students singly.
or in groups. ()Piers will sponsor direct exchanges of students and teachers. There
are also some who will assist you in developing your own program, tailored to meet your
own special needs. It is this latter category that is considered to be very important
because priorities may well differ from state to state. The age level of students you
deal Withis also important. It is important whether yoUr emphasis from a curriculum
standpoint is social studies, language, or global education. Most of the'organizations
referred to have staff in the field and are available for consultation. In addition,
each publishes material and information on exchange programs and services and Of
course, they welcome inquiries.

In summary, let me share with you a brief excerpt from an evaluation report writ-
ten by a teacher from a Connecticut school, who just this year served as group leader
for a group of students who went to their Sister School in France. "Apart from the
benefits derived in increased language learning, I cannot stress enough the benefits
derived in human experience by each and every student. How refreshing it is to see the
American adolescent rise to the occasion of adjusting to human beings whose culture is
different from his. How invaluable is the lesson of not acting as a guest, but as a
functioning part of a host community. How enriching is the experience of wider horizons
which the prolonged encounter with foreign people affords. How humbling all these
experiences are and yet how lasting and worthwhile in the total formation in any one
human being."
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DON BRAGAW: I am Don Bragaw from the New York State Education Department where
job security begins at the top and where both Norman Abramowitz and I have worked-for
a number of years with one of the most talented people, JoeNyquist. He will be with
you tonight and tomorrow. His work in global education has been extensive and extraor-
dinarily inspirational to both the Center for International Programs as well as to the
Bureau of Social Studies. It is our job, your job as Chief Administrator, and my job
as an administrator of a social studies program, to literally have to carryout the
programs. We have to integrate, infuse, wea4or create new curricula wherever they
may be or wherever they do not exist. We have to concern ourselves with such things
as Consumer Ed, Career Ed, the gamut of basic Skills, Environmental Ed, Women's Studies,
the return to American H4story--which is a rather extraordinary thing and the reaffir-
mation of civics and citizenship intadult survival skills. But we are asked to imple
ment and the people that are with us this afternoon are those who can help because
they are developers--both of,-curriculumfnaterials and instructional maters --which
will help us to implement them individually. I am going to pass out a sh of paper
on which each person's name and address is listed. The order in which they will
speak will be the brder they choose. Larry, I think you are first.

LARRY CONDON: I did want to talk and broaden the definition of what we are
working on. When I say we I mean all of us sitting at this table as we work as
closely together as we can. I wanted to broaden the definition from what we were
saying when we said international or international studies. I think when we say "Inter-
national" we obviously don't mean international relations, but something that is more
inner-directed, in the sense that what we are talking about is not helping students
understand more about another country for the sake of that country, although that's
important, but helping students understand something about themselves in relation to
others. We are helping them understand something about themselves and other people in
the context of those people, and we mean by other people, people net door, in the next
town, next state angripeople in the rest of the world. We are helping students under-
stand the inter,connectiveness of the world, the interzconnectiveness of life and how
the choices and decisions they make impact on others, and in short, knowing, under-
standing and,caring about their world.

I'm sorry that Commissioner Boyer isn't here because I had a chance to read an
excerpt from a book he wrote in which he talked about education for survival. He
talked about survival for the 21st century and he said in essence that that kind of
education has to draw op thewisdom of the past. That ought to please the historians.
It should organize our present knowledge about the world and it should focus on alter-
nativeS for the future. I think that most of us recognize that a lot of really good
things are being done. Most of us are working in at least a variety of states and
its not that you aren't.doing enough, its simply that the world is changing very
quickly. There are a lot of pressures on ydu and we have some of the resources, we
think, that can help you in terms of broadening the context, which is what Steve Rhine-
smith did. I would like to, respond to the people from Ohio and Pennsylvania. We are
really talking about basic skills. If the kids don't know how to read and write, they
are not going to ever have global perspectives and so'whatever we do has to' take that
into account. Wg are talking about basic education. What is more important than
knowing about your world or your relationship to the world. What we are trying to do
is to take 4nto account the hard political realities that you have to face. If you have
to do all these other things, why -are you teaching international? And again that's in
a sense why we are trying to step back and put it in a context of the student in rela-
tion to it. Don Bragaw asked the question of how to get to it. You don't get to it by
writing guides and materials. We are very lucky to have a grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities and that grant is an attempt to do some of this conceptual-
ization K through 12--to identify the competencies and the capabilities we think the
kids will need to have if they are going to be capable and competent citizens of this
country in the global age. We are talking about capability which will be developed by
the ages of eight, eleven, thirteen and seventeen. These are the kinds of tools we
think you need, but you don't dust do it,by writing guidelines. You do it by trying to
support what's going on, by supporting integrated efforts. You do it by finding ways
to put this material in U.S. history courses. You do it by trying to deal with language-
arts courses. You try to support the administrators who are on the line in answering
the questions. If they have to deal withApasic skills, they have to deal with basic
education. Then you try and address those kinds of concerns. Rose said you are the
gatekeepers and that is prObably true. If you are the gatekeepers, we have to make sure
that what we are coming to you with it not an avant garde thing, but something that is
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hard, practical, real and fits your needs. It is something that all of us believe
is personal, pressing, human. Its local. It affects all of us. What we are trying
to do is to find a way in which this becomes a part of the first grade curriculum,
second grade curriculum, the U.S. history course or the language arts course. There

are materials on the back table. The gentleman from West Virginia spoke about Lee
Anderson's conceptualization. You will find a draft of ttiat in here as part of that
comes from the Mid-America Program which Jim Becker is operating. All of these people
have had some input into it to try to answer some of the hard questions you are dealing
with. This booklet is going to be back there too. There are a lot of good, exciting,
practical prOgrams going on. We can't tell you anymore about them right now, but we
can write to you about them.
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DON MORRIS: First of all, I represent the School Services program of the U.S.
Committee for UNICEF. I'd like to take time to tell you more about our general pro-
gram of School Services, but I don't think that it is as important as wearing my
other hat that is represented by being a consultant with specialization in the Ele-
mentary School Global Education area.

As such, I want to call attention to the elementary teacher's kit you have in
front of you. It's called "Teaching About the Child and World Environment". I want
to use it as an example of how we have tried to draw upon some very current informa-
tion to relate global concepts to the child's experience. Someone mentioned in the
paper today the great climatic changes we might be in for in the near future. In
one of the units in this material, we are talking about things as up-to-date as the
recent Oregon, Idaho, Washington legal hassle about weather modification and the
stealing of one state's rain by another. And then we compare this to similar prob-
lems between nations. We are also talking about the effects of the Winter of 1977
and we are looking at this on a community basis of perspective before relating it to
global problems of environment. I hope you will take time to look over this kit. I

might just mention that last year because of a workshop we presented in Honolulu, I
had a chance to talk to people in the Hawaii Department of Education. They looked
over some of our material and right now a similar teacher's kit, "'Teaching About In-
terdependence in a Peaceful World" is being used in every elementary school in Ha-
waii. The elementary teacher's kit you hive in front of you just came from the
printer, so I can assure you that it is up to date.

I would like to tell you what we can do-for yOu in terms of direct assistance.
Obviously, we have a very small educational and school services department at the
U.S; Committee for UNICEF. As you know, we are primarily a fund-raising organiza-
tion. However, on a limited basis we can work with State Departments of Education to
help you review some of your state curriculum material,'such as conceptual frame-
works, curriculum guides and other state educational resource materials. We can also
work with you to help plan and to provide materials on a very limited basis, or work
with you in pl nning and presenting state-sponsored workshops. We could particularly
help you in t r of in-service programs in the area of global education at the ele-
mentary school level. Please feel free to contact me directly for such assistance.

In the remaining time, I would like to share a few Ideas and quote from an ar-
ticle I wrote for the March 1977 issue of Childhood Education. This particular is-
sue has quite a bit in it on the elementary level looking at the world of children
from a perspective of global interdependence and inter-relatedness. Probably the
task that is the toughest is what we cando in terms of conceptual approaches in
global education at the primary level. How do we teach complex concepts such as in-
terdependence to elementary children? First of all, children across cultures share
an imprecise but a very basic concept on which we should be building. This is, as
Piaget expresses it, "A spontaneous belief that everything is connected with every-
thing else and that everything

can be explained i,p 'some way as related to everything
else". When we fractionalize our curriculum into separate subjects and segment time
into so many prescribed minutes of this and that, we actual] Y subvert the natural
development of this sense of interdependence within the mind of the child. Too of-
ten, we wait until the child's natural

tendency toward seeing interrelatedness is
completely destroyed by his schooling. Then in universities -- usually at the grad-
uate level -- we provide interdisciplinary

seminars/Fin which we strive to put all the
pieces togeOher again.

I think it is also important to give you an example of what not to do. I hest-
tate to do this, but I know you will take it in the sense in which I'm going to share
it with you. The first example is from a very excellent state guide. It happens to
be a North Carolina guide, and I want to use this as an example of an excellent guide
and yet show how certain kinds of connotations can get in the way of what I know you
are trying to do. I'd like to share with you one paragraph from this guide: "The
student is in daily contact with media

forms which continuously introduce him to hap-
penings within as well as outside his community and nation. Via TV and radio, the
average first grader is already exposed to national problems such as pollution and
inflation." Then it goes on to say - "and to international issues such as war, trade
and cultural misunderstandings."

The reason I wanted to share this is because by
putting in a frame of reference of national problems such items as pollution and in-
flation. the guide tends to ignore the obvious international ramifications of those
two problems. For pollution and, inflation are problems that must be viewed in a
global frame of reference if we'are to move toward any valid solutions in bur in-
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creasingly interdependent world.
But let's not pick on North Carolina. was'recently sent an extraordinarily

fine Kansas social studies guide that dealt with international studies at the fourth
grade level. We found some things in that guide that we felt were barriers to the
very thing they were trying to do. Very briefly consider this example. It is taken

from the fourth grade level of one, of the major cities in Kansas: "The nine-year-

old pupil continues to broaden his understandings of life around him. Through com-
parison and contrast with other areas of the world, the understanding of our state
is enhanced." The units were introduced under the headings of the "importance of
people and their interdependence and basic needs" and the first one reads: "Why is

Kansas an Important State?" At first glance this doesn't found so bad but the.sec-
ond oneis phrased similarly: "What makes Canada an Important Country?" Do you see

the grammatical, conceptual context with its implied negative connotations? Which

are the unimportant states or unimportant countries? If we could have rephrased it
here and said, "How is Kansas important to the Growth and Development of Our Coun-
try?", we could have asked the same question and not have introduced the other con-
notations that while Kansas is important there are other unimportant states. Talk-

ing about Canada and "What makes Canada an Important Country", which country wants
to be thought of as an unimportant country? What about rephrasing this more posil
tively to read instead,,"How is Canada Important in the Community of:Nations?" Now

consider the thirclunitintroducTETT(Tuestion. Remember we are introducing two con-
cepts, "interdependence" and "common human needs". In the third unit, the writers
of the guide talk about "human needs", which is an excellent topic from which fo
lead into social studies and global education. They phrase it "How-do the, People of
Mexico, meet their needs?" This is actually superior to the first two unit ques-
tions, but I think it is disastrous conceptually following "Kansans are important",
'"Canadians are important" and suddenly "Mexicans are nery".17Wite of tne stated
objective such frames of reference teach dependence rat er than interdependence.

Finally we will have to work at the child's own leVels. We have to translate
and talk about the dynamic concept of interdependente; how interdependence is an in-
creasing phenomenon; how it was different-in the lives of their parents and grand-

parents. I know that future projections'. are very difficuet for, young people, but it
can be done. You can tie it in with experience in terms of the environment. You

can talk to them in terms of the changes incommunication and travel in the lives of
their parents and grandparents, and then ask them to think of the changes in their
own short lives and how different it may be for their children and grandchildren in
the future.

We must not n eglect the teaching of global perspectives at the elementary school
level!
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BETTY BULLARD: My comments are in response to your questions yesterday and
today as to what ways the Asia Society can be of assistance to you in your school pro
gram. Whether your state's desire is a global perspective, international education,
intercultural education or just simply a fresh 'emphasis on traditional courses, there
are national organizations concerned with the specific topics or areas which can be
of assistance and the Asia Society is one of them. The Asia Society is a national, non -
profitorganization. Its purpose is to bring to the people of the U.S. the arts,
humanities and an increased understanding of the realities of Asia.

Now what can we do for you specifically? The education program has been recon-
.

stituted for about nine months and so far our aim is to be of assistance--your Asia
Connection as it were--as you in your states attempt to balance your curricular offer-
ings and attempt to strengthen the teaching of the basics. The Society's recent massive
textbook eQaluation project--Asia In American Textbooks--pointed out many areas of
strengths and needs in the approximately 300 elementary and secondary school textbooks
used throughout the country. We are presently working with editors and authors who
have asked for help in their revisions. A copy of this report has been sent to Bach
one of you as State Superintendents and State Social Studies Supervisors and liV6rally
thousands of teachers, publish'ers, authors, supervisors and other administrate s.
State textbook commissions have requested additional information which we have been
haloyHto supnly.

We work with teacher training groups and with workshop teams to identify areas
that need strengthening within your states or large school districts. We've helped
in suggesting resources to do the job. Were available to conduct such sessions for
your state and to recommend, as well, groups within your states to work with you in
order to develop a system of local responsibility.

With Asia as our context, we can assist you or your curriculum administrators
with definitions or concepts significant for an understanding of Asia and substantive
development of these concepts. We have just laid out the base work for projects to
work with scholars here and in Asia to help teachers and curricula developers to a
better understanding of Asia, being mindful of the constraints of elementary and second-
ary school experiences.. The results of this project will be made available to everyone
here to use as you will in developing a balanced global perspective, or an interna-
tional dimension, or strengthening of individual courses in your overall curriculum.
Assistance for competencies or basics can be gotten from this study.

The Asia Society realizes the importance of overseas experiences. The Society
can assist-you with programs designed for any of the Asian countries. We are presently
working_with specialists in educational leadership to develop leadership techniques to
assist group travel leaders so that teachers and curriculum personnel can peel their,
eyes and minds while in Asia and gain the greatest storehouse of knowledge and perspec-
tive for later use in the instructional process. Techniques, as well, to help those
on overseas seminars to bring about curriculum change is also a focus in this area.
We want to help teachers and those who go overseas to be able to take a leadership

' position when they return to use to maximum effectiveness what they have learned over
seas.

The Society can assist you and your committees in the design of curricula for
teaching about Asia from a number of approaches either as a discreet subject or as a
part of other subjects in social studies, language arts or science.

We have just developed Asia in New York, a resource volume for teachers for their
use on field trips with students since Spring seems to be the gathering time for stu-
dents in New York as well as for teachers who come'to'New York. As a response to
requests this year to develop reading skills, using Asia as content, we have developed- -

and its iri the testing stage now--a reading skill Asian use of media content oriented,
skill building, China watching kit. This will be available.in the next month or so.

Most of our assistance is tailored to specific requests from states or school
districts. We cooperate in every way we can with the NDEA Title VI area centers. We
will be editing an edition of INTECOM with the Global Perspectives people later on in
the year to present some approaches to teaching about Asia and other areas in a global
perspective.

The Asia Society is a permanent, program-oriented organization. We are here
today and will be here tomorrow and can be of assistance in your states. The Asia
Society can give assistance with Asia in all of its contexts and put you in touch with
people both here and in Asia and more specifically in your locale. We can be of more
assistance to you. The Society's Performing Arts and Gallery programs are outstanding
throughout the country, and we can keep you informed as to when they will be.in your
area. The Society would like to assist you consistently with your teaching approaches
and strategies, model building, and the total instructional effort in which Asia can be
uncovered. -39-



JAYNE MILLAR WOOD: I'm here wearing two hats--Director of Public Education for
the Overseas Development Council and ChairpersOn of the Interorganizational Commission
on International Education. The Council is a private.mon-government research and public
education organization that does research on a variety of global issues, especially as
related to U.S. relationships with developihg countries. The ODC seeks to improve
American understanding on global economic and social issues. generally, not only in
formal education circles but also among the general public in the U.S. To this end, we
work with a number of non-governmental organizations, religious, labor and business
groups, the media and mess membership associations. We also work closely with policy-
makers at state and national levels to improve their understanding of global issues.
The Council .;has an extensive publications program. The Agenda for Action that you have
is our most recent publication. We publish a'number of other things in addition to the.
Agenda, including Communiques for the general public on food and population, trade,
basic human needs, Law of the Seas, Panama Canal, etc., and a number of international
economic issues. We have also published a research book for educators entitled,
Focusing on Global Poverty and Development, which will be sent to you after this Con-
ference. This Resource Book contains specific teaching strategies for those committed
to globalizing the curriculum.

The other hat I am wearing today is Chairperson of the Interorganizational
Commission on International Education (ICIE). This is an informal coalition of key
individuals interested and involved in global education and who represent both profes-
sional, education associations and private educational program organizations, such as
those of us who are here this afternoon. The ICIE seeks to promote a global perspec-
tive in education in the U.S. at all levels. In terms of your needs, the ICIE performs
a clearinghouse role by providing informatidn, contacts, and resource suggestions for
global education. We have published a Directory of Resources in. Global Education that
lists organizations, materials, and services in the field.

Regarding the importance of global perspectives in the curriculum, I'd like to
build on some remarks that were made earlier in the day by several of the speakers. It

seems to me that the most important thing is to get a handle on the dynamics operating
in today's world. Then the particular education programs that are available will be
more helpful to you in infusing a global perspective in education. Earlier today, Rose
Hayden mentioned a few statistics about the state of the world. Fred Burke also alluded
to this when he said that we are preparing citizens, not for the past, but for the fu-
ture euid for a different kind of.world7-one.that is very,:zvastly changed from the one we
have known in the paST or the present. -What -see 'is' this: We are preparing students
for a world that is futll of potent41 conflict. It is a world in whici most of the
people are non-white, overwhelmingly poor, generally hungry, largely illiterate, ill-
clothed and poorly housed. It is a world in which less than 25` of the world's people
control nearly 75' of the world's wealth. This same affluent minority consumes most
of the world's resources. Yet while this same quarter of the population is getting
richer at the expense of those who are poor and getting poorer, they also find them-
selves increasingly dependent on those in other partsof the world who are poor. Need-
less to say, the makings are there for eventual conflict between rich and poor. In

addition to these economic realities, we are living in a world in which rich and poor
alike are facing resource scarcities and a deteriorating environment, rising unemploy-
ment and increasing population. An understanding of these global concerns amongst
today's students (and teachers!) is essential.

With these changes and trends in mind, it seems to me that a global perspective
in education is no longer an option but an essential requirement for pre-collegiate and
higher education. We can no longer just tali about international education as we have
in the past. We are no longer talking about relations between one nation and another
in a bilateral mode. We are rather concerned with the actions of peoples and nations
in a global context. This is the reason why those of us from a variety of private
education organizations are concerned with global perspectives in education. We believe
that today's students must develop an understanding of the global issues with which
they will have to cope tomorrow. They need to comprehend thesocial, economic and
political dynamics of a world community.

In closing, I would like to like three points: (1) A global perspective, in educa-
tion is a way of perceiving the weld, not a discipline in and of itself. It is a

prism through which to see the events and realities around us. It requires an under-
' standing not only of global problems or issues, but also of different cultures and of
the dynamics of the global system; (2) Global interdependence is a reality and we cannot
ignore a global perspective in our curricula if we are'committed to,nurtuYing American
students and preparing them for a world that is coming, not for a world that has long
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since passed amyl and (3) A commitment must be made by each Kus to use all the
resources at our disposal to make a global perspective

in education a reality at alllevels. It need not necessarily involve
costly expenditures, but it'will require a

bold commitment to an. educational approach that is not edsily understood, explainedor even accepted by many people.
There are a number of private organizations

that are prepared and willing. to help
educators at state and local levels to integrate a global per.spective in education.Material resources and teacher training'services'are available. The Interorganiza-tional Commission for International/Intercultural

Education has recently published (54..
Directory of Resources in Global Education that lists over 80 organizations,and theirresources at ./(3t-iFJi-STosa17Trsoon as you are ready to make a commitment to incor-porate a global perspective in the educational

institutions .0,1 your state; we areready to work with you. Thank you.



JAMES BECKER, The Director of The Middle America Center for Global Perspectives:
The Mid America Program is a program that operates off the campus of Indiana Univer-

sity, 513 N. Park, Bloomington, Indiana. I mentionthis because I have seen three

different addresses and titles. We work with any agency or any group that offer pro-

grams for children or youth in this general area of world affairs or global edubation.

Schools obviously are the most numerous of these agencies, but we also work with State
Offices of Education, with the media, exchange programs and Rotary Clubs, etc. One of

our major functions is to try to identify existing expertise and resources. We ,try

never to do anything by ourselves. That's not just because we are lazy, but because
it is our feeling that if this whole area is going to get more attention, responsi-
bility is going to have to be widely shared. , Doing things on our own is not likely

to increase that sharing. Another aspect'of'this point is the assumption that much of
what needs to be done and much of the expertise and many of the resources needed to
improve programs are already in. existence. Making these known and finding ways of
encouraging cooperhion and more responsible and effective use of these programs is ,

just as important as acquiring new resources. The major arena we operate in is com-

posed of the five states, Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky. One assump-

tion that underlies the particblar thing I would like to talk about today is that we

are already all participamts in an inter-related world. This fact provides us with 0

opportunities to learn about ourselves and the world by looking at what is happening in
our own hometown, Ottes and states, the groups that we belong to and the environment
that we live in. Nbw the evidence of these links to the rest of the world is quite

obvious. You know that you go to the grocery -store and there /are bananas,tea, coffee,
and Bic pens that come to you from various parts of the globe. You go to your churches

and they are involved in international activities. So are Rotary Clubs, 4-H clubs,.

State Depqrtments of Educatioh, State Depa.tments of Commerce, airports, military bases
and all the trade, travel and media. In effect these are products and organizations
that link us in our hometowns and states to the world. The people who are most in-
volved in these links--whether they are businessmen, college professors or people who
run the bicycle shop or that have exchange programs--are important resources for helping
children and youth understand what interrelatedness is and what interdependence means.
Identifying these links to our hometowns and states and assessing the significance of
these links to our own lives is very important. Seeing these links as opportunities to
learn about how the world works and is providing a means of par4cipating in and in
some cases of influencing the shape of that world we live in is an important aspect of
global education. It is both the beginning and end of global education. The manner

in which we try to go about that is to become as concrete and obvious as possible. We

have a map of Indiana which on one side shows a variety of ways in which Indiana is
involved in the world and.the other side has some data about trade. We have worked
with The Peoria Journal Star which is identifying all the ways in which the peop10 in
Peoria are linked to the world merely by studying the pages of the paper. It is a

program that is geared to helping children read and use the local papers with its ads

about Toyotas, etc. Its reporting on Bradley University's athletes that go to Brazil.

So that's one kind of thing. We have done this in Indianapolis too with the Star and

News. We have worked with some teachers in Illinois to develop an Illinois in the ,

World guide, which is again an effort to identify the variety of ways people and organi-
zations in Illinois are linked to the world. Our efforts here are to make this as
obvious and concrete as possible that we are all participants in a world market or a
world society, if you will, and the question is what do we need to know and what do we

need to do? That is, what competencies, what attitudes, what information is needed to
be intelligent and responsible participants in this world. In this aspect of our work,

I suppose the Mid America Program--MAP as we call it, is interested in building new
images or new maps of, the world that locate where we are, how we are involved and what,
if anything, we can do about helping to shape the world. The most recent of our efforts

is Your State in the World. I have a copy here. This is an effort to provide a kind
of rationale and a whole series of activities, data and examples that we hope will be
useful to educators in their efforts tolmake obvious and concrete what it means to live
in an interdependent world and what opportunities exist in your own community to learn
about it,and to participate in it. Thank you.

CRAIG PHILLIPS: We appreciate your expressions to us under the pressure of time

and certainly appreciate the importance of your remarks.
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JOSEPHINE MOIKOBU: Our Educa on Safari to Africa was quite an experience. We
emphasize that information was obtain d - Perspectives in Education as taught in
Africa. As some of the Chiefs who went along know, we have two systems of'education
in Africa. One is the traditional system of education and the other is the western
educational system otherwise kndwn as formal education, which we inherited from
Britain and now most recently the western world, the U.S. included. The African edu-
cational system has one basic underlying principle. That is, it teaches its people
how to live as opposed to a formal education which teaches people how to make a liv-
ing. If you give it thought, you find out that there is a very vast difference be-
tween how to live and how to make a living. vfrom the time the African child is born,
it is ingrained or trained (socialization, we call it) that you have to love other
people and respect them for what they are. Poverty or richness is measured by the
number of people you have and if you have no friends, family or relatives, according
to African custom, you are a very poor man. We do4not measure poverty based upon the
kind of worldly goods that one can earn when you are alive. Our Chiefs will testify
that they saw many people whom one could classify very poor by their clothes and
houses bu; they still don't consider themselves poor. Why? Because they live in a
communal life and everybody else lives in what we .call African Socialism for the lack
of a better term. Regarding what an individual ddes in the African system - the
credit or blame does not rest upon an individual himself. The credit or blame goes
both to the individual as well as the community. tare and responsibility of other
people and yourself have become very paramount. tit foct, self almosalways comes
second, whereas the communal good always comes first

In the universe of the African, I find that w0 h ve three concepts that ever/
one else does. That is, the past, present and fufareo As we have discussed all day
today, we find that the past becomes very relevantteus now. The fact is that we
are trying to find our roots. People of the westOn World who came to Africa mis-
understood many ideas, saying people had no religiOn. The spirits of the ancestors
obtain spiritual reality, and then they are imbued with a certain spiritual person-
ality and have to be respected. As children are born, they are named according to
the names of those who have passed on, in order to revere them, in order to respect
them as well as to remember them and keep them.aiive. It was interesting as I went
back to Africa to find a whole lot of John F. Kennedys running around. I didn't have
to ask why because I knew of the love he had and fhe respect in which he was held by
the African people. They, therefore, had named a lot of John.Kennedys after him.
Now that's a sign of respect for those who have passed on. We also do not have a con-
cept of step-people. Here in America sometimes I go placesand am told of step-
mothers, stepsisters, etc. We didn't have that and when some of the groups came to
Africa, I would take them home and introduce them to my entire family, including my
father's second wife and I told them that my father is about sixty years old and he
was getting married to a girl about my age. M5rvisitors were shocked about it. It
was very interesting and I laughed about it. :-The Western type of education doesn't
say much about such cultural differences. !,

We have inherited from you as well as from the British. Because we don't have
very many places for all of the students whowould like to go to school, the compe-
tition is very acute. When the Chiefs who weii3O in Africa find some time, they ought
to give you a full account of, their trip. I 0 sure one of the things they might men-
tion is bbe fact fhat the quest for educationis stronger than you have ever seen in
the U.S. Every parent and every child we rumintolwants education, especially in the
U.S. which is known to be the'land of optimum educational opportunity.. Everybody
thought there was an open door to come to theiU.S. for education, especially when
they knew that I had come to the U.S. for my ,ducation and I've been here and home
several times. I discuss it and they want to come. , I remember when I was here be-
fore, there was a young person from South Africa who was written about in Readers
Digest. He had walked from Capetown to Cairo on foot. He went over there antes
knocked at the American Embassy and wanted to go overseas. Actually he was headed_
for Moscow or for China. To Africans, it doesn't matter where you get your education
so long as you get one. Finally they took him to the American Embassy where he asked
for a chance to come and, he went to Washington. The American people thought it was
so wonderful that he would do all this for an educatibn. One thing I would like to
emphasize about dealing with education is that the kind of trend that I have indi-
cated and that Commissioner Burke mentioned came from a large number of students who
came from Africa during the Kennedy Administration. I was one of the fortunate ones
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and now I am running into a lot of people whom I didn't know before, but who were a
part of that. I am thankful I had the chance to come to America and I think some
day I will go back to Africa and see what impact this American education had on peo-
ple in various governmental positions. What are they doing? Surprisingly enough
when I was making arrangements for the Oversee Educational Seminar in Tanzania, I

ran into a young lady from'Canada who was doing exactly that. I thought, why haven't
Americans followed up on whait has become of Africans educated in the U.S.? The two
educational systems - one western and one traditional - do not necessarily conflict.
They run parallel to each other and don't have to fight each other. You might want
to know if we have this, what we will do with it, where will we go in order to ac-
complifh and make it possible for you people to share educational experiences with
us?

I was concerned when it was indicated today that the U.S. was moving further
away from tf.m. international arena. I'm saying that is not the U.S. I used to know.
Something iilgoing wrong and I hope the U.S. doesn't become a parochial state, but
I'm sure that your presence here indicates that will not be the case. I hope people
can be lucky enough to share the international educational experiences that I have
had. I have been very fortunate to be associated with,pne of you, Dr. Burke, and see
some of the results, of education in America. From my experience, I find that there
is nothing as touching as something that I'm going to recommend and that is a per-
sonal touch to international education. I think a personal touch brings something
much more than any other policy in the entire world. I did not realize how many peo-
ple Dr. Burke had touched but I remember on our educational safari to Africa, we met
many former students of Dr. Burke's who are now leaders in governments overseas.
They were very disappointed that Dr. Burke didn't come but yet were willing to share
their time with us and entertain us on his behalf. There is one thing that worries
me a great deal and probably some of you also. You are used to us. When I say "us",
I mean foreign students. You are interested in our problems - money problems, hous-
ing problems, etc. Your own personal touch will do more for America than any money
you can give. I'm reminded of an ad which I think is very appropriate. It is done
by Union Carbide and I quote: "For something we do,nwe touch your life". And I

think that is what global education is all about. The things that we have beeNdis-
cussing throughout the day are very important. We heard about the concept, of Human
Dignity. We talked about stereotypes and no one went through a more shocking ex-
perience about stereotypes than I did, leaving from Kenya as a young lady., to
inform you that they almost had a funeral in Kenya before I 10t. My family lost
personal friends because they thought my parents were being very cruel to give me
permission to leave Kenya. One, I was a very young girl; two, I was a girl; three, I,
had never left the country before. When I disembarked in New York, people looked af
me and asked, "Are you really, really African?" I thought, "What kind of question
is that?" And then I thought they were being nasty and I said, "Yes, I am an African.
Do you expect me to get on all fours and wag my tail?" I was kind of nasty. America
should be outward directed. For those on the outside, especially those from Africa,
when we hear about people preaching about intellectual concepts - things like democ-
racy - then we sit down and look and listen to you. Then we wonder and say, "Show
me!" The things that have happened in Africa in recent times like the situations in
Angola and Mozambique have most Africans really baffled: Have you ever thought who
were the first in Africa? Actually, slave trading began before the Europeans came.
Do you know who was there first? Do you know who was slave trading in Africa before
your ancestors were there slave trading? The Arabs were there. Have you ever heard
someone associating the Arabs with slavery? Weren't we aware of that? I find ttiat
an interesting question. The fact is that the Arabs who were there lived happily ever
after. Long ago you left there and you washed your hands of slavery. The Arabs did
not set out to change the African institutions. They brought in Islam and though
this has changed things in Africa, change was not the main purpose bf their being in
Africa. People want things that ought to be changed. You find other people like the
Chinese who have just come to Africa. They don't come to bring change to Africa.
They just come and they cause a very quiet revolution. They come and build a railway
and its finished and we say, "Who are they? What air they doing?" They've done it
People don't sit down and say, "Hey, who's building the railway?" They don'tgo
preaching. They, practice what they believe and do it. Before I close, I would like
to offer you my own personal assessment of the situation, especially as it relates to
Africa and the countries we have visited recently. A beautiful public opinion climate
has been re-established abroad by your wonderful President who has set out a more or
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less very humanistic cause. Although people don't know him yet and what he plans to
do, there is a certain spirit of opqmism. America has come to be viewed and regard-
ed very positively rather than as a big boy flexing his muscles because they have
this and have that. America has come to be viewed much more humanely. There has
been a personal touch provided by representatives that the Council of,Chief State
School Officers sent from here to the educational safari in Africa. I don't know
how you chose participants to represent you, but they turned out to be a cross sec-
tion of your organization as well as your nation. I'm very proud to say that. They
did a very good job both in representing the organization, your nation and your peo-
ple. I find that to me; personally, they turned out to have been great. I have
learned to love them as individuals, admire them and greatly respect them. Your
representatives have already made an impact in Africa for they were willinro travel
to places in the backwoods where other outsiders never go. They went out n the un-
beaten route where people - particularly Americans and especially the "ugly" ones
never go. They physically touched some of those who have never been touched before
and most likely will never be touched again. They were the VIPs who,dared to go into
the very grassroots of the backwoods of Africa. The VIPs were willing and dared to
listen. The VIPs were not just plain Americans, but were beautiful human beings
with compassion and respect for that very important concept we talked about this
morning and that was respect for human beings and others who have dignity. They met,
they saw, they accepted. I was very proud to be associated with them. _I have to
report to you thay they have set up track records and examples in human relations
that will be very hard to beat. So I hope those of you who will be going to Africa
in the future will keep-that in mind. Thank you'sa very much.



4,._
.

CRAIG PHILLIPS: I would now like' tollcogbize,pur distinguished colleague from
New York, Dr. Nyquist, who was really7the/i*ratiddad, of-All of thq concern do the
Committee on International Education. ,, as its Chairman when some of the new empha-
sis began and Joe is going to start o with the story of,New YorJ.. 1

JOE NYQUIST: Thank you. F,41,4 I would like'to'introduCe,m; colleague, Norman
Abramowitz, 'Associate in For
competent professional peopl
years ago that brought our,

I was surprised wh
State School Officers o
I asked Craig what he

igh:*ea Studies. He was one of the handful of very
Frati.*e".brough into the departMent about ten or twelve
qnational pro0-am to the level it has achieved.

%Mips said he expected me to address the Chief
abject of International Education. There was the time

ought of an address I gave, and he replied by saying he was
somehow reminded of the little boy whose teacher assigned a brief essay dealing with
matrimony. The boy's essay read as follows: -"The Christian religion allows a man to
have only one wife.' This system is called monotony."

Well, Craig is the only guy I know who can easily walk the tight and narrow path
between truth and error.

At any rate, I told Craig Phillips that I looked forward to being here for several
reasons, not theleast of which is that Pinehurst -is one of my favorite watering places.
It somehow reminds me of a story told about Moss Hart. Perhaps the greatest of Moss
Hart's many extravagances was his remodeling an old farm he had bought in Bucks County,
Pennsylvania. With a prodigal hand, Hart turned the run-down house and land aroun1 it
into a model estate that he loved to show off to friends. Whole acres of trees were
uprooted and replanted with loving care. "Look," Hart told Wolcot Gibbs one time,
'"I've moved. this oak so, that it shades my library." Muttered Gibbs: It just goes to
show you what God could-do if only He had money."

A second, rio less compelling reason for my coming is that Bob Weatherford promised
me an opportunity to get an edge in wordwise concerning guidelines for state education
agencies to use, to assess the quality and effectiveness of pi=ograms aimed at making
global studies a more integral part of the curriculum. As you know, makipg education
more internationally oriented is one of my favorite topics for thought and discussion.
I h e spoken about it so many times to different audiences that I am begihning to feel
li;e Frankfurter. The great jurist's wife used to complain that there were two

'wrong with,her-husband as a public speaker. The first was that he always got
ject;-the second wasthat he always got back on it again.
may hear me say some thing§ I've mentioned before. But I will follow the

praCtice of the country preacher who occasionally gave the previous Sunday's sermon
all over again. In such cases, the preacher would advise the congregation of what he
was going to do. Only this time," he would invariably add, "I'm going to holler in
different places."

Seriously, though, all of us in every state must become increasingly committed
to helping students to understand and appreciate other people and other cultures out
of the recognition that we live in an age of growing global interdependence which links
everyone, everywhere, as never before in_human history. It helps to achieve this objec-
tive, of course, if whites and blacks'and other minority groups have first learned to

-love and to understand each other. We have'internal promises to'keep and many domestic
miles to go.

As Robert Hutchins, my favorite university president, observed a few years -ago:
The doctrine of every man for himself or every nation

for itself loses its charm in an interdependent world.
This doctrine has to give way before the idea of a world
community. We have to understand and rely on our common
humanity if we are to survive in any condition worthy to
be called human.

How do we draw out our common humanity? By education above all. Education is
the most effective instrument I know of for shaping the estimate of mankind by which we
live. Sound school and college programs are essential for teaching the young from
generation to generation to judge individualS for what they are, not what group, they
belong to; for teaching that differences among people are not as great as similarities;
that difference is a thing of richness'and value, not something to be feared and denied;

---and.for teaching, too, that no racial group and no national group can choose to live
apart or be quarantined and compelled to live apart except at the risk of senseless
strife.

Let me share with you something that goes to the.heart of the matter. It was said
by the late John Erskine, a brilliant writer and a great teacher. Quoting Erskine:
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It is a mistake to think-that men are united by elemental
affections. Our affections divide us. We strike roots in
immediate time and space, and fall in love with our locality,
the customs and language in which we were brought up. Intelli-
gence unites us with mankind, by leading us in sympathy to
other times, other places, other customs; but first the
prejudiced roots of affection must be pulled up.

I think this is what Barbara Ward meant when she said conflicts and wars between
nations were motivated by "misplaced loyalties," by emotional ties to one's own turf
instead of'to one's common humanity.

Unfortunately, American education-over the years has not been especially enlight-

;Ir-

ening about the world beyond our borders; n -did it intend to be. Knowing about other
cultures seemed unnecessary, undesirable, a d un-American during most of the 200 years
we have been an independent Republic. The country needed, in its formative years in
particular, to forge a strong sense of national unity and national pride, and educa-
tional institutions were charged with doing that by -"Americanizing" the children
of immigrants who had swarmed to our shores speaking foreign languages and following
foreign customs.

Even. Thomas Jefferson, our first Secretary of State, was patently chauvinistic
al far as education was concerned. It was fairly common in his time for parents who
could afford the cost to send their children abroad for study. But Jefferson feared
that such kids would go wrong in foreign fleshpots, as shown by a very illuminating
*ter he wrote from Paris in 1785 to a friend in Virginia. The letter described the
dangers facing an American stuaTif in Europe in this way:

If he goes to England, he learns drinking, horse racing
and boxing. These are the peculiarities of English education.
The following circumstances are common to education in that
and the other countries of Europe. He acquires a fondness
for European luxury and dissipation, and a contempt for the
simplicity of his own country ... he is led, by the strongest
of all human passions, into a spirit for female intrigue,
destructive of his own and others' happiness, or a passion for
whores, destructive of his health, and, in both cases, learns
to consider fidelity to the marriage bed as an ungentlemanly
practice, and inconsistent with happiness ... he returns to
his own country a foreigner, unacquainted with the first prac-
tices of domestic economy, necessary to preserve him from ruin,
speaking and writing his native tongue as a foreigner, and
therefore, unqualified to obtain those distinctions, which
eloquence of pen and tongue ensures in a free country.

Similarly, there was John Jay, America's Secretary for Foreign Affairs before the
U.S. Constitution was ratified, declaring confidently: "I'think we have no rational
dependence except on God and ourselves."

And this from Abraham Lincoln a century later:

Shall we expect some transatlantic military giant to step
the-ocean and crush us at a blow? Never! All the armies of
Europe, Asia and Africa combined, with all the treasure of
the earth in their military chest, with a Bonaparte for a

commander, could not by force take a drink from the Ohio or
make a track on the Blue Ridge in a trial of a thousand
years.

-Today, by contrast, it is out of the question for any people, anywhere on earth,
to try to live in isolation for the reason that our problems are now planet-sized, and
the solutions require real international cooperation. I would include among these
problems--or what Pogo used to call insurmountable opportunities--the threat of nuclear
war, mass starvation, crippling energy shortages, air and water pollution, disease, and,
yes, too, the fundamental issues of human rights that transcend national boundaries.
Keep in mind, in this regard, that a man like Andrei Sakharov is not merely challenging
a repressive Soviet regime. He is saying that all governments must'respect and foster
universal ideals of law and justice and what he calls the humaneness of humanity."

With this background, let me turn now to strategies we have used in New York State
over the years to develop learning experiences that heighten understanding of inter-
national affairs, no less thAn local, state and national affairs, and that provide
students with the basic knowledge,/ attitudes and skills necessary to function as members

sof an interdependent world community.
a
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In 1961, we started a program in foreign area studies in our schools and colleges,
focusing on world civilizations. One of our underlying assumptions in doing this--and
it is still a valid assumption--is that people get to know themselves better by knowing
others better, to borrow from Rudyard Kipling. As essential as it may be for students
to appreciate their own culture and its roots, it is a cardinal tenet with us that if
the world view is not also in sharp focus, then our mind's eye is inexcusably myopic..
I say this because New York has long been an international center of commerce, learning
and the arts, as well as the port of entry for thousands upon thousands of people who
come from other lands. Not insignificantly either, our State is the home of the United
Nations.

In developing the foreign area studies program, we were able to obtain some
financial support from the Federal government, which was important in view of the fact
that international education has never risen very high on the ladder of priorities
among economy-minded State legislators. In addition, we reorganized some Education
Department functions so that the new program would be accorded a high priority inter-
nally, and thus achieve a more lofty place of pride statewide. We also hired a cogsul-
tant in international studies, Ward Morehouse, who is so heavily responsible for
soliciting and securing the money for this conference, partly to seek govenment and
foundation grants; and, even more important, to make sure there would be coktinuity and
creativity in our efforts. This last point is a key to success. International studies
programs will simply not become as good as they ought to be if no one is really in
charge and free to give full attention to them.

It soon became apparent that some of the old beliefs about education had to be
revised in the light of a quiet revolution that was taking place. This quiet revolu-
tion was th )gro th of econoMic interdependence placing nations, including third world
nations, re an more on one another's doorsteps. We therefore worked out a set of
guidelin to proceed with what we were doing. I would like to bring these
guidelines to your attention.

We set out to devise programs to encourage colleges and teacher training institu-
tions to broaden their course offerings to include the world beyond Europe, and to
encourage them to find ways of pooling their scarce resources in the field of area
studies. We also reexamined our elementary and secondary school curriculum in the
social studies, in the humanities; and in foreign languages. In addition, we insti-
tuted-a number of conferences and seminars involving college faculty and school
teachers. These programs were designe o update 04 upgrade the knowledge these
people had about other cultures a her nations, particularly non-European or non-
Western traditions. As outside funding was acquired, we sent some of them abroadon
traykl-study and research programs. dr

Moreover, we encouraged libraries to enlarge their holdings in non-Western
studies and to link up with libraries in other nations. We also started looking for
ways to develop a cooperative publishing program of newsletters and resource materials
in international education. As a first step, we set up an Educational Resources Center
in New Delhi, India, in 1966, under Federal financial support using counterpart funds,
designed to serve as a resource base for scholars and teachers and to develop instruc-
tional materials on India for use in schools and colleges all over the United States.\
Furthermore, we hired a staff member responsible for teacher exchanges and arranging
itineraries for foreign visitors. And, last but not least, we encouraged the formation
of interstate and interregional consortia. of professional organizations in international
studies in order to develop a national network of interested groups with whom we could
work.

Keep in mind that all this began 15 years ago. I think these ideas are still
useful and still can be built upon. We have done pretty well so far. We have obtained
more than $3 million in outside support; conducted over 250 Separate programs in inter-
national studies, aided nearly one thousand teachers and college facuRNOMbers to
study abroad; and helped generate the climate that makes the theme of this conference

, a logical step forward in planning for the teaching of international studies.
I do not mean to imply that we have not had unloving critics. The most difficult

message we had to get across was that concern for the culture and achievements of
others, and for our relations with non-European civilizations, did not require a lessen-
ing of concern for either American culture or the Western heritage. We were criticized
by those who equated foreign with alien, and we were disparaged by those who linked
different with deviant.

Our approach was affirmed by the Board of Regents in tw, 'ssition Papers in inter-
national education issued in 1970 and 1976, respectively. The 970 Paper is even more
relevant today. Let me quote one brief part of it:
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The students who are now entwln our elementary and

secondary schools can expect to a great part of their
lives in the twenty-first century. In that century, the world
will be in all probability even more interdependent than it 1
is now and the problems and prospects facing mankind will be
more nearly universal.

We have developed a wide ran of approaches to meet long-term educational needs,
utilizing a number of specialized its in the Department.

Our curriculum and social studies staff broadened the curriculum so that American
history, usually taught in grade 11, now includes such topics as the effects of the
world economy on the United States and the ways in which American life has been en-
riched by the cultural contributions of different groups who arrived here from other
countries. A full year of African-Asian cultural studies is also given, usually in
grade 9; the study of Latin America takes place in grade 5, of Eastern Europe in grade
6; and European ci zation is studied in grade 10.

Our Bureau ofPt reign Languages is also revising its syllabi and the content of
statewide Regents Examinations to permit a greater infusibn of cultural insights into
language instruction. Regents exams are over 100 years old and are a quality control
measure. Students can also take them without taking the courses and get high school
credit toward graduation.

Additionally, recognizing that many elementary school children outside metropoli-
tan areas rarely have contact with other children of other racial or ethnic groups, the
Bureau of Mass, Communications has produced VEGETABLE SOUP, an award-winning television
series designed to diminish the adverse effects of this racial and ethnic isolation
and funded by HEW for $1.5 million. The series has been so well received that the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has recently given usa new grant of $2.3
million to produce 39 more shows.

As a final illustration, each year we request cooperative funding support from
the Division of. International Education of the United States Office of Education to
bring to the Department and to some school districts around the State the consultative
services of foreign curriculum Consultants. We've had them from Jordan, Israel, India,
Yugoslavia, Iran, and Communist China, as well as from various countries in Latin
America.

These kinds of activities have clearly helped us widen the perspectives of our
staff and the international perspectives of the schools.

Let me turn now to some general observations which, I hope, will not lie outside
your orbit of interest or at least not fall within your zone of indifference.

Developing an international perspective means different things to different
\ people, and this has been especially the case during the last two decades. In the
1960's, it meant encouraging the development of understanding and-empathy for other
countries and the values held by people in them. It also meant breaking away from the
traditional .orientation of the curriculum and texts toward Western civilization and,
instead, increasing awareness of other cultures as a way of diminishing long-standing
ethnocentric bias. The focus evolved significantly in the 1970's. That focus is now
on the unity, rather than diversity, of mankind, and on the global interdependence of
Peoples, 'on the fragility of the biosphere, and the imperatives of international coop-
eration in resolving crucial issues of transnational importance. There is also a
growing effort to have students question their owi values and to make them more explicit
in the light of what they have learned about other value systems in existence throughout
the world.

This trend may be summarized interms of the comparative strengths of the loyal-
ties. people have t$ their nation, to mankind, and to the physical environment everyone
shares. Traditionally, education has stressed loyalty to the nation state first, and
to other peoples and to what Barbara Ward aptly calls "spaceship earth" only second-adly. But we are beginning to recognize that this must be turned around if people are
to live in any condition worthy of being called human. As John Donne has said that no
man is an island, neither is any nation. When the bell s of war, of pestilence, of
poverty, and of political tyranny toll anywhere, they toll for people everywhere.

This is not really a new idea. It goes back to ancient Greece, to the poet
Anacreon telling the people of his time:

No honest man I call a foreigner;
. One nature have we all.

And I am thinking, too, of those lofty and spacious words of Thomas Jefferson in
America's Declaration of Independence telling the entire world that all men are created
equal and that they have inalienable, God-given rights. How much less inspiring would
that document be if Jefferson had said only that atl8mericans are created equal.
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And yet, although the idea of interdependence is gaining ground, the fact remains
that some education agencies and textbook publishers still look at things in the same
old way. As a case in point, the Asia Society recently surveyed 272 textbopks used in
American-classrooms. It reported that teachers are frequently textbook-bound, because
they do not have as much knowledge of their own about Asia as they should, and that
many of the texts provide no real clue to Asia's rich and enddring cultural heritage,
to progress that is Aing made in various endeavors, or to the view of Asians them-
selves in interpreting\theii- own societies. Historical events are too often discussed
primarily in terms of what is important to American strategic, military or economic
interests, meaning students fail to acquire an adequate grasp of the cultures and aspi-
rations of Asians as seen through Asian eyes.

James Becker of Indiana University has suggested that one of the major aims of
global education is to provide a context that encompasses such classic opposites as
isolation and integration, diversity and unity, aggression and cooperation. But much
of the instructional material provided to students emphasizes what is different, rather
than what is common, to the human species. Mankind is depicted in terms of differences
along racial, physical, cultural and linguistic lines. But Mr. Becker believes, and
I concur completely, that education now needs to reassert the fact that, while diver-
sity does exist, mankind is a single species of life among multitudes of other forms
of life. All humans have a common biological heritage, a common habitat, and a common
fate--man's fate.

In New York State, we take this idea very seriously.' And we are doing more and
more new things to express i programmatically. Some of these programmatic developments
flow directly from the 1976 Regents Position Paper, entitled Education and global Inter-
dependence, with its emphasis on involving not only schools and colleges, but also
libraries, museums, business and industry, labor unions, civic organizations, and so
on, in the effort to shape stronger programs dealing with world economic, social and
cultural issues.

Not so parenthetically, the Regents statement makes quite clear our recognition
that new State funding is not feasible at this time because of New York's tight finan-
cial situation. (It's easier in New York to close a university than it iska massage
parlor.) But Education Department staff are working on programs that will not require
higher outlays of State support. We will utilize ict.uurLL. al. already have in different
ways, and we expect to attract additional exteIJI funds from Fed( ,a1 and foundation
sources.

Right now, in fact, we are planning fc a series of reg.al 1-gents Forums to
be conducted in different parts of New York based on the global irate dependence charac-
teristics of these areas of the State. These nferences are being f--anced by the
U.S. Department of State.

All of us have back home supporters :f the "back to the basics" p-Alosophy in
education. If backlo the basics includes the right to know about the vrorld we live in,
then I'm all for it. I believe every stude-t needs to know about the ineas and achieve-
ments of others; that as a nation we are no longer self-sufficient (as though we ever
were); and that theawesomeprobfems of over-c,eoulation, resource depletion, and poverty
amidst plenty, will overwhelm us all if we can-nt find ways to solve t-em together in
skilled and elegant harmony, or concinnity, to ,:e one of my favorite words. As Casey
Stengel used to say, you could look it up. Moreo/er, as Chief State School Officers,
we need to have instruments for measuring this knowledge s students can develop at
least a minimum competency in civic literacy on globa, issues. this would be a big
step forward.

In closing, I have welcomed the opportunity of serving as Chairman of the Inter-
national Education Committee because of the importance of its work. Under the fine and
knowledgeable leadership of Fred Burke, I know you will continue to find ways to define
and measure minimum competencies in international education, and ways of developing
programs in global awareness that have a high degree of transferability to other areas
of responsible citizenship. I hope you will continue this work because the subject of
global studies is not a passing educational fad, and is not the private preserve of
any one state or any one organization. It is, in my view, one more valiant and necessary
attempt to make education and schooling one and the same. Five thousand years ago
Confucius said that the nature of man is always the same; it is their habits which
separate them."

That's why I think Robert Hanvey's goals for global studies are so relevant: .phe

development of an awareness of the state of the planet, of an awareness of other cuN
tures, and an awareness of the dynamics of the international system,within which all';.,,
mankind lives.



-o

Global education, like all education, will be orthwhile insofar as it--in the
words of John Dewey--enlarges our vision, heightens our sensibilities,. and makes our
actions more rational.

As you strive to bring these noble objectives to full fruition, may it be said
of you, as it was said of the climbers of Mount Everest who, eventually in their
arduous ascent, disappeared into the clouds: When last seen, they were still climbing."

I am proud to have been associated with you.

A
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CRAIG PHILLIPS: Thanks, Mr. Nyquist, for your statement. I wear two hatg and
number one is responding to your'magnificent statement. As the voice of one Chief,
I affirm my admiration of New York State's thrust in international education. I

have a very firm remembrance of the impact of your center in New Delhi on our group
who went there. They gave us tremendous help in understanding that country. I

share with you in some of the negativeness - legislators and all the rest. Right

in the midst of a moment where we thought we were rolling along real well in some
new programs, we hard a legislature that started throwing brickbats at us because of
our Japanese experience for a group of our teachers. We had received funding and
planned very carefully. At the height of all this, I went to one of the legislators
in a very key position and I said, "Hey, don't you know the difference between ig-
norance and apathy?" He scratched his head and said, "I don't know and I don't
care." One other story - two youngsters in a very lovely home that never used bad
language went off to camp one summer. And you know what happens at camp. They
were exposed to the world. They learned some bad words and they came back and were
using them pretty often. The parents were very much concerned and went to a psythi-
atrist and the doctor surprised them and said, The best thing to do is -*the first
time they use any bad language - let them have it across theside of the head. That

is the key thing that both of you need to de. Father, you need to do it first, and
Mother, you need to follow right up so the child knows that the message is clear."
The parents were concerned about this advice, but sure enough at breakfast time lit-
tle Jimmy said, "Pass the damn cornflakes". Well, that was the moment of truth for
daddy and mother, so daddy reluctantly but firmly let Jimmy have it right across the
head art Jimmy's eyes popped open. Then mother, with tears in her eyes, Yet him

have it across the other side. They looked over there at Johnny and his eyes had
gotten big looking at all of this, and daddy thought maybe he had gotten the idea.
So he said, All right, Johnny, what do you want for breakfast?" Johnny said,, "I

don't know, but I don't want any of those damn cornflakes." So much for communica-
tion. This part of the program is an effort to at least capture some insights into
what some of the agencies across this country have been doing. We'd like to share
with you the background of some of the avenues that we have been following in the
North'Carolina agency.. I am going_to call upon some very competent people who have
worked very hard in our agency. The impetus in North Carolina was really acceler-
ated in the late 60's and early 70's when the whole social studies curriculum was
revamped. International Education curriculum was part of that major change in many

ways. A lot of people were involved in that, prior to my involvement in-the agency.
A piece of that impetus also was reflected in the impact upon an individual, namely
myself, as the Chief State School Officer. I don't think there is any question but
that impact bore fruit in the sense of a renewed commitment through understanding
of some of the elements of international education. That led to more people moving ,

forward in this area. We have been through organizationalchanges that in some ways
are similar to what many of you have experienced in an attempt to put a prime focus

on international education. We created, out of our social studies staff, a key divi-

sion in international education. We've all struggled with that business ,about what
do you do when you splinter an organization in the sense of putting specific impact,
if we believe in this business of balance and fusion, rather than adding on. Organ-
izationally, it doesn't make sense to create another division. But to-give it im-

petus, to give it visibility, we were able to create a separate division that worked
very closelyrthrough social studies and language arts to maintain the balance, but

also to give it focus. Betty Bullard whom you heard yesterday representing the Asia
Society, today will speak to you as she represents the past role of being Director of
Our Division of International Education. John Ellington in Social Studies will be a

part of our presentation, and Denny Wolfe in language. This is a team of people who

put some things together that I th4-1,14-ere important. I would like to say one thing,

and it is 'a little redundant. I want to recognize some of the impact of some of the

people we heard yesterday and the organizations they represent. I want to put em-

phasis again on the fact that in this country there's a very productive group of or-
ganizations and concerns that do have impact on an agency. The African-Ameriican In-

stitute was of great help to us in. a 2'4 year in-service program to prepare 7th grade
and high school teachers on teaching about Africa. As mentioned yesterday, North .

Carolina was a part of the piloting of the concept base materials from the Center on
Global Perspectives. We have school systems cooperating in the UNESCO Associated

Schools Project. Among the materials we have used in our curriculum development and
staff development workshops are those from New York, Wisconsin, from the American
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Universities Field staff, UNICEF, the Asia Society and others. Of course with the
funding opportunities from the U.S. Office of Education, NEH and NSF and several
very strong. foundations in North Carolina, we have had a lot of help. A number of
our colleges and universities have been a part of the development of our agency's
thrust. What we would like to share with you is one of the avenues through which
programs were broadened and that's our involvement in the CULCON program in which I
had a chance to serve as Chairman of our subcommittee the American Subcommittee on
Education for International Understanding. We developed a model for two nations
building new concepts about each other and patterns of working relationships between
two teams. Betty Bullard was our Director and has done a marvelous job in giving
leadership in our Department. She is here along with Denny Wolfe to tell you some-
thing about that project. and then John Ellington will share with you some other pro-
grams that have been going on.

1
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BETTY BULLARD": The newest word in t ducation language is CULCON. Legally

the word stands for the U.S.-Japan Conferen on Cultural Educational Interchange.

The "Cul" stands for Culture and the "Con" iS for Conference; but if you look it up,
you find the cULCON really means "the aggregateof all accumulated knowledge," and

that's what this project 'is as it deals with Japan. CULCON is an organization that has
been in operation for about twenty years. It has been meeting every other year in the
U.S. or Japan and has involved scholars in Japan and the U.S. About five years ago

this group of outstanding scholars said, "We're not really making an impact on mutual
understanding among people unless we can get below the graduate level and help children
in elementary and secondary schools begin to understandabout other people." So from

this, after a series of meetings, grew a project for elementary and secondary schools
which we call the CULCON Project on Education for Mutual Understanding. This is a

pioneer project under the auspices of the Japanese government and the U.S. government.
In Japan there-is a national school system and so the Chairman for this project is the
Special Assistant in the Minitry of Education. The U.S. does not have a national
school system and soit is only logical for the U.S. Chairman to be a Chief State School

Officer. The first Chairman was the State Commissioner of Education in Hawaii. ;Just

as the project was ready to get off the ground, the Commissioner was promoted to another

sort of job and Dr. Craig Phillips was named Chairman. North Carolina has been very

involved with the project, and I must tell you that it has created some real enthusiasm
among teachers and supervisors and school officials all over the state. The project

took its form with a binational team composed of teachers, supervisors, and school
administrators as well as teacher educators and scholars. The Japanese team was com-

posed of the same, so from the very beginning all elements of the target audience were
included'as well as also having an essential element in the project--constant inter-
change between the two, Instead of the U.S. team's going off in a corner and w14.ting
some materials and the Japanese team doing the same, the constant sense of interaction

between the two was sought throughout the entire project to assure accuracy of target.
For five weeks the first summer the two teams worke'd together, a,t first formally- -

and then as we got to know each other better and 'had taken the measure of each other'--

more informally. The U.S. team organized its resource manual around the themesg-based.

on questions.
1. Contemporary Life: How do Japanese live -,.how do they want, to live? :How

do the Japanese use resources?:
2. Decision-Makipg: Whodecides ih.Japan and hOw?

3. Perception and ExpreSsiow, How do the Japahese percei,ve iind express:.

reality? What is, beauty ?. Expression,of spiritul ekperiences.
4. Identity:. _;Who are the Japanese? (Who-ah.tol, a.eapaneSen'

5. Values: What is:mcire significant lifer A, at is th? ideal life?

Although the themes and methqds dram on aspects of,dat ife in Japan( they can be

.,applied to the study of o0 cultures theeeby increosi g the stodent.4,underst4kirig
-7.-

of the world Arr.whichhe es

FolloOthpthat port n of he'project, ;Ores .4tiveg froM each team trallJed

V) the othetYS. heartland test, ithe updiblltty of tife,4ork done thus far. For the

10:S. reprentatives% ti)ls,inyolVed fiNily:schedul d da of'plussions with rlayors,

"City planners, farmers, teachers, young career pebti wives industrialists,.

scholars, and goy.prmlient officials. ReviSionswere made ed on the -findings.

DuFing the Ail.loWfng school. ear, the mater' is wer t trd.testbd,inclassroom,

. - of North Carolina schools rang wised on the,bas't 'of ,the' esiilts.:,Thi?`"ear the

materials'are being stibjected t a formal field:trialOgain in-North Carolina prior 'to

final editing-and presentation to the joint committee off cation in CULCON. By the ,

end of the project more than 400 teachers and appeoxima y.13,000 upper elementary and

secondary school s dentS will have assessed the.mateials.:
Further,aspe S of this interestipg project will be set forth by Denny WolTei,,ap

member of the CUL N team and Diredtor of,Languaiges,fon,the DepartMeptof Publielnstruc-

tion and John Ellington, North Carolina Department ofOublic-ilnstrAc nand Direct* of

Social Styles', who isicondUcttngothe field telMng°,,

g
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OtNNY W6LFE: I want to take a little bit of a different twist in describing the
CULCON Project and als n ribing our state's project in International Educationin a way different fr m the way York did and the way Utah will. I would like to.:' refer briefly to some ade yesterday by various persons and try to re-,
late the GULCON:ProJect to some of -he estions and issues. First, Fred Burke calledyester'day for, a curriculum infused by Global Perspectives to take on the responsibility
of challenging prejudice. The CULCON materials do this. Let me read the last para-
graphs of the opening rationale on page 16 of the manual. "The unknown can be frighten-ing and threatening but as knowledge about the unknown increases, fear and threatsdecreases A great hope for the future is that a humanistic approach to international
and"Multicultural education can produce global harmony. The study of people with all
their differences and similarities can help reduce dangerous misunderstandings and

. tensions, add to the quality of life on a global scale, stimulate lifelong learning
and provide pleasurable experiences for students in the educational enterprjse."
That's the last paragraph in the rationale which I think speaks to the concern and thecall that Fred Burke raised yesterday about International Education. Secondly, several
of you have expressed the wisdom of avoiding the conflict of priority between basic
skills and global education and-of the tough job of convincing people that world survi-val may depend on affluent nations adjusting

to lower standards of living.
team, I can assure you, wrestled with these same dilemmas and resolved them to
extent of making the materials interdisciplinary

in scope; 'that is to say, instruc-
tional strategies and techniques suggested in the learning activities for each of the
seven teaching units give students practice in developing communication skills, whileat the same time containing content which shows how the Japanese perceive concepts ofmodernization, decision making, problem solving,

esthetics, the work ethic and education.
These materials demonstrate the so-called basic skills instruction. It does not have
to exist outside of the context of curriculum to develop global perspectives. In
showing how the Japanese are dealing with ecological problems, for example, beyond what
America has experienced thus far, these materials provide students with opportunities
to explore and define the values associated with day-to-day living and to see the merit
and excitement in innovative problem solving, exhibited by Japanese ingenuity, which canquite likely carry over into a student's own evolving ability to cope with change in

Tigrn life. The rationale deals with the number of proposed principles for interna-
al edilcation. First is the fact that human basic needs are universally similar.

Two, that societal institutions help satisfy many of these needs. Third, that the global
system is characterized by change, the interrelatedness of events and the interdependence
of societies and fourth, that conflict management is crucial to maintain world peace.
Further, the rationale describes connection among the individual's strategies\to satisfy
institutional needs and the global system in whiell\forces of threat exchange and inte-gration affect the world's societie

. Out of this rationale springs a modelvfor .curric-

/4;

ulum based upon concepts that peopl deal with universally using Japan as a case study
under the CULCON mandate for the p oject. But this model is one in which the study ofany nation can occur. The seven sample teaching units which make up the bulk of the
manual, although dealing with Japan, can be modified in content to deal wits any nation
as well. -Betty has a transparency which will show you the titles and concept clusters
that we chose to deal with and the titles of the seven teaching units that we developed
for each one of the concept clusters.

/b.
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BETTY BULLARD: This is the CULCON outline. We are still arguing over it and
with the kinds of questions that we were directing ourselves toward--the decision
making, perceptions, expressions, identity and values. This whole idea was not to take
the place of anything that existed already in the classroom. Its not a course of study
in itself; it doesn't take the place of a textbook or any other supplemental material.
It simply is an illuminator--an extender--sort of an instructional hamburger helper.
The Japanese team came to the mainland for some credibility testing to see if it really
Weld up in the U.S. and the U.S. team went to Japan for field study to test out the
credibility of our materials there. We traversed large and small towns, rural areas,
seacoast, mountains. We talked with small groups, big groups, individuals and people
from all economic sectors to test out the materials we had to see where our perceptions
were incorrect and correct them. We got there just as there was a great furor in Japan
over Hirohito coming to this country. There was a great protest. Also there was a
protest on the part of bank employees who wanted promotions faster than they were
getting them. The whole process there fitted in with what we had suggested already.
We lived with the Japanese city planners, mayors and city councils, and discussed the
use of resources, the allocation of resources, city planning, the whole decision making
process and how values reflected themselves in contemporary life. We visited in small
industries that were labor intenstgEN, We visited in extremely large, multi-national
industries and in every instance founblthe people very willing to explain their process
to us. We followed the spiritual expressions throughout Japan and had opportunities to
talk with Shinto Priests, to experienced businessmen worshipping at Shinto Shrines before
a business meeting, etc. The whole idea of solitude and meditation, discipline, the
use of beauty bprame very clear to us through explanations and further study on our
part. We had very fruitful discussions with Zen Masters. We spent quite some time in
Zen training. We examined the place of the traditional arts in contemporary life as it
reflected itself in change of dress, but still the pattern exists and is highly honored.
The nature of nature in Japan was another of our inquiries as the use of Parks and
gardens, even to sweeping lakes to keep them clean. Everything is clean. Cars were
clean even on a dusty day, but then again we would see a milk cart that looked like this
(slide). We played bingo and golf. A popular game in Japan is chess which is played
on every street corner and in every park. It was the kids who really touched us all.
They were just like ours. Then we examined the school situation for awhile. We talked
with gentlemen very much like yourselves with the same concerns as yours. Most teachers
are men. Less than one - fourth of,the teachers are women. The method of instruction is
lectureand discussion. Children still wear uniforms. English is pretty widely .taught

in Japanese schools. Its the second language. All schools have swimming pools and
swimming is a required course. Field trips are taken by the thousands, all over Japan,
and in gym classes there is participation by girls and boys. Discipline and strength
kept coming through. Something the school systems have there that we don't have.is an
archeological division in the schools in which excavations are part of the school
curriculum. We were looking for the traditional and the uses of the contemporary and what
values are inherent within those that we could develop in our textbook designs and from
the regular material we have in the classrooms to illuminate the Japanese character even
more strongly, so that our kids can understand even better the Japanese. So as you can
see here, loaded with our boxes of information, we wend away to revise our materials,
to relive or to bring about.thelpromise of this project. The materials have been tried
out in North CaeOlina and have been revised and are presently undergoing another re-
vision in the state. Teachers have been more than complimentary about the materials
saying that they are a whole new definition for the use in the classroom and it has made
them take another look at the other materials they are using to work with kids. One
teacher sent me a note that a little child sent to her about the materials and it said
this: "Dear Mrs. Kennedy, if we learn all of this about Japan; we will know more about
Japan that we do about the U.S."
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JOHN ELLINGTON: As Dr. Phillips indicated, we do have programs that preceded
CULCON and others that are continuing today. Our interest in and impetus for making
a significant thrust in international education came as a result of major curriculum
revision in social studies in the late 60's and early 70's. This curriculum revision
called for new emphasis on international studies in the middle grades and in high
schools.

In-service education of classroom teachers became the key to successful implemen-tation of this curriculum and this special epiphasis. On each in-service program, we
used the model for involvement shown in this .drawing (see attached). As you see, this
model calls for including people and resources in in-service training other than those

. in our own Division of Social Studies. The State Social Studies Advisory Committee that
assisted in curriculum revision gave advice on in-service needs, other state agencies
assisted in materials assessment. Support divisions within the Department of Public
Instruction, particularly the Division of Educational Media, gave staff time, advice,
and material support in preparing for and implementing workshops. Local school systems
cooperated by giving teachers released time and providing facilities and support ser-vices for on-site training sessions. College and: university consultants assisted in
workshop activities and lent general support to the new programs.' When possible, we
involved outside support groups such as the one shown here, the African-American Insti-tute.

A most significant challenge of the early 70's was to prepare seventh grade7
teachers, who had been teaching North Carolina, history, for teaching the new course atthat level on Africa and Asia. High school teachers of world history and world cultures
needed to update their skills and knowledge an to make, these courses truly "world"
rather than "western" as had been traditional. :Nith the able assistance of the African-
American Institute, which received a $30,000 Vant for this purpose from a North Carolina
based foundation, we were quite successful in meeting this challenge.

During a two and one-half year period, we held twenty -two regional workshops for 7th
grade and,high school social studies teachers. In addition to the regional workshops,
we held more intensive workshops in twelve local school districts. In all, we reached
over one thousand teachers. Seventh grade teachers were quite receptive tothe new
curriculum even though it was drastically different from the old. We think the success-
ful in-service programs that were conducted made for this receptivity and smoothness of
change.

Colleges and universities picked up and supplemented the work with our division's
advice and support in planning and implementation. In 1973, Duke University brought a
select group of seventh grade teachers together in a workshop that produced seven unitsof instruction on Africa. Three of the units were later published by a textbook com-
pany. In 1974, high school teachers produced five instructional units in a Duke work-
shop and in 1975, selected teachers from the workshop groups went to Nigeria to further
investigate how "internationalization" of a' teacher takes place. North Carolina State
University, with summer workshops in 1974 and 1976, did for Asian studies what Duke was
doing for African studies.

One of the most exciting projects was bringing together, in 1973 and 1974 at
Davidson College, African and Asian specialists from North Carolina colleges and univer-sities to teach them about "education." These specialists in subject matter knew little
about the elementary and secondary schools or effective tools and strategies for assist-
ing teachers and students at these levels. These workshops were successful in turning
some of the specialists into valuable in-service resources at various locations acrossthe state. Of the forty specialists involved in the two summers at Davidsorffen have
become staunch supporters of our program. They have written projects, held workshops,
taken groups of teachers tp Africa and Asia, and have generally boosted the level of
cultural understanding in school communities where they have worked.

Since 1975, we have worked with the Canadian Studies Center at Duke University on
producing curriculum materials for fifth grade and high school. These materials, pro-
duced by a group of teachers who went to Canada in 1975, are to be refined by a group
of teachers who are now field testing them and by another group of teachers in Canada
this summer. When completed, these materials will, we hope, be useful to teachers
throughout the United States.

The spinoffs from these programs have been tremendous. I mentioned the initial
$30,000 grant to the AfricanAmerican Institute by a North Carolina foundation. In this
one case, after you consider the amount of time and money our Department spent, the
amount contributed in kind and in fact by collegeS and universities, and the amount
forwarded by local school systems, the $30,000 had tripled to $100,000 or more. -North
Carolina had been very traditional in textbook adoptions until 1971. 'At that time-
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given the new international emphasis in curriculumowe adopted over eighty titles in
world studies. The North Carolina School Boards Association had adopted international
education as a special project. -A group of art teachers is going to Japan this summer.
College professors who had had very little input into public elementary and secondary

-education are now actively-involved in what's going on.
Yesterday someone mentioned that in- service education is "where we have to go."

A leading educational sociologist from the University of North Carolina says that 85%
of the teachers of 1990 are now teaching. If this is true, in-service education is
indeed where we have to put our emphasis. A'strong in-service program has been the key-
stone to our effort thus far.

We have many - things planned for the future. We need to place some special
emphasis on Latin AmeTica. We need to continually reevaluate where we are and what
needs to be done. We need to identify common teaching objectives for international/
intercultural education and to bring to focus the real purpose f6r such an education.
We've made a lot of progress in the past eight years but we know we haven't arrived.
The support of our State Superintendent, the support from the,National Endowment for
the Humanities, from the United States Office of Education, from foundations and from
the local school people in North Carolina has helped us to get where we are and this
support must continue.

Thank you.
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CRAIG PHILLIPS: Thank you, everybody. I think the key message is that with
good people and an agency that is taking the initiative--not away from or in lieu of
universities and others--progress can be made in international education.

C*
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WALTER TALBOT: Its good to be here. Our pre ntation this morning will consistof some remarks by myself and then a slide -sound pro ction by Dr. Avard Rigby. Thepresentation will be quite homey.
Few people would understand that Utah, a small, relatively unimportant inlandstate, not blessed with wealth

and void of networks of communication and transpprta-tion arteries connecting her with the world, would have interest in internationaleducation. Yet the international ties of herr
people and the cosmopolitan nature ofher population demand not only

an interest but active participation and a leadershiprole.

Utah has some distinctive characterisiics.
A center for the accumulation ofnative and foreign-born

cultures, in infinite variety, Utah is home for many whosefamily and business connections are elsewhere. In attempting to determine our need forbilingual and bicultural.education
programs, we found that there were twenty-fourdifferent languages which were used solely in our homes. An additional forty-twolanguages were used among our people with fluency equal to English and forty-fourother languages were used to communicate in homes and communities where English wasdominant.

Native languages other than
English come from members of several American Indiantribes who are residents of

the state and who are representative of some twenty-fiveadditional tribes who work
at the Intermountain Indian School Complex whose childrenattend the public schools. Spanish speaking citizens and migrants from Mexico, CentralAmerica and South American
countries comprise about Seven per, cent of the population.Many foreign students attend our colleges and un' rsities which have internationalconnections. The dominant church of the state, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter DaySaints (commonly called Mormon ), has 20,000 active issionaries who inhabit nearlyevery noncommunist country of the world. They att act many converts from other nations )who settle in Utah to be near the headquarters of the church.All this provides a society rich in cultural variation whose demands requireattention to things international

and provide a resource whic is available to assistin bringing about international
understanding. Albeit the source is deep, it, for themost part, lies dormant waiting
development and'.use. Thus the demands, connectionsand. abundant cultural resource give us the challenge and opportunity to do somethingabout international education.

Conditions in the world, too,
attract our attention to the need to move toward theconcept of global interdependence
and international understanding. The magnitude andrate of change in modern society
have made international education increasingly

impor-tant. There is an expanding volume
of human interaction among a growing number offoreign nations, increasing similarity in social institutions and human behavior anda growing internationalization

of basic education and social problems. These condi-tions require that perions of all ages become more world minded and imply that thestudy and understanding of other cultures are essential if one is to know oneself andgain a valid perspective of one's own culture.
Because we believe that education bears .a special responsibility to help preparethe present and future generations

to cope with the complexity of global interdepen-dence and to learn to work
together in solving common problems, we have become activelyengaged in a number of projects

and programs in the international arena.Before I describe for you some of -hr things we ar) doing, let me clarify theperspective on global interdependence
thd. i= 'lecessary for me to keep faith withcertain factions in our society. When we speak of global interdependence, we are notlending credence to a single world government. Our fierce preoccupation with autonomyand a desire to divest ourselves

of interference in our pattern of living are notdiminished by our acceptance of a perspective on global,
interdependence. We believestrongly in American ideals and adhere to a central notion of American

_leadership andsupremacpin world affairs.
Despite that feeling (not one of isolation but one of. autonomy) we believe thatthe schools must now add to their historic preoccupation with national heritage andequally vigorously concern themselves

with our country's role in'the changing world ifwe are to prepare students meaningfully
for life in the next century. This does notimply any less concern for American

history and contemporary concerns and issuesi.Indeed, one may argue to the degree that our national survival depends upon a realisticknowledge and understanding of other peoples and nations, this kind of emphasis in ourschools is the highest form of Americanism.
In 1974, the Utah State

Board of Education adopted a position paper on Interna-tional Education. In 1976 the Board gave direction
to reaffirm that position and havethe statement updated. That has been very helpful to us in guiding activities in
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International Education. The Board said: 1) While preserving the American heritage,

international education should permeate the total curriculum. 2) International Educa-

tion should be designed to increase the student's sensitivity to the needs and values

of others. 3) Modern language and exchange programs should be expanded as a mechanism

for increasing world understanding. 0,4) Teacher education programs should he modified

to include vital .components of international education. 5) The State Board and staff

should continue to participate in the cooperative identification and mobilization of

innovative practices and resources in the field of international education and should

exercise leadership' in implementation in the public schools of the state of those

promising new practices and instructiONal programs gleanAd from cooperating nations

throughout the world. 6).The concept of international education and a culturally
pluralistic society are closely allied and should be Coordinated for their reciprocal

advantage. 7) International education programs should emphasize the active involve-

ment of learners and the State education agency staff should support such programs and

devise instruments and procedures for measuring the impact of such programs on the

knowledge and attitudes of Utah educators and students.
With these things in mind, what is the Utah Education Agency doing in interna-

tional education and programs to promote global interdependence?
Going back to 1970, Utah was a participant in a program titled "International

Interchange of Educational Innovation" with conferences at Princeton, New Jersey and

Paris, France. Participating states were Connecticut, Florida, Michigan, New York,

New Jersey, North Carolina, Oregon, and Utah. European countries were England, France,

Netherlands, Norway and Sweden. From that conference plans were made for continuous

interchange of ideas, materials and personnel among the participating countries and

states. Materials have continued to flow among and between the, participants. The

program called International Management Tr'aining for Educational Change (IMTEC) gaineg

impetus there. Contacts and friendships begun there have been maintained over the

years and had a direct bearing on the conference concluded in October, of 1976 in the

U.S. under the banner of IMTEC. Utah was,a field site and at that conference thirteen
individuals fr9i1 seven European countries spent one week in Utah visiting school pro-

grams and conferencing on problems of mutual interest. Pre-field site visit programs

were held in Boston and a post field site conference at UCLA culminated the IMTEC

program. But its effect will continue for many years. Contacts have already brought

expressions of goodwill and reams of materials from visitors. Invitations to visit

schools in the countries represented have been received from those foreign visitors.

In 1974 we established an interagency committee on international education to

guide our activities and to coordinate those concepts and ideas which have been devel-

oped and will be developed on the subject of international education. The committee is

composed of members of the State agency staff, institutions of higher education and

representatives of local scipol districts. It was through this committee that we

became engaged in an excittfig project linking our state with Egypt and other Arab

nations.
We are antichpating not only a deepening of that relationship, but an expansion

of the concept of link-up of our state with other nations of the world in similar

fashion. I should like to describe the important things that are happening.
The program was designed to complement the objectives of the State Education

Agency to modernize, expand and intensify international offerings in Utah schools.

Thirty-two educators were selected from a cross-section of Utah's educational agencies

whose expertise and influence would support the twofold nature of the program (e.g.

curriculum development and teacher development). When funding finally came we were

limited to twenty-two people representing the state agencies, University and school

districts. However, those twenty-two participated in a six-week study seminar in Egypt

last summer where they prepared curriculum products which could be programmed for use

in curricula of Utah's school districts. At the American University in Cair&, formal

instruction wa built around three content areas--the Egyptian past, the Egyptian envi-

ronment and t e Egyptian role. Formal instruction was supplemented by educational

excursions w ich correlated lectures with actual experiences in Egyptian Communities,

institution's and life. The major purpose of the project is to validate the curriculum

being taught inn Utah schools concerning Egypt and other Arab nations and to validate

that which is ia4ght in Egypt and other Arab nations concerning our country. Following

the six week sojourn in Egypt by Utah educators, the prodess of developing curriculum

which will emphasize understanding of the two cultures was begun earnestly. A part of

the commitment of those participating was to respond to requests of people in our state

for explanations and programs involving the project. On an average, seven meetings

have been held each month since August with audiences ranging up to 300 people
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who have received information and feelings about Egypt and the Arab nations. Whatbetter Medium is there to create an atmosphere of international understanding and afeeling of global interdependence?
Teachers and schools, too, are requesting presen-tations and discussions by Utah participants and an Egyptian educator who is now onour staff as a result of that project.

At the University level, participants havebeen active not only in classrooms but also in presenting papers about Egypt at stateand national conferences. Articles on Egyptian children have been written for child-hood education magazines. i Our specialist In music has given two workshops on Egyptian
composers, instruments and music to statevMe audiences. An official report of theproject was given to the State Board of Education in December and carried in news-papers and on TV and radio pro-grams.

The statewide conference 'for public schooladministrators and supervisors
on international education was just concluded wheremuch of the',material brought from Egypt was displayed and discussed. Entertainment,instructior41 talks and discussions and other forms of communication,gave conferenceparticipants a glimpse of Egypt and other countries. As a follow -up of that great

conference, eight regional conferences will be held as school opens next fall to am-plify the concepts and ideas arising out of the spring conference. There, the stafffrom the State office and school
districts will consult together in small sessionson how to implement concepts of international education.

I think there is no need to further suggest why I am excited about theEgyptianprojecpc its further development and expansion, and the projection of that concept toother ntries. I only want to say one additional thing and that is to express
appreciation to Bob Leestma and Ed Meador for their assistance and funding.. The ideareally originated in Russia while we were there on an educational seminar. -,Continua-tion of the Egyptian program this summer will assure us of having had-at least onerepresentative of every school

district in Utah involved in the project. Think of whatthat can mean to continuity, understanding and to relationships. I want to testify'that the feelings and relationships
between personnel of our office, school districtsand the universitphave indeed been enhanced through this project. If there is any-

% thing that can bring state education
agencies, universities and school districts closertogether, it is worth pursuing and exploiting th the ultimate benefit of the citizenryand students in the schools.

Because of Utah's strategic position in world Cultures, e have the opportunity
to greatly expand our activities. Such programs as the one I ave just described have
a way of creating spinoffs and other good causes. for exampl , the University of UtahMideast Center is now sponsoring five modern language programs in the Granite SchoolDistrict where interest has been kindled. In addition, that Center sponsored in Marcha spring conference of fifty'selected Utah

applicants who hope to be included in thesummer'1977 Egyptian study pr:ogram. Other activities which are going forward includethe development and dissemination of a slide-sound package titled "International Educa-tion i,n Utah Public Schools" and a social studies guide _for use in schools called
"Focus on Man." Utah teachers and curriculum developers are demonstrating a growinginterest in cross-national and

cross-cultural comparative studies of family systems,politics, economic systems, religion, societies and cultures. They're seeking increasedobjectivity and more intellectual honesty in the methods of teaching yOung-Teople aboutthe United States, other nations and international events and institutions.. Increas-ingly, efforts are being made to provide materials that expose students to non-Americanperceptions and interpretations of American life and U.S. involvement in the worldcommunity.

A survey was recently concluded in the elementary and secondary schools on theextent to which international education -was permeating school curriculum programs. Thevariety of activities reported was heartwarming and gave evidence. of increasing interestin international education. I list only a few to cite-direction: 1) Students in oneelementary school raised $1,000 and participated in the "Partners of America" programby financing the purchase of materials for a new school in Bolivia. They had twoBolivian musical groups perform at the school as a "part of the program. 2) A juniorhigh school sponsored a Spanish fair where students were required to speak Spanish inorder to purchase various items and, use pesos as'a medium of exchange. Social studies.
classes had representatives of various countries speak to them. 3) The lunchroom
personnel of an elementary school periodically observed cultural programs representinga particular nation. They served meals and dressed in costumes representative of thatcountry, students decorated tables, etc. 4) Travel-study programs to foreign countriesand studies aboard ship enroute to countries are becoming commonplace. In most of
these programs, students live in a family's home in the foreign country.

5) Teachersand administrators indicate that collectively they have traveled in and understood the
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cultures of 127 different foreign lands and would be willing to use their knowledge '

and understanding in promulgating curriculum and instruction. 6) Programs in eleven

different foreign languages are taught systematically in our schools and scores of
other languages are taught incidentally through indirect Instruction in music and dance.
7) We have been involved heavil' in the movement of international community education.
Those activities have multiplied our international contacts causing a flow of letters

and materials and invitations to visit. Our Board has passed a policy encouraging the

interchange of personnel, not only from state to local, but on an international basis
and across disciplines. Our policy is virtually unrestricted and permits us to exchange

in any manner in which we believe benefits will accrue to us. We are currently corres-
ponding with officials in Taiwan and India An a personnel exchange which will bring us
expertise in fields where we need help andActo them the same. An overarching

benefit is the breadth and depth of interc 1 ur 1 understanding such exchanges bring to

those who participate. A recent mission to Bolivia by several people from our office

and university affiliates has paid rich dividends in international understanding. A

staff member of our office has been invitedjeck to help plan a conference whicp we
hope will result in several of our people b ng involved.

Finally, I want to assure you of my commitment to international education and
global interdependencg. My interest has been:kindled and strengthened by numerous
letters and personal meetings and conferences with people of other lands. My own visits

to Taiwan, India, Egypt, France, England and the-1155R have been exceptional and have
imprinted in my mind the benefits of international understanding. I am pleased to be

currently preparing for a similar experiene in Mexico, Costa Rica, Venezuela and
Brazil.

Evidence of my interest and commitment is further explained in ten principles
which I used in a speech at the Second International Community Education Conference:
1) We need to be men among men rather than Americans among Chinese, other races or
nationalities--white among black--or haves among have nots. 2) We need to come to know

that with understanding comes better relationships. 3) We need to understand that the

learning of culture is much more than learning a language. 4) We need to explode myths
such as the spiritual and humanistic qualities of Asia versus the materialistic views

of capitalistiC nations. Both cultures are made up of people.and qualities overlap.

5) We need to do less for people and more with them. 6) We need to make the statement

"all men are brothers" a declaration of commitment which recognizes that brothers differ

and in differences there are inherent strengths. 7) We need to know that thought is

barren unless it has a relationship to action. We know many things; but we must develop

serious empathy and feeling for people! We need to emphasize the posture of loving
people and using things rather than loving things and using people. 8) We need to

accept the fact that tradition dies a hard death. Indeed, when people change, they do

so only for a good reason. 9) We need to find 'a balance between pragmatic education,
which may be characterized as the most popular subject for the most lucrative job, and
the ideals of education which rovide for the beauty of character and for co unity

leadership and service. 10) W need to emphasize the benefits of where

people maibe less dependent on utside influences. At a time when whatever Pappens in
any nation may affect the entire world, self-reliance is a most difficult concept and

a most essential principle. In self-reliance, people and nations are less subject to

inflation, changes in government and economic hardship. And yet at the same time we

need to develop the spirit of cooperativeness, a oneness where brotherly love prevails.
Now Dr. Rigby will show you a slide-sound projection.

AVARD 111GBY: This slide sound production was developed in cooperation with our

media division in our state education agency for two purposes: 1) To motivate interest

and understanding of our efforts in the area of international education, which the
Superintendent has so eloquently described. 2) In order to interpret to a variety of
audiences within the State of Utah the meaning and intent of the position paper. Dr.

Rigby then showed the slides.

CRAIG PHILLIPS: Thank you, Walter and Ava

on top of that we are on time. Well be back he

for the typical Talbot Utah job and
r lunch.
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TOM COLLINS: What we are going to do now is have a panel on training this
afternoon and the panel is made up of six l'entlemen, all of whom have had extensive
experience in one kind of training or another. My task is to introduce them and turn
it over to the gentlemad who is going to chair the group so I will proceed. The second
gentleman on my left is Walter Carrington, who is the Executive Vice President of the
African-American Institute and is primarily concerned there with the training and
educational activities. To his left is Carter Hart who is the Chief State Social.
Studies Specialist in New Hampshire and has had a great deal of experience. Next is
Dr. Edward Glab of the University of Texas. He is the Program Director of the Latin
American Institute. ,To my right is Warman Abramowitz whom we met this morning and next
to him is David Grospilan who is a Professor of International Development Education at
Stanford but we associate him more with what we call the BAYCEP Project, which is the
Bay Area China Project. The last gentler4h-1,am going to introduce has the onerous
task of honchoing this thing through and that II-Michael Hartoonian, who is the Social
Studies Specialist in the State of Wisconsin.

MIKE HARTOONIAN: Acouple of objectives occurred to me when I was asked to chair
this meeting. First of all, to get some input from the Chiefs relative to what they
would like their staffs to do in order to carry out work in the area of defining the
parameters of training in global education. Second, to have a reversal in the flow of
information and give the Chiefs some ideas from staff people relative to the same issues.
We'are hopeful that this discussion will bring toegther both people and ideas_

Each speaker will take about five minutes addressing the group and Carter (Hart)
is going to try to list some of the questions that are raised by the speakers and we
will also have an opportunity for some questions from the floor.` Before we hear from
our first speaker, there are three points that I would like to make. One was made
this morning in terms of training and the fact that if 85% of our teachers will still
be in the schools in the 1990's, then what does this mean in terms of inservice activi-
ties and the kinds of allocations that will be needed relative to resources and
empahsis. To me, that seems to be the most important thing you can say about education
in the future. That statistic is ominous in a lot of ways.

The second point centers on the concept of citizenship. I am going to state this
in a conditional sentence and then drop it. If the first objective of education in a
free society is enlightened citizenship then this priority must be defined and supported
and it seems to me that that will call for a different political agenda than the one wehave been following in the past. .

The third point has to do with hope. The most important factor in longevity
relative to individual life span speaks to the individual's understanding and concept
of happiness or joy. The people who tend to live longest are those that are joyful.
The most important factor in the longevity of the life of a society is also joy--or
what I would call hope. Hope for the future. And this is the condition I would like
to suggest here. If we intend to help shape a better future, then we must help to
foster joy and hope in the future by a reaffirmation of the human spirit and of the
human intellect. There can be no scarcity of human intellect. We are in a precarious
predicament. Our culture and the cultures of others can turn on us and perhaps destroy
us. The atomic bomb or the 747 airplane or the chairs we are all sitting on are nothing
but solidified culture and I think we have to come to undcrstand all of our culture.
But the predicament is this: we run the risk today of having that culture turn on us
and destroy us whether through war, famine, etc. But, the only thing with which we have
to work with in order to resolve these problems is culture. I would like to start off this
session by calling on Walter Carrington.
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WALTER CARRINGTON: Thank you very much Mike. I must say I feel somewhat of
an outsider among these people who have been talking to you over the last\couple of
days. I am nOt an educator. What I do at the African-American Institute is to oversee
a number of our programs. We are involved in about twenty-six different programs having

do with Africa and the U,S. involving training of Africans who come to this country
and are involved with informing this country about Africa. One of my unhappy tasks is
to tell some of the people who know a lot more about the programs they are carrying on
Than I do what some of the budget realities are, and how they must cut their cloth
according to what is available. I do feel some sort of link to you having spent some
of my youth being a state official myself. I understand all too well the kinds
of budget and legislative restrictions that you kave,to operate under. In the late 50's
and early 60's when l4was a Civil Rights Commissionef. in Massachusetts I knew how diffi-
cult it was to try to bring in innovative new programs and things that were not a part
of a legislative mandate. I am interested in hearing about your concerns about what
we have been talking about today. In fact, durihg the coffee break this morning, I had

resolve0 that I was going to say very little so that I could give my time back to you.
Then, after the break we were treated to that 'Utah slide production and some thoughts
occurred to me that I ought.to say. This morning I had my TV on and the local news
told of the story of the ordinance in one of the cities in North Carolina which was
vigorously debated by the City council as to whether or not the portrayal of the nude
female breast ought to be outlawed. Now, as a lawyer by training and a-civil liber-
tarian by disposition, I had great problems with the kind of censorship that was being
talked about. But on the other hand, as c.le who has for the past fifteen years been
involved in the international field, and as one who is now involved in a program trying
to teach Americans about Africa, I must say that I realize that the showing of the nude
slide had a real educational purpose. I'm sure that it was only the limitation of time
that4epnyou from pointing out, Craig, that that slide represented all the things that
are wrong about the way in which Africa is perceived and the kind of things that ought
not to be done. It was meant as more of an educational gesture than as an example of
locker room humor. Also, it gave me a framework in which to put my few remarks. When
I was in school, I can remember that movies and textbooks were the two primary genera-
tors of stereotypes and prejudices in our society. I think it is ironic that one part
of ROOTS became the most watched event in the history of TV. I think that says a lot
about what has'happened in the last twenty-five or so years, about the way in which
that 12% of our population whose roots are in Africa are portrayed in our mass media.
We've been talking a lot about global perspectives and someone was saying this morning
that global perspectives and international education are important because they give us
an understanding of others. I want to talk about African studies, particularly because
I think the study of Afrergives-us an understanding of ourselves because it deals
with a very large group of Americans. It deals with their heritage. Rose Hayden sort
of shocked me yesterday when she pointed out the U.S. is the fifth largest Spanish
speaking country in the world. Well, in those same terms, one ought to remember that
the U.S. is the second largest black country in the world. There is only one nation
that has a larger black population and that is Nigeria which is now a chief foreign
supplier of oil to the U.S. We have at the African American Institute made a study of
the use of Africa in U.S. education materials. It was written by a member of our staff
and it gives a very good insight into the way in which many Americans are still learning
all the wrong things about Africa and the African heritage. I would commend it to
ydb and your teachers who are looking at textbook materials that have to do with Africa.
It seems to me that one of the things that we need to doin this country as.we look at
some of our domestic problems is to realize that One of the roots of those problems has
to do with a perception of Black Americans as coming from se cultural past as people who
have had no roots. When the kids in South Boston taunted the black kids who were bused
into Roxbury with taunts about their jungle heritage, they are portraying the very poor
job that we are still doing qere in America about teaching our children about the heri-
tage of Black Americans. It'Seems to me that one of the, things that we need to do is
to begin to change perceptions with facts. We need to understand that as good as the
film was that we saw this morning, in terms of international education and global per-
spectives, in. my view, it is still wanting because the only image that I saw of Africa
was the group of three Africans sitting in a kind of rural setting with their traditional
costumes. I got no understanding of the tremendous diversity that is evident in Africa.
Africa' is a continent of tremendous change and it is,important that in looking at
Africa, we look at a wide spectrum and not just at the old National Geographic portrayal
of that continent.
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We have programs working with school systems all around the country. We are now
at a very crucial point at the Institute and one of the reasons is that we must decide
whether or not we are going to continue with tht prbgram we have for reaching out toy
teachers around the country. It has been a very expensive program. It was pointed
out that we had a grant of $30,000 from a local foundation, but that money was only a
fraction of the cost of that program. The money that the Institute contributed in
terms of the time of its people, etc. cost much more than $30,000. The grant that we
have had from the Carnegie foundation has run out, so we are at a real turning poi t.

R11
What I need to know fr m you is just how important it is to provide the kinds of things
that we have provided i the past in terms of helping you to train teachers to teach
about Africa and providi g opportunities for teachers to go abroad every summer where
we give them a real educational learning experience on the continent. How important is
it to continue to reach the teachers in tbe way in which we have done? I think it is
important as the job is far from being deb. I believe very strongly that if we are
ever to bind this country up, if we are ever to make it other than the two nations that
the Kerner Report.has stated that we divided ourselves into, then it is important that
every white child in this country learn a respect for African culture and that every
black child learn to take pride in that. That is what the African American Institute
is about in its training programs and what we would like to help you with, if you think
tthat the work we have done is important and that it should continue.

.

(
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ED GLAB: Speaking of statistics, I want to say one thing-before Iital about"
Latin American studies, and that is, related to the U.S... ha ing the 'second b gest,blask
population in the world.. It's startling that for every' bl ck'slave that ca he

U.S., nine went to Brazil. I wonder how many of you:ever lidught about' the. t.pat
there are many Latin American nations with large percentag of blacks. nattiort

may indeed have a majority of blacks.: This November inHo ston at t eeting
of the Latin American StudiesAssociation we are goi, o h.ve a.j rcan. atin
America meeting. If you look at countries like Vie uba, Panama.,.'-

Venezuela,Maiti, Colombia an Brazilif yOu havie ever f.these'places,,t,
one of the thin6 that you wi I note immediately is 1h the e, number of

71
blacks and the black experie ce in Latin Africa is one, of the os't, ntriguing and
interesting areas of study. It has been 16rgely untouched. Nobody 'has paid very much
attention to what has happened to the blacks in tatin, America We are trying to.cor- -:-.

rect that at the Institute of Latin American Studies. In a book we are coming out
with there's an essay comparing the black experience in Brazil with the black experience
in the U.S. -.. .

.

Now, what does international studies specifically mean to me? Obviously to me it
would-Mean Latin American studies. At the Institute we are primarily concerned with
international studies as they relate to Latin America. re.concerned about estab-
lishing links between the university and the community. First of, all we have a radio
program and a media program designed in general to make contact with the community at
large. We have a nationally distributed radioprogram that was on about one hundred
stations last year throughout the U.S. We do occasional TV programs and we submit
articles to newspapers to try and keep the average person on the street'somewhat informed
about what's going on in Latin America. Currently, we have been emphasizing Panama. The
second area that we work in is in training teachers in Latin American studies. The third
area is in working in community and junior colleges in helping to train teachers and
develop curricula materials for use at the community college level. The last area
we work in is in creating linkages between various four-year institutions of higher edu-
cation throughout Texas. Someone said yesterday that there was no natural constituency
of international studies below the college level. That may or may not be the case,
but there is certainly a natural constituency for Latin American studies. Fully 405; of

the people who participated in our inservice training workshops and who took part in our
summer institute last year were of Latin American descent. We are reminded also that
we are the fifth largest Spanish speaking country in the world. In less than ten years- -
1985--it has been estimated that the Spanish speaking population in the U.S. will sur-
pass Blacks as a total percentage of the U.S. population. There is very much a constit-
uency in'the U.S. for Latin American studies. It is a very relevant thing'to be doing
not just in the Southwest where I am, but also in Illinois (which has the biggest
bilingual program in the U.S.). There are four things we try to accomplish in orienting
teachers to Latin American studies: 1) We try to turn them on and create enthusiasm
for Latin America. 2) We obviously try' to. inform and train them about Latin America.
3) We try to provide them with and encourage them to develop curriculum materials. 4)
We try to establish some linkages between Latin American studies and bilingual, bicul-
tural education and ethnic studies. We are not in the business of bilingual education
but one component of bilingual education is the /study of the culture associated with
the mother tongue. What we have been attempting to do is to relate Latin American
studies to ethnic studies and to the bicultural component of bilingual bicultural educa-
tion. What we have tried to do in that area is to illustrate to teachers how a subject
like American History is also Latin American History. I think most of you are probably
aware that the southwestern pae.,t. of the U.S. has far more in common with Latin America
than it does with Anglo-America. When we study American History, our argument(to the
teachers is that we should pay more attention tedthe Latin American Heritage and to
Mexican-Americans (at least in the southwest) than we have up to this point. We make
the same basic argument when we talk about world literature, geography, world history or
any number of subjects; Latin America is not a place that we can afford to ignore or that
we ought to ignore. We have many materials that I shall be glad to send to you.

lq
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DAVID GROSSMAN: I come from a slightly different perspective than the two pre-
trious speakers because I am based in a School of Education and we run into problems if
we base our curriculum on ethnic percentages of population. We never try to justify
our curriculum in those terms. We justify it in terms of a more cross-cultural perspec-
tive which we believe is one of the dimensions of global perspective. We started out
with China, largely through the help of the National Endowment for the Humanities and
that's what we are most known for, The Bay Area China Education Project. We were funded
as a model multi-cultural project. We've taken that injunction seriously and have'
started similar projects at Stanford on Japan and Africa. Our own look at the curricu-
lum (for example in California) indicates that if we really try to deal with area
studies, we get into a competition of Africa versus the Middle East versus Japan, etc.
We do not compete. We want to incorporate other cultures wherever they'are relevant in
the. curriculum. Therefore, we use a largely conceptual approach. Our units are on
stereotypes, communication, etc., and in addition they have a China content or a Japan
content. This makes the most seage to us in reaching the maximum number of kids. We
think it is impossible to create a specialist in four or five different cultur'e areas.
We find on the other hand that on you work with a teacher in one cultural area like
China, it is much easier to work with someone on Japan or Africa. One has thus created
a constituency which is sensitive to other cultural areas.

I am sensitive also to the role of the untversity in this kind of work and particu-
larly with the notion of outreach as it is called which has been partly mandated by.
Title VI of NDEA. Also I would lik9 to stress to this audience the notion of the impor-
tance of linkages. Remember that most of the work in global and international area
studies in this country has been done at the higher education lev41. The universities
and the resources that exist there must be brought to bear on the problem. Otherwise,
we risk the danger of increasing stereotyping and'increasing cultural

misunderstanding.A lot of the people today yesterday are a little more romantic in terms of increased
understanding than we who have been working out in the schools. We find sometimes the
reaction goes the opposite way. People sometimes react negatively to presentationsthat we do. China is very controversial and if you present the world as the Chinese
view it, it doesn'.t necessarily make people more sympathetic. They may be hostile.

We have been testing models. I would say that we are just beginning in this
field and One of the problems is the state of the art. An important task ahead of us
is the problem of conceptualization in terms of two dimensions. We need to.know what
concepts are relevant in teaching about other cultures but also the developmental se-
quence (e.g. what is relevant at different age levels?).

What we have tried to do, particularly in the Asian studies field, which I know
most about, is to think in terms of two kinds of networks. One is a national network of
everybody doing work in this field on Asian studies. To what extent can we exchange?
The other kind of network we need is a.kind of vertical network that reaches up from the
student to the State Department of Education. In California, we've got together a
group we, call the "Task Force on Global Perspectives in Education" which is making a
joint effort to look at the curriculum in terms of the problems with curriculum change
which we are starting to encounter: We know it is a long process and we have ve to do some
serious thinking. If you want specific information, I would suggest you talk to me
about the projects. We've done a lot of inservice education on China and Japan. We are
just beginning on Africa, but the idea would be to gradually phase in all of these cul-
ture areas including Latin America, perhaps starting next year.
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NORMAN ABRAMOWITZ: I think what I would like to do is simply react to what I
learned in the last two days and I believe that will help me clarify my own thoughts
if nothing else. One of the things is that New York is not unique in international
education. My feeling on the basis of these last two days is that perhaps this after-
noon's session should not have been called "Teacher Training" but Teacher Education"
because "training" means something that I don't think we are all about. I think we've
clearly seen that education is not indoctrination. International Education'can be
defined in any way with which you feel comfortable in defining it, whether it be African
studies or global studies. The citation of grim statistics and facts is not necessarily
the aim of international education. The whole point of global education is options.
Not only do we need each other but we also need the organizations that these people
who have spoken to us represent. I think it is a wonderful idea for the Chiefs to have
brought staffs here touther because we will be the ones who will be talking with each
other on these matters. Perhaps the best part of this conference for me is that I

found that there is nobody ahead of this game. There is not that kind of competition.
There is not one organization, no one group, no one agency, but a universal-belief that
perhaps by cooperating with each other we could make this a little bit better teaching
opportunity for the teachers and kids and maybe for generations to come a little bit
better world. If there is a question as to what we are doing in teacher training, we'
have been in this work for many years and we have learned from our mistakes.
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....... CARTER HART: It would be inappropriate and certainly unnecessary for me tosummarize the presentations. They have been well delivered. I would like to look at
another dimension of teacher training. It is a dimension of this conference, but onethat is frequently omitted in the training of teachers.

To do this I would like to share with you briefly a personal experience. I joinedthe Department of Education some eleven years ago at the very time that the New Hamp-shire Council on World Affairs received a grant for $50,000 for the three year develop-ment of Junior Councils on World Affairs. I might add that $50,000 to be used withthe then total state population of 750,000 is a pretty significant figure. Practicallynone of those Junior Councils that were then so active remain. Simply put--the money
went, the. outside pressures went, and the Junior Councils went!

I think there is a lesson in this, and it is that we have to develop, within thetraining program a dimension of program institutionalizing. This is significant sinceI do not believe-that you can maintain a program if you ask the outside developer to do

ell

a job th nly the teacher can do. I think we have to develop in each teacher bothan abili o clearly convey the rationale for the programs they are using and a desireto conve at rationale to others. No one can do it for them.
We talk about locally designed programs. They also have to be.locally maintained

and all too often it is the outsider who has established the rationale. Teachers can-not convey or do not see the need to convey a program rationale to the various publicsthey serve: the school boards, parents, and community leaders.
Without this teacher training component I think we are in quite a bit of trouble.I think programs will cease to exist as the money dries up.
One example might be MACOS. Whether or not you agree with the aims and activitiesof this program it is interesting to note that after some controversy in my state thoseMACOS programs that were taught by teachers who understood the program's rationale con-tinued. In those school systems and communities where the teachers could not clearly

convey to the people why they were doing what they were, doing the programs died and Iwould suggest that maybe they should have.

lik

In summary I am suggesting that the training programs being discussed at thisconference inclu the need for teachers to present a program rationale. Then teacherswill be able to vey clearly and continually to the public the "Why" as well as the"What." Thank you.
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MIKE HARTOONIAN: thank you, Carter. In sitting through some of the discussions,
particularly this afternoon, a couple of words come to my mind and I guess one was
"rationale." What is the program attempting to do and how and why? A couple of issues
seemed to have surfaced 'in regard to training. One had to do with the proliferation of
problems--sort of a stockpile of problems--that we are confronting and the other thing
is the assumption that to knott/ other people is to like other people or to understand
them. These two items have come up over and over main. I still have the feeling that
the concept of hope is more important than ever. It seems to me that in the life of
the individual as in the life of society, people tend to give up when they lack hope
in the future. I think that is a very human attribute. If these problems are not shot
through With a sense of ethics and with a sense of hope in the future, then it will be
very difficult for us to have training programs, and to institutionalize global under-
standing. I do have some hope and it was reaffirmed in a sense yesterday and today.

F
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CRAIG PHILLIPS: Are there any questiohs or comments?.

QUESTION FROM THE AUDIENCE: A brief comment regarding the past activities of
the African American Institute. I would hope_ that the amaiing phenomenon of national
interest in ROOTS has redoubled efforts. So- much has happened and changed in Africa
over the past ten years that I see a tremendous need to expand our attention to this
troubled continent that is going through so many of the same growth pains as this
continent did 200 years ago.

COMMENT: In education, a /lot of the times we have to use the backdoor approach
to get the things that we want and despite the fact that the Afro-American heritage of-
many of our citizens is a necessary thing to study, had we based the North Carolina
study on Africa for that reason, we would have been shot down immediately. We had to
approach Africa for Africa's sake and I think we have to do that in every case. You
have goeto.study a culture for its own sake rather than for the eakeup of the popula-
tion. If the end result is a better-understanding of Black Americans, that is what
we want.

WALTER CARRINGTON: I have no problem with that at all. I think you're in a
position to understand ways in which you market the program and whatever reasons you
give in terms of being able to mount the program. I'm not concerned with that. What
I am concerned with is. that we are able to have these programs and as many of them as
possible and I completely agree with you in terms of the studying of Africa for Africa's
sake. But there are some instances where you can't do that, where there is no interest
in Africa at all and maybe the other approach might work. So whichever way you do it,
I have no problem with that. What I want to see is a greater understanding on the part
of Americans about Africa.

COMMENT: I would just like to say that our problems are immense in this whole
area but as one who has worked in this area for thirteen years, I can tell you that it
is tremendously encouraging that we can get a group like this to sit down and talk
about this whole area of internatiorialfeducation and global interdependence. I am
tremendously encouraged by the things that are taking place and by people like yourself
who are implementing the concept that it will be done.

COMMENT: At the same time, Walter (Carrington), you are phasing out your educa-
tion programs.

a
WALTER cARRINGTON: We are in a very, difficult position. We are at a time when

our, interest in education programs is higher than it has ever been. We are also at a
point where the money for it just does not exist. That is, our grant ran outcthis year.
We have not thus far been able to raise new monies to carry on this program. We have r-
to decide whether we are able to finance the program completely out of our own resources
or whether we can finance a part of it and whether a much diminished or-6gram makes much
sense. What I am' trying to find out is, how much interest is there? Are we really 1,

dealing in, as Bob Gilmore mentioned yesterday, "quicksand?" What happens if our pro-
gram stops? Does the quicksand cover it up and you never have an otion that anything
was there before. They say interest is very high and of course tie ROOTS phenomenon
makes it even more important and more durable now than ever befor ; but there is a real
problem in'finding funding to carry, on this kind'of program.
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CRAIG'PHILLIPS: I believe it is time for the next group.

JERRI SUTTON: In Virginia it seems that there were some parents who had a set
of twins age 6. These boys were into everything and could hardly come home from school
without be4pg in trouble. The parents would discuss every night how they were going
to handle the problems with the twins. . They talked with the teachers, neighbors,
grandparentt and as a last resort, they decided'they would take the twins to visit the
priest. The father said to the mother, You know, we must not take them together. We
must separate them." The mother agreed. Upon arrival at the priest's, the one twin
was left with the priest who said, "Do you know God?" The child was silent. "Do you
know where God lives?" "Do you know where God is?" For about twenty minutes he talked
with the child and the youngster never said a 'word. Filially, the priest said, "Young
man, do you know God? Do you know where God lives and where He is? Do you understand
those values which we have been talking about recently?" The youngster said, "Sir,
would you excuse me just a minute and let me go outside?" The priest said, "Certainly."
So the boy got up very qdietly from his seat, walked out the door and ran past his
mother, ran home, ran past his father and upstairs and knocked on his brother's door.
He ran inside and jerked his brother out of his bed, slammed him up against the wall
and said, "John, when Daddy takes you down there to visit that priest and he says,
Listen here, boy, don't you say a word. God is missing and they think we've stolen
him." At The National Endowment for the Humanities, Bill Russell is the Assistant
Director of Elementary and Secondary Education. Prior to coming with the National Endow-,
ment for the Humanities, he was an Assistant Professor of Education at Emerson College,
an instructor at Boston University, an assistant Dean at Harvard and a former teacher
of French and English in Grades 8 through 12.
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BILL RUSSELL: The time pressure has reminded me of G. Bernard Shaw adding a
"P.S." onto a very long letter. If I had had more time, I could, have written a
shorter letter." I get the feeling that this is a bit like being on the Gong Show.
The National Endowment for the Humanities is an independent federal agency whose pur-pose is to serve all aspects and levels of

humanistic study in the United States. At
the time of its.founding in 1965,

the Humanities Endowment was joined together with
the National Endowment for the Arts in an Act that was called the National Foundation
on the Arts and Humanities and while the two endowments exist separately, they never-
theless are considered togetheras making up the Foundation. The authorized areas
of support for the Humanities

Endowment as defined for Us by Congress eleven yearsago include, but are not limited
to, language, both modern and classical, linguistics,

literature, history, jurisprudence,
philosophy, archeology, comparative religion,

ethics, the history, theory and criticism of the arts as well as the study and applica-
tion of the humanities to the human environment with particular attention to therelevance of the humanities to

the current conditions of national life. The Endowmentis made up of four program divisions:
1) The Division of Research Projects whichsupports large scale research efforts in the

Humanities, 2) The Fellowships Division
in addition to individual fellowships

to scholars, supports a variety of summerinstitutes or summer seminars: Of particular interest to you, I think, are summerseminars for school administrators.
Llitsummer there were two and they were so success-ful that I believe this summer there W ,be five, 3) The Division Of Public Programswhose constituency is made up of

the entire adult out-of-school public, probably givesthe most dramatic grants that come from the endowment. You have the Adams Chronicles
through the media program', the King Tut and the Chinese exchange museum exhibits-throughthe museum program and the state-based

programs with which .I am sure you are all famil-
iar, 4) Thg Division of Education

programs aim to support Curriculum related projects
at all levels of education and that is where the elementary and secondary education
program is housedl The purpose of The Elementary and Secondary Education Program is
to strengthen the teaching and learning

of the humanities in the nation's schools. Thisis done by encouraging the development and testing of imaginative approaches to thehumanities with demonstration projects
that last a limited but not finite amount of

time and that will promise to serve as models for many other institutions. This is acompetitive grant application
process that is reviewed with outside peer review. 'Thereare five areas of particular interest currently

for applications. First, projects'that
'relate recent scholarship in the Humanities tg inservice teacher training along with
the design of new curricula.

Second, projects involving collaboration between schoolsand other educational and cultural
institutions, such as museums and libraries,

colleges and universities; departments or schools of education. Third,' projects with
heavy endorsement of large administrative units,

such as school districts or state sys-
tems, to improve teachers' and students'

knowledge of history, literature, foreignlanguages and foreign literature.
Finally, projects that emphasize expository writing

within the context of humanities
curriculum are also to be found in this area. Weadded that last emphasis about a year and a half ago out of frustration we all share

because of the writing problem in the country. The Elementary and Secondary Program
has been relatively unknown over the last several years. It has been growing tremen-
dously, particularly over the last year The guidelines for the program were completelyrewritten last year, partly inspired

by an effort to expand the scope of the program.A copy of the new guidelines
was sent to all the Chiefs a couple of months ago., Let

me just briefly go over the three
types of projects which are described in the-guide-lines. The first is called "Extended

Teacher Institutes," which comprises the model
that we think justifies the claim

for improvement over the old NDEA Institutes. Itis Essentially a year-long institute,
if you will, that begins with the intensive

summer work and lasts throughout the academic ye where teachers will attempt to
implement what was learned during the summer wit continuing support of the projectstaff. The first three of these were funded las er. One was in the State of
Washington for foreign language teachers from Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. A secondwas at the University of North Dakota for

a project bringing teachers from the adjacent
states to study regional and western history, and a third grant went to the University
of Massachusetts, both Amherst and Boston for teachers from the whole state to study
Philosophy in the Schools. The second funding category is the newest and most ambit-
ious, entitled "Regional Development Grants" for lack of a better title. Its aim is
to strengthen the humanities, be it a discipline or several disciplines throughout .an
entire school district or several contiguous school 'districts or conceivably throughout
a whole state system. The first deadline for applications for so- called "Regional
Development Grants" will be November 1 of this year. Finally, the third category is
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"General Projects" and that includes everything that doesn't fit into the first two.
Over the past several years a very large percentage of the grants that we have given
have fallen under the general heading of non-western studies (e.g. North Carolina's
Asian and African projects; a three-year project in Kansas for Asian studies; a three-

year project in Illinois for African studies). You have heard about the BAYCEP Program,

grants to the New York State Department of Education, and others. I think the current

grant to the Center on Global Perspectives shows particular promise because of its
attempt to develop a comprehensive conceptual framework along with curriculum materials
that will draw heavily uporAtthe humanities as content.but yet will be flexible so that ,,-.

there is plenty of opportuni y for local adaptation. You can see many applications in

, the last year in fore languages and in expository writing just as you would expect. .

The most dramatic gra has been the BayArea Writing Project. The giant will enable
that project to expand throughout the entire State of California and also in at-least
six other states. The project ould expand to as many as 3 or 4 dozen states. The

first may be Oregon. I know int rest has been shown from New Jersey, North Carolina,
Colorado, and the State of Washin ton. There have been grants in the last two years
that have gone directly to State D partments of Public. Instruction. One is to The State

of Washington for a project in the acoma schools and one in Indiana for a,statewide
project there. Finally, I emphasiz two things. One is that by design for reasons as

much practical as educational or phi sophical, our li erature's description of the
programs emphasizes instrvice teacher training along with curriculum development.
Secondly, the whole issue of cost sharing has in the la -t year become a competitive
factor in the reviewing process. More and.more reviewers wish to see not only stated
commitment, but also evidence of support fromthe relevant administrative units. I

will send each of you a copy of the guidelines and would invite those of you who are
interested to please get in touch and discuss any ideas that you might have.

0
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GILBERT ANDERSON: I believe a word of commendation is due the' members of the % bCouncil of ChieffState Schooll1Officers. Many of us in Washingtolrhave witnessed anumber of significant developments by-the Council in the international education field.'These include: First, 'the formulation of a strong International Committee; second,. the
recent addition of an International Office at the Council's headquarters directed bythe vAy able Robert Weatherford; third,

the initiative ,of theCouncil,in sponsoring
this Conference; and, finally, the

participation of State Departments of Public Instruc-tion in this dimension of international education. The importance you give to thisactivity is further demonstrated by your being here and expressing ln many ways yourdedication to this important educational field.
.

.This afternoon I am not going to talk about concepts since you will be; hearingfrom our former-Assistant
Secretary of State for Educational and Cultural Affairs,John Richardson, who will speak on this tOpiC tomorrow. But I would like to,Ialk to

you Criefly about the programs of the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affa s andalso say 'a word about leadership and resources in international edutation.
As. a Bureau in the Department of State,

we view international education as partof the national foreign policy commitment of this country. This is very clear in thecumulative legislation we see on this subject. The most recent is. the Japanese-American
Friendship Act passed by the last Congress. Prior to that one can cite among otherActs, the lbtual Educational and Cultural 'Exchange Act and provisions such-as those in' the'National Defense Education Act for foreign area and languagestudies. These and.related legislative enactments are the foundations of a growing federal policy and
°participation in-internetianal studies, educational exchanges, and cultural affairsgenerally. .

What are some of the national purposes that are reft.dcted in these peograms?Let me cite a feW goals: I') To contribute to the ddvelOpment'of amore humane world;'24 To utilize the instruments'. of educational and cultural exthange.to develop better .',internatibnal understanding; 3) To enlarge the network-of educationT1 communication
between the peoples,of the United States, and -other countries; 4) -To develop foreignarea and languOge Skills and an appreFiation of other cultures; 5) To foster a betterunderstanding of potential or actual confOct situations which impede international
cooperative relations.

A great growth is taing place today in what is popularly, - called :'cultural
diplomacy" in international affairs. One can cite,:for example; the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe and the prominence given to'"Basket Three" (agenda.item three) which concerned,

among other things, the movement of people, the freedomof information and eddcational and cultural exchange. Weelso hote the diplomatic thawwith' he People's Republic of China in 1972, and the subsequent contributing role of
educational and. cultural exchange to improve,relations with that country.

In 4174, when a number of Joint Cooperative
Commissions were formed between the

c-United and certain countries in the Middle East, the participating governments
requested increasdd educational and cultural'

programs in'theje relations.with the UnitedStates. M.pre recently the loan. for the exhibit in this country of the treasures of the
King Tutanyhapun'tomb is another illustration of the role of cultural-exchange in Ameri,can relations with Egypt.

Taken collectively, these evidences of educational and
, cultural cooperation are indicative of the significant developments in the area of.Zcultural Oplomacy."

.

.
' Through the international interchange of persons and Adeas,-the United'States is''
promoting this national policy of cultural cooperation with other countries. The Bureauof Educational and Cult ral Affairs maintains a wide range of actiVitips to supporttthese efforts. Among i -programs the Bureau brings leaders from foreign countries tothe United States, sendsAilmerican scholars and students abroad; assists.American per, -.forming artists on foreign.tours, and facilitates numOtous, private organizations in this..country in their international exchange activities.

I would like now to turn quickly to the leadership role which I think is soimportant in this field. The State Department has recently given funds to enable the
Commissioners of Education of a number of States to visitAfrica and Latin America.Later in the year"! understand that another group of CommiiSioners will visit the Peorple's Republic of China. There is also the prospect of an exchange project with theSoviet Union'. These are not accidenidi. -They are part of the preparatory S'teps this
country needs to take for better leadership in the field of international education. -.I was talking with one of the participants in the African tour Wkita:)told me thoas a result of the visit to Kenya there is the prospect of a mutual exchange of as,
and materials'on the teaching of social studies. The Kenyans are also interested in...how
vocational education is taught in the Units0 Stans.and are seeking ways in which Kenya



'could receive help from, this country this field. Tesegire'but.two illustrations
'''of what might grow through the conti4ivation,of an intercb4rige between our educators

and their counterparts abroad. .". ., .4. .,'t ', .
.

I would like to underline the.importaoco 'ofsupport for' the new Section 603 of
NDEA--Title VI, the so-called Citizen-tacatiOh Amendment. The Amendmeht is a very .

useful authorization of a grant program i\r'ailable to Americah.educational institutions
for the promotion of cross-cultural understanding. It is ba0c'because we as a people
require an informed citizenry 4 we are to continue to exercise.a prominent role in
international affairs. .. . .

.
. . . .

The emphasis of the Current WdminiStration-on-Human Rights-reiatet directly to
......, .

.

the objectives of international cultural programs. What better way is there than ex-
changes of pers'os to further the communication of ideas, an* an appreciation for
cultural and human values .of- ;ether societies!. Visitors from abroad see our democratic
way of life, out' open societii.and our concern forhapanvalUes and individual liberties.
Americans-on educational m4,isions abroad likewise jetrwthe value tystemsiof other
countries and contribute-to a better understanding afflUman Rights:

I would like now to speak briefly aboutadditit41 resource epartment
of State has available td assist organizations engaged in interna .,-: Amt.

Through- the Department you-may obtain'speakers*Joreign of g. urce
persons are available for lectures, seminars ad'communityprograM uests
erected to the Bureau of Public Affairs. Similarly,/brLfequest yo. cluded
on a mailing list to.receive publications on foreign- affairs'-and.relit rials
issued by the Department:. - .. .- . .

We have been most fortunatejn learning. ii re of neAMoortant contributions of.a
. number of private agencies working quietly arOinc.j.):e..COUntr5,--the Center for Global
Perspectives, the African-ARerican Institute, %ister'Cities. Partners of the Americas,
and others. There are, crurse,many fine olanlkitiOsdOing,excellent'work: The

consultation with some of he. foreign visitorswhijare'Eqming. to this country annually
4programs these agenci mild be augmented 'from time. tti tipe.through.contacts and

'','on State Department grants, orthrougb acadlnic cOritactsAth"joreign scholar's who are
in residence N lecturert. or research ''s in0yariOds States ,an.Fulbrigbt awards -More .2

over,there-Creapproxi 'tely'2,000.fWreign s*Ients-,:trr.the country do FUlbright grants,

lt
many of whommpuld welco invitatidotrtcrtcpooljor4cOMmobiWactivitiet.4

,

. If your interest in ptirsuinrtheselTgOdOesfor'ypur programs in inter-
national .education, we would be Oleased;:to be of/alsiStarite. .

Finally.; I would like to lOeve With youA,;fe*illreStions. far further reference:
1)'How can the State Departments-of public Instruction; and thnschool systems generally,
use the available reAurcesforinternatTonaledUcatjonmore fully and more effectively?
.2) Row can the State Departilentf Educationwark'Aidre closely with the national.
office of,-the CounCil!for C4ftate'School Offlters An international ,education? I

believe you nett' such a'Aink..anjeffectie lii4son.Which will serve both the public_and
the...private sectrrs.vi '.' : . .

...
'

Again, let me '1'W thattheBuleau. of Educational and Cultural Affairs wants to
be helpful 01 furtheting.,Aur programs,in internatianalAeducation. Thank-yoU%

. . . .

,
.

ti- ....":7 .
-. -.:.- .., .
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JERRI SUTTON:, If money is a source of power, we probably need to stop and lookat the nature of funding. .Sometimes in education, we seem to believe that if only wehad more dollars then we can solve our problems. Our session on funding is probablyStep Number 18 down the road. It is not Step Number 1 because we have to ask ourselveswhat we will do with the dollars if we get them. Why do we need them and when andwhere do we put them to use? So funding is not always'the first question of priorityin the development of programs. Two other sources of funding are the foundations andcorporations. Bill Delano) represents the foundations. Bill is a consultant with theGilmore-Mertz Foundation/nd a member ofthe staff of the Center
for Global Perspec-tive's. He',.s an international lawyer. His career has been diStinguished in the fieldof international studies. He was the first general

counsel for the Peace Corps andalso served as Secretary General of the International Peace Corps.

BILL DELANO: The data base for foundation giving in this area is very insuffi-cient: One good benefit of being asked by Bob Weatherford to speak i%4that I am nowgoing to get better statistics
and send them to you. 460 foundations In the last fouryears have made 45,000 grants. The computer isn't tuned finely enough yet, but Icould get out of that 45,000 only 679 grants for iRterpational education. Of that679, clearly358 went to universities and colleges. 321 of those went to councils,institutions and associations and some of tlips$ cent to the schools. I will have towork on these statistics and get back with '71rrexample the good guys is LilyEndowment in the midwest. That group in the "Breadbasket"

of.'this country`bas fundedJim Becker, 'Howard Mehlinger and Chad Alger.

A
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CRAIG PHILLIPS: The first person I would introduce to you, you all know well.

I would like to review the background from which he comes. Bob Leestma is a per-

son who has provided leadership to OE'ssinternational-efforts over the past nine

years. He has kept the program alive during the difficult years, while simulta-
neously broadening its emphasis to include'general education at all levels as well

as the training of specialists. He has also personally initiated an extensive
Series of activities at elementary andqdcondary levels with and without federal
funding and I think that's very cruci'a'l to many of us here. You'Ve seen and beard

about several developments over the past few days in which he has played an impor-

tant role. One is assistance on the position paper. In 1968, at od an-

nual Chiefs' meeting in Salt Lake City, he challenged the chiefs with the idea of
field seminars abroad and has since spoken at several of our annual meetings and m:,

helped to provide impetus for the establishment of the International Committee it-
,-self. He contributed ideas and funds for %bime of the projects that launched it and
\. was among the original sponsors in funding services for this meeting. Bob is the

"man vdio has helped broaden higher education legislation through appropriations ac-

tion td systematically provide'some funding for elementary and secondary education
through4the Outreach Program of NDEA, Title VI. his morning he is going to share

with.0 the results of a national study ald tU! pr Spects of further collaborative
efforts with the Chiefs.

r.



BOB LEE 14: Thank you, Craig, for that fine introduCti;41.
0

I would like to do three things this morning, if I ckry:sbliellpw squegielhem
all in and still have them make sense in the time we'have-a*lable,,,-Cet Me apolo-
gize in advance for probably trying to cover too much grotalgtoo,quidkly and leav-
ing less time for questions and dialogue than we all would! ke:- ' ....''.

The major item t'Ishare with you is a major study we conceived and funded on
the status of internati nal knowledge and attitudes in the schools. .This study has ,.0.

been all too long in g station, but at last is becoming available. Its findings -d
are tOriificant and s data are still sufficiently current that I think they are

, going?ttycause som chills to run up and down your spine, as they do mine.
,Setcmdly, 1 wo ld like to lay before the ChiefwState School Officer and to

some, extent before other members of the audience that represent related educational
constituencies, both the,challenge and some opportunities to do follow-up work re-
lated to this major study, if you tflink the study is as irOportant as I think you
will.: '

And thirdly: I would like to say a bit about international human rights, in part
because of its intrinsic importance and,in part because the subject will figure
later inthese remarks when we look at possible next steps. You all know from the
newspapers and television what an increasingly important part of American foreign
polio an rights is becoming under this Administration,

Ijilirbegin with a brief comment on one aspect of international human rights.
I think most of the Chiefs have seen the booklet published last fall,'in October,
by the U.S, National Commission for UNESCO, called International Human Rights and
International Education. This is an excellent primer on the subject for educators.
Ireally is-a triple primer.-r on the,concept, history, documents, and internation-
al and ljebional systems for international human rights; on the role of international
h;iiianqrights in!education;:4nd also .on teaching international understanding. includ-

,-, inOdhan4rights. I will:return to the subject of human rights again toward the end

;k. rt. ..bout this .very.useful new book now available that provides an excellent point

ivesentatiOn when we tenaider'PossOilities for furtheraction, but since time
y will460'evappfaticg rapidlyat,that stage, I just want to be sure that you

epa ure,fOicatitihal initiatives of your own concerning international human
ig s. r

Le r4 ''',now.t -the main subject of this session,.an introduction to and
liriqf fioMe aspects of the study2that we conceived andcommissioned about
fb4; s a lied ther Nation's, Other Peoples. The effort was intended to get

na k. sample of what. children knirei6Out other countries and how they felt about'Li' r. rigs Jl: knowledkand Attitudes about the rest of the world. We set out
o ge idnal, sample efICEtOdehts at the 4th, 8th, and 12th' grade levels, the idea

ba, some fix arsunethe midpoint of the elementary school yeart, in the
441u i. i fir in the last years of secondary education - essentially the period

'00061sory 'schooling plus.a year or two, the entire pre-collegiate period.
Jeved this an important thing to doofo some very fundamental reasons, be-

44ith. the fact thatharees man peopl :and certainly virtually everybody in

e bdst.invo.,,eiterd,e itted p bus rk far more in the dark about what thei
,t(e_liyeyery ttro y in th impo ante of jo4ernitional understanding,

stat of international, or io' din, Osnd1-Rliefs among students is than we
et'',- The amo , ,,,-. ltw . -liata'4o what students s know and feel

laYr'down a dat. wou ell us l't given time in the

'he wolci're IN -lir
F. di" =.

' What we re trying to do with

., -1 history

Afti. ;rid/ tibides c ldren had about the rest-...:-: Ire
! 2:,.,..,pict e %-.0. N,,k,,60 the" Mnis, wh t feelings they had.

-or. . 10..1, : ide. 9 also tS1k4 her' a dc..the t,ea ars of these children.
h. er'''4I1rdata teach r 'M .t Ap, 6garly enough.. Time ,and money began

el, out o-'us en bar, hoic .44:.!,be made.: We enUed up...put ing the emphasis
-..

he Studentside 't thefun , were404ildele.
..,:"

,.., Th study.'was o ied for us, t ci,oa n esting'S f Princeton,
,New eye. ffite' f.EducatiOn ubl

.
t e:11ndings:'of't Study. rid tie qu tidliS 'and-pr edu sused. iriii limitations-

4this ing; I. woMrt'go ivccipueri de .1 here on the't s T. Of-the under-
Qg. . hiZd floped'to veocopias 'o he study here fi,r me ingpto thatgyou, ,,. ..,

,;
:....- ,. 44,,, ° ,
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could all take oneback nd do with it. what yqu would. That didn't prove
to be possible,. so I will hrough some of,the sections orally to give you a
feel_for the study h y to stimulate you to read thordlighly the entire re-
port as soon as we py into yopr hands.

In view of time s again, I am not going to belabor the implications
of the study. Thi e-1 ,far too sophisticated for that anyway. My guess is
that you will be tr,71rs I am talking and you will be drawing your own conclu-
sions both about the significance of the study and where you might _like to go from
here with data like thts, either the existing data or related data that you might
decide to gather in your own-state or school systems.

Let me now very.quickly give you a sketch of how the study was put together;
.then let's move on to the findings and where they might lead us. We are talking
here about a representative sample of public schools in the United States, in each
of the four geographic regions used by the U.S. Census Bureau -- the Northwest, the

;North Central, the South, and the West. Fifty counties in 27 states were selected
by a stratified random procedure, usiny,geographic region, rural vs. urban classifi-
cations/median income level, and so foiqh. Two schools with 4th grades, two
Schools with 8th grades, and two schools' with 12th grades were selected within each
of the 50 counties (except Los Angeles County, in which the selection was made for
both districts in the County). Thus there were 102 schools for each grade level.
These included small schools, large schools, and schools with differenj ethnic coil/
positions. (I should note parenthetically that the Chief,State School Officers in
each of the participating states- were kept informed of this undertaking as the study

,..developed as were the school superintendents of the school districts which were par-
ticipating in this study.) Data were gathered on four teachers in each school for
a total of 408 teachers at each grade level. At the 8th and 12th grade level, pref-
erence was given to teachers from social studies, foreign language, or related
fields in that order of preference. 4

As to currency of data: the data were collected in the fall. of 1974, so telly
are approximately 21/4 years old. As you listen to the findings-loU probably will
conclude that we would not find significant differences.todayi although perhaps we
might in one or two areas.

Four student survey instruments were developed for each grade level, a back-
ground and interests questionnaire, a knowledge test., and separate measures of at
titudes toward and perceptions of other nations and peoples. By and large in this
quick oral summary this morning, we,are not going to be dealing with very much of
the attitudes and perceptions portions of the study for the simple reason that they
are -quite complicated adetakeipnger to explain. They just don't lend themselves
to parsingindoickdiscusttont. Ybu have to know something about the instruments
used to gather those, ciaa. The approach did include a semantic differential test
as well as another approach. The data are very interesting, but they are also some-
what more ambiguous:as that'sort of evidence tends to be. My prelim$Rary view is
that these sections are very fruitful for hypotheselnd suggestions for further re-
search, but in our 40-this MErning we will be focusing primarily on the knowledge

e portion of the studYw
It is vetY-44Ortant to note at the outset that the emphasis in the knowledge

si tests, Was not Supposed to be on material covered in school texts, por on the past
histO6 of nations included, but rather was fundamenly choten-to test students'

-.4nowledge of basic information believed bOobe needed by i gekts today, a rudimen-
*4-arl,:knowledge of current events. That's the kind of information that presOmably

wodttlhe coming through a variety of chafinels in addition to any'study of cdrrentv).
events that might be going on in schools - for-examPie,4thrtugh television, through
reading, throtigh discussions', from magazines. The study aimed to find out whilst stu-
dents knew about=jmportant haPpenings,in the world that they would probably Reed to' d

know to" functio RAgffectivily as citizeop,not only in the modern world in generaf
but in our-particular natioiial setting:NiWhe,w4Ild at this time,

One of the.first questions that had tOglie ftsolv40 was what'tountries todi4Nd3:`\
Remember there were funding limitations,'you couldn't deal with, every cogntry.:4F7
everything. In the final-analysis, we ended upwith a list of six countries --
Mexico, the Soviet union, China, France, Egypt, and the United States the
knowledge tests. (Additional countries were included in the measures:df interests,
attitudes, and Perceptions.), You can 'see some of the factors that went into. the

9
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selection of the six countries, namely that they were major,Countries, that they
were' highly visible in mass media, and that, hopefully, theyi,had some historical
significance for the students -- at least as adults we would hope they would. The
United States was included to be sure that we had a comparative dimension. It is
particularly interesting to compare the students' knowledge of their own country
with their knowledge about other countries.

The items for each country and region were about evenly apportioned among geo-
graphic questions, cultural questions, political questions, and ecommic questions.
I will give you a few illustrations. Some of them you are going t&Tind more than
sobering, and I don't,have answers to why they came out the way they did. It seems
to Me that matter is part of your take-hothe responsibility following the conference,
tolsit and ponder how some of these things could be and what might be done to ensure
that the level of knowledge about other lands and peoples improves as a result of
conscious effort in the schools.

One final word before we "rook at some of the findings. The study isn't perfect
and will be subject to the usual kinds of criticism from various quarters,. However,I am satisfied that taken as a whole the study is a solid piece of research that is
about as good as these things get under the constraints that existed.

Now let's turn to some examples of the kinds of information you can find in thisstudy. What countries are most commonly studied by students 4M'American schools?
Let's take the data for the 8th and'12th grades, ranking them from 1st to 4th:,In
both grades, the U.S.S.R. is the foreign country most frequently' studied, followed
by-England, France, and the People's Republic of China. This list of four includes
two-major countries that have long-standing historic- associations with the United
States and the two major communist countries. Nov that's not bad as a point of
departure, although there clearly are some crucial countries missing in the context
of contemporary reality.

In another important section, one that dealt with the non-schbol variables, the
students were asked what influe0ed their thinking about other nations; from what
sources of information outside:Wtchool did they acquire' knowledge about other coun-
tries? It probably wouldn'tSUrtitlse you to find that in all three grades (4, 8, and
12) television and reading wer60.early dominant, with television always in first
place and reading always in second plac.i, The percentages varied by different grade
levels, television being most frequently cj*I'at the 4th grade level. Aventy-
five.percent of the students at thei*th, et evel, for example, said that they

ts. hool.from television than from any
ications in these findings, including

at bile educational television
s as 10M1 as for a number of other

onal matters.

4;i4Oli'Prgferences of the students
'Sit 14.0ey had a free choice.

algrates 4, 8, and 12 On the

acquired more of their informati9
other single source. There areA
some special ones for states or..,s
facilities or access'to televiS1
constituencies that are concer4e&

. There is a very interesti
about-thetountries they. woul
There interest,i
rank tries listed for s
P-dOe

r drat

rences be
udY-as well as for Asiting'. For example, com-

%the 4th grade, and the 8th gr4de. AltheAlth grade, the
r'.ttudy of another country is:firsirMeWcb;,.second, Japan;

12th gi-ade; the first preference for st0.91 the
/
U.S.S.R.;

',16 land. "- I

itco I .
11+ 401;

2C*24 45.!1
:Column -- in grade 4-the country they wolest like

'to bnelhh:tbeY would most like to study, which is Me . Second
che-i 014,fana four countries were tied for'third -- England, Fr6ce,
Spiin, and aftan..Ihr.- 8102th grade, the country they would most like to visit is
England; second, Canada; and third, France. The non-Western nation.that tends to be
cited most frequently at all grade levels isAan. .There clearly is a reservoir of
interest in Japan that can be capitalized on, and-that's what the CULCON education
project is doing in part, as well as generating new interest about Japan.

some interesting;;..AndtWgs: Here, in a sense, one ,can make of the dita what one wishes,
although I thinkgpSoflable cut at it would leave you more unhappy than happy. Zsyou know, it is e' S, to phrase trick questions, to lay.out a set of alter-
natives on a multi )Dice queStIon so that you can get absurd answers. That clear -
)y was neither the eblegt nor the approach here or anywhere else in the study. The
aim wasto put forWakigMh good testing f .ashion plausible alternatives, rule out IP'

There is a srtrgpettions dealing' with geographic location which produced
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chance to the largest extent possible, hopefully discover what it is,the student
actually knows or doesn't know.

Let's look at some of the findings, beginning with the 8th grade. The point is
not to pick out Juicy little misconceptions that make good newspaper cppy, but
simply to share with you as senior educational administrators, as peop'e concerned
with educational policy, with what-children ought to be learning and how well they
are learning it --.11111thare some facts of life about the present level of students'
knowledge about geO111111phy. Consider the following findings: in the 8th grade, 80
percent of the irtudents knew where the United States and Mexico were. Now, 80 per-
.cent is not bdcl-for Mexico; it's a little low, I would say;,for the United States in
the 8th grade. The U.S.S.R. rose from the bottom rank of the countries in the 4th
grade, up to third place (72 percent) in the 8th grade.

I believe an important positive conclusion one can draw from the last' example
is that schools can make a dttference. The theme I would like to ledvg with you on
a number of points, or would ff we had more time, is that whereas many of the find- .
ings are going to be hard to take, the longer you look at the data and think about
them, the more I think you can feeiIgood about the fact that schools make an
effort to teach certain things, they can do it. You know that, and you will find
support for that again in this study. But you will also find support for the fact
that a substantial proportion of the schools Nig not trying very hard or are not
focusing_ at all on some of the thiris that mallk-rTiT international and contemporary
citizenship terms.

In.the 8thade -- the 1;S.41-klill Mexico bbth in the 80's, U.S.S.R. up to 72 per-
cent.. Almost as many studen knew where the U.S.S.R. is on a world map, and a few
more knew where Mexico is, as where the United States is located. (Mexico 84%,
USA. 82%)---There were greater differences in the 8th grade among China, France, and
Egypt. More knew where China was (66 percent) than France (59 percent) or than Egypt
(47 percent). Now watch this one about Egypt. The fact that fewer than Half of. the
8th grade could correctly locate Egypt has special significance given the prominent
news coverage of Egypt before and at the time of administering_ the te4t, and the
fact that Egypt is the best known of the African countries (which was why WS de-
cided tjh include Egypt as one of their six countries). Perhaps the magnifkeut
exhibit'On currently on tour in the U.S. of the "Treasures of King Tutahllianien"
might improve.that percentage somewhaif we were to redo the study nowAlcause of
the widespread public attention it receiving; but on the other hand, maS'te not --
Wen the extensive television coverage about Egypt that went on before and.duting th udy being reported her_a: ,. ,. .. .

When we examine the 12th grade data, bear. in minekwe are dealing 'with the cumula-
tive effects of 12 'years of formal schooling plus'-'any related gains from out -of-
school sources. Remem also that we are not talking about kids who dropped out;
we are talking about sitting in the Otssrooms at the' 12th grade level and ,

about to graduatc\ f' II...school. The 12th grade data show the U.S., Mexico,
and the U.S.S.R. in 3-away tie. in the high 80's. Now that's not bad for the

,-' U.S.S.R nd Mexico*. ;WeVer, it 'shows. very,1 ittle significant improvement in the '. '
Students knowledge o he locationof tbeir own country over that reflecillibin the
8th grade. Tne.11.S. ins int.a virtual 3 -way tie with the U.S.S.R. and firtico
(USA - 88%, Mexico - IV 86%).. The number of high school)seniors who can
locate their own country accurately on a world mep is not even '90 percent. Seventy-
nine percent of the students can accdrately locate.both China and France, but Egypt
is only up to 59 percent -- and that was after the'1973 war.

The findings regarding the students' knowledge of Egypeare particularly disturb -
ing. Here was thiTIS statement on 'Egyptu Allie fact that even among seniors, 41
r cent could not locate Egypt correct rz,,:ptiticularly surprising, given the news

coverage of Egyptian and other Middle Airs, following the 'Yom Kippur War'
of October 1973:(Coverage extending throui ptian-Israel disengagement in May
1974, and President Nixon's visit to Egypt/in lIgne1974)." member, the data were
gathered in the fall of 1974. rurither, ftni-fif-tiv,of the Sth raders and one-sixth,.
of the seniors placed Egypt in India --some,..4-5,000 miles to he ItaSt and, on a

'different continent."
Let's look at some misperceptions about `the lotatiOn of alifeOther Major nations.

Despite the fact that Sweden is located far to the north.OfIfaxige and'is separated
from Centr0 Europe by the Baltic allMorth Seas, Sweden was cliggen lippearly one- ,

fourth of the 8th graders and one -se th of the seniors as .the..location of France.
One-tenth of the high school seniors located the U.S.S.R. -In China: The location

..
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of China in India by one-third of the 4th graders and by one-tenth of both
8th and 12th graders ought to be looked at in the context of two nations that
"face.onto different oceans, differ considerably in size and contour, and... have*
been relatively prominent in news coverage".

One could go on with such elcamples, but you can see already that there are
some serious problems to tackle-in geography. I don't want to editorialize further.
Every concerned educator needs to ponder such f dings for himself or herself.

Another significant section of the study ntains questions that deal with the
political history of the six major countries. Here are a few of the more striking
things that are found in this section, What 9re you going to make of the fact that
a total of 63 percent of 8th grade students add 42 percent of the 12th graders saw
either West Germany or the United States as having the same political party in

...t.

want to look at the study proper. Tbe,exact wording% be ETS report on this,

power since 1939? What is being taught or not being tau. ht? Here again, you will

the narrative content on that finding,
1

is,that "A prop, lack of awareness.of
61

political history must underlie the fact that 63 percent Of 8th-grade and 42
percent of 12th -qrade selections of either West Germany or the United States as hav-
ing the same political party in power since 1939." There are a number of other
similarly disturbing findings that unfortunately we will have to skip over this morn-
ing in the interest of time.

There are some very interesting results in the study with respect to the age at
which children begin to become.less ethnocentric. I wish we had more time to go
through the illustrations' some detail, but to take them without explanations is
likely to be misleading. TWbasAci.point is that at the 4th grade level, children
tend to have a strongly U.S.- centered view of the World, with the tendency when in
doubt to select the U.S. when it's_One of the several national alternatives. But
by the time you move up the scale, you find that the students seem to be making
choices on the basis of knowledge of the areas as well as realizing that the U.S.
may not be the automatic correct answer to the question.. ix can see this with re-
spect'to population, for example. There is considerable 'ogress in recognizing,
-China as the most populous nation. ,At grade 4, the.children appear to see the
Unite States as the natithiwith the largest population. In grade 4, only ercent
see China as the world's most populous country, but by grade 12,66 percen.

Some of you have already seen or heardof a few of the next series of ples
which have been widely quoted, but usually not attributed to the OE/ETS Study. They
haVe been quoted because they are, in fact, very powerful illustrations of the extent
of our students' illiteracy on international affairs. For example, take the question
of Egypt or Israel as. Arab nations. At the 8th grade level, a higher percentage of
students identified Israel as an

was

country (48 percent) than Egypt (43 percent).
At the 12th grade level, there was sgmejmprovement, but not much: only 52 percent
of the students, barely over half, ilMilified Egypt as an Arab country, while 42
percent still beli6ed Israel was the Arab country among the four choices (Egypt,
Mexico; Israel, and `India). . ,

The lack of knowledgeilabout Egypt was appalling on a number of counts. To quote
the ETS narrative at one point, "Particularly dismaying is the fact that 31% of 8th
grade and 23% of 12th grade students indicated that the Nile Delta was constructed
(I) to provide increased irrigation."

The findings on the question of who was the president of Egypt are equally dis-
turbing. At the 8th grade level, a higher percentage of students .chue Golda Meir
(3e percent)\than Anwar el-Sadat (27 percent). The picture improved at the 12th
grade level,)mhere President Sadat was correctly identified by more students, (42 per-
cent) than Mrs. Meir (27 percent), but note that not elien half the Americalfhigh
school seniors knew who the president of Egypt was add more than one-quart r thought
Mrs. Meir of Israel was.

Egypt was not the only Middle Eastern country that suffered fronr serious miscon-
ceptions. As the ETS narrative put it: "Despite the current importance of crude oil
supplies to the U.S.A. and'taPthe-world, more than three times as many high school
seniors (55 percent) selected Kuwait as relatively "oil poor" ds the percentage in-
dicating that Egypt was in ;that category. Even Iran, larger and more widely known, -'
is a major oil - producing nation; slightly, outpolled Egypt as.having the least amount
Ff. crude oil I( the nations listed." As the ETS narrative notes, "the Middle East '
seems to be .a relatively unknown; undifferentiated area for most students".

.- .
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There is also some diwuraging data about the students' level of knowledge

of modern Europe. In grades 8 and 12, a total of 7 percent and 61 percent of
the students respectively'selected some.non-Europ an countri* as Conlon Market
members.

Let's look now at some of the things one might do with the stimulus of a study
like this. We harrAn mind at the outset to try to determine the present status of
international knowledge and attitudes of elementary and secondary students and

teachers. The data base would help all concerned identify some critical gaps in
understanding. The findings would facilitate the determination of priorities and

the marshalling of r sources to meet the most urgent needs. The study also pro-

vides an instrument capture some degree of public attention. As you can see
from the examples th s morning, that capability could be turned to positive or nega-
tive advantage. tiOrther, the study provides a baseline against which to measure
progress in the future.

I'm talking in-house this morning, sharing with you basic information that is
crucial to your concerns and your role as Chief State School Officers. We hope, as
I said, to have the final report ready soon, and we will make distribution to you
first. What will you do with it? Well, I suspect you already have a lot of ideas
about what you will' do with i t. I believe that you will see it as a challenge to
better prepare your students to liVe in the increasingly interdependent world which
we now share with the other countries, on thjs planet.

. Two kinds of questions that Kill come to mind, I think, are: first, what is it
that our students need to know about the world, about international understanding,
andabout international cooperation? What is it that the students need to know? And

second, what is the school's responsibility and how can that responsibility best bhp
Met? These are fundamental questions. You are familiar with them in a variety 4.

of instructional areas, particularly in the present climate of accountability. So'
far as international education is concerned, these questions acquire a new.sharp-
ness and a new sense of urgency when you careful ly study and reflect on the results
of this national sample of the international knowledge and attitudes of American
students in the 4th, 8th, and 12th grades.

I would say, and I suspect you would say even quicker than I would, that thdse
questions deserve priority attention on your professional agenda and among your per-
sonal concerns, both individually and collectively. We would like very' much to be
4 what assistance we can to you as Chief State School Officers - either as indi-
v)cluals or through your state education departments or throughyour eouncil's in-
ternationa.Lcommittee - to help you address either-0°r both,4o the two basic kinds of
questions iust nosed: What is it that .§t'udents ought to liniiw, and what 4 the
responsibility of the schools in helping them, to learn those.Jhings.

Given this study and the .kinds of questions and ideas I think it will stimulate
in your mind when you have a chance to critically review the full document, here's
what we would propose for those states that are interested. The E,TS study represents 24,
a national sample for the country as a whole, but the depth of investigation, the
number of of questions, even the number of topics or areas of concern is really quite
modest. We would like very much to talk to you about possible follow-up studies
within'states and then, in a moment, I'll suggest related possibilities for profes-
sional associations.

, Let's look first at the state follow-up'studies. We would encourage a number of
`you to undertake a similar study in some deoth on atewide basis within your own ;.
state. We would like to explore working with thre ur, five, 'six states, no ar- (--,'

bitrary'Pranbenk hop ully at least one in each major region of the country with the
s,urvey desicingeing 1t least partially the same in each case and cooperatively
worked out by the research specialists from the state educational departments con-
cerned. Many of the state education departments clearly have sufficient research
canabilities to undertake such a:study-themselves. In other cases state departments
might work collaboratively with institutions o higher learning or other research
organizations intereste in the subject. "If y would like to know more specifically
and in greater depth wh t it is that the child n in the schools in your state carry
in their heads and feel about the rest .of the world -- we offer you an opportunity .

to help find out. Indi.vidUal states might also wish to add to such a study ques- '
tions about their own state -- geOgraphy, economics, eqi. -- more or' less parallel
to some of the international questions.

. . ,
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In general, what Are envision is the concerned states getting together, with

each state desianatina the equivalent of a orincipal investigator in government
research idiom. We would see ioint funding between the Office of Educationand
those states. We have no strong oreference on whether this is done throUgh the
Council or by the states in various cooperative groupings. If it should turn
out that only one or two states

are interested, we are prepared to work with themindividually, but basically'we would like tq see some states working together sothat the instrument is standardized; at least to some extent, so there can,be somecomparability of results. However, you all have experience in this, you know theassets and liabilities in any good-sized, broadly-based assessment undertaking.
The ETS national sample was a.go04.41Mqinning, but we would like to move on

now to utilize suthresources asweomy'oevYavailable
on efforts at the state level to

make the next database more directly
meaningful and useful to individual states.

We propose offering you assistance, but making it very clear that the design, aslong as it conforms to nood research standards, would'be your own so that you canget at the questions of concern tp you in your states and in the depth that youwould like to probe. Your state studies could serve the same variety of purposes
within your' states that we intended for our national ETS study.

Your studies could not only lay down a base-line from which to measure future
progress, but could also be 4 device for public interpretation and constituency
building purposes to build support for your international education efforts.
We would also propose that

any state-level'efforts include, in addition to the kindsof questions asked in the ETS study,
some questions concerned with the knowledge and

attitudes of students in your states about international humah rights.
In a second kind of study, a parallel effort, we would proposed-to offer the

same kind of cooperative assistance to organizations like the National Association
of Secondary School Principals (an examole I use with the permission of Owen Kiernan,4:mhois here) to do a similar study on the knowledge and attitudes of,their members.

`''Even as there is a concern and a need to know more about the knowledge and attitudesof students, so is there a parallel need to find out more about the international'knowledge and attitudes of school superintenaents>, school principals, and other key
educational_leagership groups. To the extent professional associations are inter-
estedln th'i's challenge, we stand ready to Pe of assistance however we can. We
would also hope that in your' state level studies you will get at the teacher question
more than we were able to do tn this national survey.

If we are successful over the next five years in Irldig9 launch appropriate in-depth state studies of the students and their teacher;,0111so of,key leadership
groups like*incipals and superihtendents, all of us ahcerned should have a much
be.tter knowledge base to work from in planning future activities in international
studies than any of,us has had up to this point.

,Thirdly, let me share witkyou an announcement that we first made last week in
Utah. At the same time I'd like to commend Walt Talbot and Avard Rigby and their-.
colleagues out there_for being the first state educatiOn department to my knowledge
to live.thel subiect-Of international

human rights genuine proMinence at the state
level. International hUman rights was one ofilthe themes of the statewide education Qygt'conference inUtah a week ago. What we would like to do, appropriations permitting,is to mount a,national study, comparable to the ETS study L summarized,earlier, on
international human rights specifically; What is it that American studWhts at the
4th, 8th, and_lath grade levels know about international human rights and'whatatti-
des. do they have toward the subject? Nowathis one shodld be especially significant

l.
eeause it Will be following and helping undergird the initiatives of President4

arter in this 'very. important area, and it will be very interesting to review the :od,

C"
-:

findings in. light of the consicerab attention the mass media have'given the subject.
'''

The study would serve the same sor S of purposes we've discussed earlier.. It would . .lay down a baseline on Where we a how,:.,give'us a reference point from which 41401-:'-'0,
measure-progresLsome time in the futdre; help pinpoint the priorities in areas mfidt ,., j.
ing concern, and also help 'focus public attention xl'a very critical subject. .

With that, Craig, I actually may have..finished a few minutes early rather thanhave run overtime. I am prepared to rest,01Lcase at this point and simply say .in sum-
mary -- we wou10,like very much to helpr---Yordipitalize onyour international interests
and commitments. not only to move ahead witk regard to priority training, materials

.10
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xibvelopment, and dissemination ne ds, which we have been doing for several years
now to the extent resources or leg lation eermit through one or another:program
of the Office of Education, but also to help you put in place the kind'of valid
and reliable data base for planning and evaluation that none of us have had in
times past. To date, we have all been working to no small extent on common sense
and on a lot'of enthusiasm -- on Our general belief in the intrinsic merit of the
cause. We have not had, however, as good a factual foundation for targeting our
efforts nor for future planninq)as we should havevas professional educators..

Within the various constraints that affect the OE. international. .programs, we
have been trying to develop an appropriate data

and

variety of waYs-.1, pum-
ber of these efforts have begun to bear fruit and I 'believe we lire-ihcrealf1419'.
in a position to, help, the states take the kiail4tiOtership j.n infeenatibilai. and
global education that I believe many of them ;yni.).%-4ivould? tiT. Were hopef
that some other Federal agencies, at least two of)04th are represented in the room
this morning, will share not only technical assistance, but, hopefully, financial
assistance to a state-based national effort, but it would be,tmfair to commit them
or in any way pressurb them from this podium at this moment. The missions of several
Feddi-al departments and agencies bear on one or aflther aspect of national education -'
al 'needs for international understanding', and,I amioptimistic.that even more pro-
ductive cooperation.acrosS bureaucratic boundary lines,cap be developed.

We aft open, Craig, as always to any ideas or suggeslions you and your col-
leagues may have. I would suggest as a specific next step that if any state com-
missioneesare interested in working on the kind of state-level study that I Sug-
gested earlier, they drop me a note or give me a call and let me know their thoughts
on it. If we receive enough responses, then we will get together a special meeting
and invite our colleagues from other agencies to sit down with us, look at the pos-
sibilities together, and see where we can go from here. Thank you very much for the
opportunity to share ideas and information with you this morning.

(
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CRAIG PHILLIPS: I dOn't know of anyone who is really more appropriate to wrapup this Conference than the person I will introduce very briefly. I have observedhim in a rubber of places and have always found him to be a very stimulating individual.
John Richardson was a paratrooper, lawyer, investment banker and President and ChiefExecutive Officer of Radio Free Europe before serving as Assistant Secretary of Statefor Educational and Cultural Affairs from1969 until this year. He has also been acivil rights activist at home. While in the State Department, he was trustee of theKennedy enter f6r the Performing Arts, Director of the Inter-America Foundation anda member of the Board of Governors of the East-West Center in Hawaii and a member pfths_Japan-U.S. Friendship'Commiss+on. John Richardson is now Professor for interna-tional Social Policy at Georgetown University, President of Freedom House and a memberof the Board of Global Perspectives in Education.

/
JOHN RICHARDSON: I am going to talk for less than twenty minute's, very impres-sionisticallpabout my very subjective view of the nature of American influence in axle _world. I don' t have data. I don' t have much to go on, but I have prejudices and .putting a Sigh sounding name to it--convictions--based on my personallipxperiences. Thesubject of American influence in the. World has always intrigued Amer ans. I rememberthe first time 4:-visited eastern Europe in 1959 working on a medical aid project inPoland, and1 was astonished to find that surely America was not only the best knowncountry in Poland other than Poland itself, but it was so widely and so extraordinarilywell regarded that no other nation could possibly touch the esteem in which the U.S.was held in Poland. Iwas surprised. I presumed that after a country has ived under 4a totalitarian system with the total control of information as POland had since :1948,that that would not be the case. But it was the case in 1957." That was my impression.My guesstimate is that it would be the case today that America still would be lookedto as the outstanding, most admired foreign country in Poland.

A completely different kind of example--I spent ten days or two weeks in Nigeriathree years ago traveling around ,the country, visiting universities and becoming ac-quainted with their educational problems. But more, I was trying, to get 1 sense ofwhat the relationship at a human level was with the U.S. and .tiow_.we might relate moreusefully to Nigeria in the areas of concern that involved me. I was struck by thedegree to which apparently almost everyone of consequence in .Nigeria was utilizingAmerican based media for their information about the world. I took the trouble to askeveryone I sat next to at dinners, etc., as well as professors, and newspaper editors
the same question, "What do you think the principal outside sources of information areabout the world in Nigeria andwhat are your on outside sources of information? _Theanswer was.T1ME and NEWSWEEK. Secondarily was BBC. and Voice of America.

.., When you get acquainted in. Indonesia with the government official s concerned withInternational Affairs and with education and cultural matters, you run into a phrasethat is so. wel I knows% , the Berkeley Mafia. These are the people who have been remaking
the Indonesian educational system, .the university system, planning system, the economic
system, and they are known as the Berkeley Mafia because the core of them came from that
American university and many other Americanuniversities.

The final example--when Venezuela became a successful member of a cartel thPt
raised theprice of oil, they suddenly established a priority for education. 1 They cameto some very rapid concItisions about how. to get education fast for a large number ofpeople. The conclusion was that you couldn't establish the institutions fast enough inthat country so you had htesend students'abroad. So overnight, they developed a programto.send 'kids right out of high school -from all over Venezuela to other parts of theworld. It was dbiocratically organized in/everal respects and in one particularly--
thatthe Agung people were allowed to chodte where they wanted to go abroad to study.
The numbers were overwhelmingly in favor of studying in the United States. yenezuelais a country where tffere is a great deal of leftist agitation. ,There is a great dealof, anti-American. feeling and ii t' s .rea 1 . But where did the kids want, to go and study?The United States..

k
. .What I am lawl.ng is that contrary 'to the doomsayers that we always have with us,

.
the U.S. continues.Te be note only the most power 1, but the most influential countryin the world... Our educational--system is the most attractive and the most copied. OUrscientists are the most honored; ouf achievement in the'arts, drama, dance the novelan painting are probably the; mint admired, and ou popular cultdre from our countrymus pur- style of dress to our life style. in non ways are the most imitated. OururOlt4_the Most productive, Ourjganicrig system is the wealthiest,- our naturalresources are certainly among, the most' rentifgl , our .mi 1 i tary still the Mast \powerful ,436i,stitildard. eV:living is among the highest and our freedom is the most unrestkjned.,

k
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I might add that looking at TV this morning.watching my former boss, Kissinger, honored
again, I was reminded that our SecretaryolaState also the most traveled. I was

amused because in the time I worked for 1 er,I rarely saw him except on the tube.
When he was in this country, he tended,te r ow over Washington. Were now colleagues
at Georgetown University, I 'come down here turn OP the TV and there he is with a
big sign behind him, "Georgetown University'itiekone time he's in town, I'm out of
town. Not only are our freedoms the most un'tOnstrained, our constitutional system is
the most venerable. Them;2.4et Union haAmpretty well abandoned the contest as to who
is going to impress the rld most in span. No other country ever collected all the:
Nobel Prizes in one year 'as did citizens of the U.S. in the past year,

We must consider how well we do ih utilizing this. enormous influence in
support of our national purposes. It is enormously important how well,we do in using
this influence to manage the arms race, to get some kind of handle on the profliferation
of the weapons system, to reduce the violent conflict among nation-states Which increas-
ingly become likely to draw in the super powers and endanger'life on earth. We need to

lfbe thoughtful about how we utilize our influence to increase cooperation at all levels
among the actors on the world stage who are responsible for Whether we can get into the'
next century past the dangers that confront us. We need to be concerned,aboyt how we
use our influence to encourage evolutionary change toward more human freedoml,' human
'rights and democracy. In other words, we ou4ht to be concerned a'bo low to'use'this
enormous influence to achieve a less' violence-prone, more open,.mor perative and ,

above all, less dangerous world order.
Too often we find ourselves misunderstood, mistrusted, di disappointed' "

in our expectations that others will see. the problems the way we
m
,,,thers will

cooperate with us in combating what we see as common roblems an :'''ei-ils. We

are often disappointed in our expectations that other will agree ':'-: r poin$ of

.view. We constantly are aware that other countries d n't. llt . owA%:. oncerning
such matters as fairness in world energy planning, equitabl earri ktMletits.tfor'all of us

in the uses of the seas, safeguards of the misuse of plutonftweapOns,..pricing of
commodities like coffee, standards for environmental protection'Against'peisons, etc.,
Indeed, we were most recently a little' surprised by the degr Whi-ctr.our Soviet
bargaining partners have taken a different view than we hav aaixness in'the matter
of the SALT negotiations. Its too easy to ascribe our diff1 es'te the ignorance of
others, to Communist conspiracies, to materillistic jeal6 -:and the benightedness

of foreigners in general. NoF does it help much to go in,.. Jthe kind of hreast beating ,

sack cloth and ashes self put-downs which is such an unattractive feature of American.
self criticism. You know that line that goes--we are the most violent, most'crime.rid-
den of all societies. ,

S.

We must, however, face up to our reputation abroad among too many people for being
not only rich but materialistic. Our reputation, among too many. people is that while
well educated, we are ignorant about the rest of the world and you've heard*Bob Leestma
on that subject this morning. We have a reputation'for naivete in world affairs which
even survived the un-naive MmaKissinger1\tenure. We also 14ve a reputation for pro-
ducing a greater volume of INS sensitive, More obnoiious toPfsts'than any other
country with the possible exception of Japan and Germany. Likewise we are known4for
skullduggery through the CIA, etc. It doesnIt.matter that the Soviet Union puts far
more efearS than we do. into secret intelligence operations. We are the ones with the

black eye"through the CIA. We have a reputation for corporate bribery even though
American business is probably on the average more honest, less given to giving bribes
than the major competing businesses that are centered in West Europe, Japan and else-

where. That doesn't matter, we are the ones with the reputation. We are known for .

.social injustice at hpme although in most of the world income disparities are greater
and social injustices on any objective scale are worse. .

In addition to these matters of reputation that we haveto contend with, there
is the faceof the dependence of other peoples in''the world on us. This is the reverse.

'' . of what Americans now-talk about when'we talk about interdependence. It is the Other

side-.of the coin. In planetary terms, the big story is 'not ttow dependent we are on them.
iiiis the reality of how dependent others arson us. More peopie, institutions; socie-
es and governments, aredependenton the U.S., on our markets,'our information systems,

On Our technology, our investments, on our security shield than on any other country.
This is a great burden for us to carry. No one likes to be dependent. .We got all hot
and bothered and are still bothered because we may t) something like half dependent on

'y other countries for one major energy source, oil. This fact of a much greater depen-

dence of most of the rest of the world on the U.S. is a fact that we can't change. But

I
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\#e could do much mort than we do to behave as though we understood that fact--as
though we understood the dependency of others on us and the resentments that follow
from it.

'.

With mature nations, like mature-people, when you are having trouble getting,
along with others, the first thing to look at is your own behavior and the reasons
for it. This is especially so when you are the most powerful, most influential and
the most communicative nation.. The tenor, climate, the psychological framework for our
particular bilateral and multilate -ial relations in the world are m1ch more likely to
be determined by what we Americans do as compared to what anyone else does because vie
provide much more input into any relationship we have than does any other nation. A
careful and systematic count would show an overwhelming preponderance of American in-
fluence in the relationship with Nigeria dr with South Africa, Peru, Brazil, Japan,
West Germany and Russia. We see, relatively, a miniscule amount of foreign TV on-our

()

sets, of foreign films in our theatres or foreign origin news in ouOlnewspapers o
foreign published books on our shelves or'foreign tourists in our communities in c -

parison with almost any other Clguntry in the world, except the totally closed sdcie ies.
Our government already has to-cope with real conflicts'of interest, with ratio'al

mutual fears and with undeniab)e'ideological power and other competition in the worl '.

The answer to the compounding of these inescapable problems by unnecessary mistrust,
misundtrstanding and hostilities is what this conference is all about--EDUCATION. We .
can't avoid having to star on a messy world stage where in addition to terrorists and
multi-national corporations and multiplying international and trans-national organiza-
tions of all kinds, we have to cope with 150 individual security, power and glory seek-
ing nation-states. Most of them are run by dictators with bad cases of insecurity. But
we can and must for the sake of human survival and progress put a higher priority than
we h%ye on managing our own behavior better: We could argue all day about how we got c

here, and why we have not yet learned how to make more fruitful use of our enormous
world influence. .

,
Why is it that American businessMen, scientists, educators, trade union officials,

civic leaders are not more effective communicators of the American dream when so much
of the world still. seems to share that dream? happen to think ourslimitations stem
mainly from our hiqtory, our great size and our aphic insularity. They 'combine to
make us a nation peculiarly parochial in our attitudes, perspectives and our predisposi-
doll's. But the question is not whose analysis of the origins of our inadequacies as a
super power is right. The question is what effectively can be done .to improve the
quality of, our performance as a nation, at all levejs of our interactions with other
nations from President to tourist, from Secreta-ry Of State to Olympic champion, from
senator to businessman, from Cabinet member to scientist, from the White House to the
local Rotary and the American tourist. The Chief State School Officers cannot, of
course, provide all the leadership needed to broaden our horizons td deepen our aware-
ness, to enhance our competencies. There are many others.in the media, the legislature,
in Washington, in the voluntary agencies, universities and the houskdf worship who
must play major roles. But there is no other group in the country which can do so much,
over time, in my opinion, about the',.peace of the world. I thank you for what you-have r
already undertaken in this regard 'ak_well as for listening to me.

.

.

CRIAG PHILLIPS: Thank you, Johr.i.
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CRAIG PHILLIPS: We have about fifteen minutes4ind maybe you have something that
you would like to share. Bob, I am gotng,to ask you to come back up. The floor is

open for questions.

- QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR: Why does the U.S. have so much trouble with our image
in the world?

JOHN RICHARDSON: My own reaction is an entirely positive one. I think that one

of the apparent evident difficulties of the U.S. Government's functioning in the world,
and ri.t.;1been most obvious to me, has been in the'difficulty of managing super power

iaffairs in a democracy where there were substantial oppositions practiced, which fre-
quently undid what the leadership was trying to accomplish. In those circumstances, I

think it is more important from a President's pointof vi w than Involving in a construc-
tive way the public in what it is,doing in World Affairs I would presume that this is

a substantial part of the motivation of the President i emphasizing openness in diplo-
macy. I presume that the, President is endeavoring to large the constituency of active

supporters of the Administration's position in for Affairs. I think we have to do

that. In addition to my other job, I was Actin sistant Secretary in Public. Affairs
in the State Department for two years and,laot t capatity I became painfully aware of

the constraints that officials labor under because of the constant question of whether
Congress will stand for what they are doing. My answer is that in this country you will
have to'do something like that as President in order to function effectively on the worldJ
stage. Now,pOint two is obviously the way it may or may not complicateyour problem.
I think the "Few Administration s starting off in the right direction but I also think

that with experience, it will be able to handle thole new thrusts with less crockery
breakingsaround the world. Public opinion is often manipulated by leadership in any
situation. There is a fine line betWeen developing constituency for what you want to do
in your state and another, way to say it is manipulating public opinion to get what you
want. It depends on how you see it and administrators, executives and foreign policy
makers tend to see their policies as what needs to be supported. I would be the last

one to suggest that either the media or the opposition ought to feel any constraint
about criticizing whatever it is that an administration is doing. That's a crucial part

of the process of resolution of a policy in our country. I still come down on the side .

of those like the President who would argue that it is very important to try to involve
the school teacher in something like that even if.later on they look sack and wonder
if they were manipulated.

QUESTION ,FROM THE FLOOR: Why do we spend so much money on intelligende gathering
agencies?

JOHN. RICHARDSON: I don't think it would be in the interest of our security or
the interestof morld peace for the U.S:41todeprive itself of the ability to gain intel-
ligence covertly about the management of the resources and purposes and the strategies
of the Soviet Union. I do not think it would be useful to world peace for us to reduce
our capabilities to know about the strategic arms systems of Russia and to knowas much
as we can about the thinking within the upper echelons of the Soviet hierarchy..,,I don't
think it would be useftil to peace in South Africa or useful to the cause of racial
justice in South Africa for us not to make every effort tONAmow about the intricacies
of the political and ideological conflicts that are going on and some of that knoWledge
can only be gained in covert intelligence operations. So, my answer is very clear: I

Oink as one of the world's great powers we"cannot afford not to have covert intelligence.

QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR:) What difficulty do you see in reconciling the current
administration in regard to human rights throughout the world and respect for the right
of a nation or another country to conduct its 'own internal affairs?

JOHN RICHARDSON: I would make, two comments. One is that most all the governMentr
of the countries,of the world have subscribed to basic international commitments to .-
maintain minimum leve/ssof respect for individual human beings. Everybody .is committed

not to torture people, for example. Now it is true that those are not enforceable in an
international court of government. The are simply agreements betwten nations, but
there are well recognized minimum standards to those agreements. That's the,legal and
political basis in effect id world affairs for the President to take the kind Of posi-
tions he has been taking. There is something also to be said, though. Our view of human

rights is not the same as everyone else's. And to ace extent we come across to the.reit

,
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of the world as expounding our view of human rights situation where other people
see it differently, we will not really help the cause. So there again, I am very much
enthused about the President moving from the traditional American position of expressing
our feeling to the world. I see no difficulty with that except that as he goes along.
he and his colleagues should become a little more careful about the way, these statements
are made, to whom they are addressed and about the qualifications that are placed on
them which ought to be repeated every sentence--that we are aware that human rights
mean one thing one place and one thing another place, even though there are interna-
tional conventions. We are aware that in our own country the ideas of what human rights
people are entitled to have. changed drastically. Those kinds of qualifiers would be
helpful. One more point. I Wom,ld say less talk and more action, as in most other
things would probdbly help us make this new thrust more effective in the world. We
could do more through the kind of international exchange of students and teachers to
convey in a non-abrasive way what we stand for than we can by making speeches..

QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR: Has the interest of the State Department in building
bridges to groups outside that foreignoaffairs field been diminishing?

JOHN RICHARDSON: Well, it is difficult to answer because I don't know what my
successors will be thinking about this. I can really only say that it is my impression
that within the elements of the foreign affairs community that I was in touch with the
last seven years; that the interest on their side in building such bridges and in'pro-'
viding such linkages in generating resources, was greater than it was, not less. Now
the result may not be apparent and the effects may not be obvious but it depends on
where you start. If you start at the peak when the International Education Act was
being put forward for the Johnson Administration and in that time, there was a surge of
interest in this subject, then I think it trailed off in both appropriations and interest'
at the upper levels. My impression has been that it has been rising and I think not in
just the.pat Of the government that I was directly concerrfed with, Education and Cul-
tural Affairs, but I think, for example, in the Public Affairs end of the State Depart-
meqt which I have followed. They/have been steadily strengthening their outreach. It

may not be apparent, but that is my impression. Its a much more sophisticated and
more effective outreach operation than it used to be in that they've been quite experi-
mental and creative in trying to reach more groups.

QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR: What services does the State Department provide for
foreigners and for the schools

JOHN-RICHARDSON: What the State Department does is to provide an opportunity for
educational leaders to come in fora period of a wunle of days and receive briefings
front key people throughout the Department of State. Gil Anderson was here the other
day and gave a summary, of the kinds of things that are available without charge to
educators who want to gebon the mailing list. It is astonishing what a school can
receive on a.regular basis. Quite a flow of information is available to know precisely
what the government's policy is and why.
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CRAIG PHILLIPS: There is now time for the wrap up. A quick word of appreciation
to Bob and John for sharing their wisdom, experience and time. John, a sepcial'word
of thanks and a kind of fearful one at that tremendous load you put on the shoulders of
the Chief State School Officers right at the end of your comments. John'Porter was
supposed to have wrapped'up this conference, but he hackto return home. I will take a
whack at a brief wrap up. We end this conference somewhat as we began with Fred`Burke's
challenge to consider that the ultimate purpose of education is to grant dignity to
the individual. The next step was to discuss the how, which has occupied most of our
time for the past few days. But we must constantly bring the "hows" back to the "whys"--
the crucial need for*all( to have dignity. The ideal result of this conference-Would be-11
for all.of us to weask tonether to make it possible for every child, teacher and princi-
pal, everyone involved in our schools to personally touch and be touched by, others who
may differ from us culturally but who have the same wants, feelings, and hopes and with
whom we share this spaceship earth. Josey has brought that touch to us here. So did
-the kids that were with us last night. Many of us, because we have been touched, want
to khow,how to help others have thiS sharing. But such a goal unfortunately is impos-
sible. What we must do is to make it possible for all of us to want to be touched.
As we have been told here, an understanding of other cultures and values and apprecia-
tion of our dependence on one another will strengthen our own self concepts, our own
values and help us consider'each other with more humanenest and dignity. This goal
requires a lot of work and we must begin immediately. First, let's be sure we go to the
top. As the organization representing the gatekeepers, the Chiefs should prepare a
statement on the national imperative of global education. We should have something that
is sharp, *concise and based upon our longstakding policy statements-and seek President
Carter's help in carrying it out. There has riot been such a potential for leadership
from a President in this area in a long time. Again, as a national organization,.we
should develop strategy to achieve this goal on the federal level. This means lobbying
for funding of programs already on the books and Rose has some materials for uS. We

must seek to expand other opportunities to help global education and consider it as an
issue for our concern. Perhaps this is too bold for some, but it must be said. We
must support efforts to encourage Congress and the Administration to protect human
rights throughout the world. If we are educational leaders, then we should use that
leadership to bring influence on those things that affect education. We must use our
resources for the commitment to human dignity everywhere. On another level, our organi-
zation should offer and provide the means to mobilize all the efforts we have learned'
about at this conference and the many more that are not represented here. We have rich
resources and incredibly competent and committed people. I think the real excitement
of this conference is the impact of so many bright people of all sorts and I hope those
of you who come frbm the outside have some better impressions of my colleagues, for
whom I have great consideration. We do have those resources (committed people) whose
life work is to make global education a real living experience for students. We need
to pull together all these people. We need to let all people involved ineducation knoW
what resources are available. Next, as individual Chiefs, we should gather together our
own personnel and resources within our own state departments and design strategies
make'global studies relevant to every student. We should impact on teacher inservice
training. We should.become a clearing house linking national resources with local
needs. We should review our curriculum and curriculum soirces. We should look at the
opportunity we have.to enrich learning through music, art, literature and dance. Global

education is an opportunity to-teach values but also a great opportunity to experience
,creativity. As state educa0* leaders, we also must-evaluate what we are doing and
not doing in global educatider4e.have learned this morning how much we are not doing
and several states have been offered an opportunity for some in-depth analysis df where
they should go in thfs field. We must anticipate that global studies won't remain
static. We have seen a rapid transition in only'a few years from the "we-thou" concept
of teaching comparative cultures) to the concept of global interdependence. As global

situations change, so will our educational needs and programs. Consider for example
how we will derive the most benefit from a child in Pinehurst Elementary School being
able to converse with a student in Kenya at harvest time or an English school boy at a
cricket game all through international .)satellites. Is this in our students' future
and how do we plan for it? The word "plan" is crucial. Let me get doWm to the nitty
gritty for just a moment. I simply speak from the vantage point of having been involved
with the original project, its commitments and its goats. A plan was devised as a part
of this proposal and Pthink the one specific challenge that I have been asked to place
before you and those yho have already left is6thlt each of the Chiefs involved in this
conference needs to p?epare in whatever form he or she wants a look at what the plans
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are for change and improvement in global perspectives in education in the individual
states. We need an analysis of where you are, where you want to go, how you want to
get there, aed what kind of priorities will be placed where by May I. We would hope
you would send that to The Office of Chief State School Officers. 'Now that's a pretty
big order in one way--it's an open order--but that's the only thing we ask of you. We
have a'full agenda. It's something to go home and think about but not for long. We
need to act qyickly before the'potential to create something significant for this
generation and those to follow is lost and before our needy overwhelm our resources.
I hope that the people and the ideas at this conference have touched each one of us in
many ways. I'd like tb express my thanks to a number of you. Bob Weatherford has
quietly but effectively worked with this project and is getting it through and on top
of that is his heavy load of p]anning for an African safari and a South American trip,
but Bob you deserve,a hand from this crowd of people. He's had the support of big Chief
Byron Hansford who has made resource's of that Office available. Byron, for that arfd
for your attendance here for the full conference, I am personally indebted and I know
the rest of the Chiefs are grateful also. Our staff has done a tremendous job--Sam
Shugart who has been the honcho of all the logistics of this conference; our secretarial
gang who has done so much-to help make everything work; Tom Davis' outfit who put out
the materials for you and everyone--we thank you. There is a conference wrap up report
at the door. The only thing it does not include is that magnificent statement of John
Richardson's. Rose has put together that which we asked of her. In addition to play-
ing a piano all last( night, she played a typewriter also. She has prepared some infor -I
mation on the Citizenship Education materials that we asked for:.

BYRON HANSFORD: We want to thank you, Craig, for your hospitality and certainly
give you our extreme good wishes. You are the epitomecnf the South.

CRAIG PHILLIPS: Thank you, Byron. You are very kind and you know we have gained
so much moreithan we have given. We appreciate all of you coming to Pinehurst. We
hbpe one of these days--I don't know if we'll come back to Pinehurst or not--but tied
in with this thrust of International Education and Global Perspectives, I think there
is a need for the Chiefs to take a, look at the arts and their impact on education. I

hope tiat we are going to come to the day when we all will come and talk about where the
arts are in this country. Thank you.
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